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FOREWORD and ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

The seminar-workshop on Deterministic Methods in Radiation Transport, held in Oak Ridge,
Tennessee, February 4-6, 1992, was the first to feature three-dimensional deterministic methods. The
meeting was attended by 111 people and the seminar provided a fairly well rounded review of the state of
the art. A total of 48 institutions were represented from the U.S. and ten other countries: four from
Canada, two from Japan, and one each from the People's Republic of China, Finland, Germany, and The
Netherlands.

The presentations included discussions of application._ of deterministic methods to a variety of problems,
descriptions of developments of auxiliary tools and alternative versions, and new developments. A wide
range of applications was covered in the presentations.

A survey paper presented by a staff member from Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) described
new and enhanced capabilities of neutral particle transport codes currently being developed at that
institution. Another paper presented by a staff member from Chevron provided an update on recent
developments in nodal discrete ordinates methods, which show great promise for applications to the solution
of the Boltzmann equation. A very interesting paper on CEPXS/ONELD, a system for cross-section
preparation and one-dimensional discrete ordinates coupled electron/photon transport, was a joint effort by
scientists from Sandia National Laboratories and LANL,

Application areas for deterministic methods included reactivity effects in HWRs, radiation transport
in high level waste forms, biomedical studies, and neutron fluence estimates on reactor vessels and out of
core. Presentations were made on the DOG-II input generator for the DOT 3.5 two-dimensional discrete
ordinates code and on COGEDIF, an automatic TORT and DORT input generator from MORSE
combinatorial geometry, models. An improved treatment of two-dimensional neutral particle transport
through voids within the discrete ordinates method by use of angle-dependent view factors was also
presented.

Betty Maskewitz gave us the "History of the RSIC Seminar/Workshop,." an activityshe pioneered in
the early days of RSIC.

Three papers from abroad, not presented orally, are nevertheless published as part of these proceedings.

The Workshop on the TORT Three-Dimensional Discrete Ordinates Neutron/PhotDn Transport Code
was organized by D. T. Ingersoll, W. A. Rhoades, and R. T. Santoro, ali of the Nuclear Analysis and
Shielding Group (NAD), Engineering Physics and Mathematics Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
and R. W. Roussin of RSIC. The TORT code is currently the only three-dimensional discrete ordinates
system thai is generally available, lt is being applied to a wider and wider range of problems. Attendees

- of the workshop were given one day on the theory and input instructions followed by a half day of "hands-
on" practice using IBM RS/6000 computers supplied by the Knoxville, Telmessee office of IBM.

- Presentations were made by W. Rhoades, W. Engle, C. Slater, T. Burns, L. Williams, R. Lillie, and J.
Pace, ali of NAD, R. Childs of the Computing and Telecommunications Division at ORNL, and by B. L.
Kirk, J. B. Marmeschmidt and J. White of RSIC.

We are gratefial to: authors of the papers for submitting their manuscripts in camera-ready form; A.
Alford, R. Lawson, S. Shriner (ali of NAD) for preparation of workshop materials; to RSIC staff members

" N. Hatmaker, B. Snow, and S. Taylor for overall assistance in putting on the seminar-workshop; to D.
- Ingersoll and F. Mynatt for welcoming remarks; and to J. Lee of the ORNL Conference Office for

guidance in planning the meeting. We are particularly grateful to R. Santoro for his efforts in organizing=

the TORT Workshop.
J

Alice F. Rice and R. W. Roussin

- Radiation Shielding Information Center
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ABSTRACT

The Seminar on Deterministic Methods in Radiation Transport was held February 4-5, 1992,
' in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. Eleven presentations were made and the full papers are published in

this report, along with three that were submitted but not given orally. These papers represent
a good overview of the state of the art in the deterministic solution of radiation transport

; problems for a variety of applications of current interest to the RSIC use_rcommunity.
i
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REACTIVITY EFFECTS OF LIGHT WATER INSERTION
IN A HEAVY WATER SYSTEM:

A COMPARISON OF FOUR TRANSPORT CODES

R.T. PERRY, RUSSELL D. MOSTELLER,
JOSEPH L. SAPIR, and J. ROBERT STREETMAN

Reactor Design and Analysis Group
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, NM 87545

ABSTRACT

A study was undertaken to find an appropriate transport code for the analysis of the
: insertion of light water into the heavy water coolant channels of the Mark 22 fuel

assemblies. The investigation was conducted by modeling a fuel assembly in an
infinite lattice configuration and then studying the effect on kinf of replacing D20
with H20 in the three coolant channels. The ONEDANT Sn transport code, the
GLASS and WIMS-D collision probability transport codes, and the MCNP Monte
Carlo code were used to obtain eigenvalues. Between code comparisons were
made with the results. Surprisingly large differences, which in some cases
exceeded 1% in reactivity, were obtained from the four generally accepted codes
and cross-section libraries. MCNP predicts almost no change in reactivity with the
addition of light water to the system. The MCNP result is considered the most
accurate, and its predicted values for kinf falls between the WIMS-D and
ONEDANT values. GLASS substantially overpredicts the worth of light water

= relative to MCNP. The discrepancies among the codes increase with increasing
replacement of D20 with H20, implying that the differences in the calculated values
of kinf may be due to different formulations of the light water scattering kernels.

-.,t

INTRODUCTION
ii

Pursuant to the safety review of the Savannah River Site K-Reactor mandated by the Department of

Energy, certain accident scenarios were identified that could lead to the insertion of light water into

o the coolant channels of the Mark 22 fuel assemblies. These channels normally contain heavy
=

__ water, and the insertion of light water into them may produce an increase in reactivity. This study

was undertaken to characterize the reactivity effects on the reactor resulting from this accident.

2
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METHODOLOGY

The investigation was conducted by modeling a Mark 22 fuel assembly I in an infinite lattice con-

figuration and then studying the effect on kinf of replacing the heavy water in the three coolant

channels with light water. A cross-sectional view of the assembly is shown in Fig. 1. The percent

of heavy water replacement in the coolant channels was varied from 0 to 100% with 10% changes

at each calculational point. The assemblies were assumed to be at a uniform temperature of 300 K

and a pressure of 69 psig.

Inner Dead Housing

Co.ant Cblmnel Target

Coolant Channel Fuel

C_hint Channel2 InnerFuel

Outer Dead Space InnerTarget

Fig. 1, The Mark 22 fuel usembly.

The ONEDANT 2 Sn transport code, the MCNP3 Monte Carlo code, and the GLASS 4 and

WIMS-D5 collision probability transport codes were used to obtain eigenvalues of the infinite

lattice cell configurations. WIMS-D and GLASS have associated self-shielded and temperature-

dependent cross-section sets. MCNP also has cross-section sets tabulated at different temperatures.

The MATXS76 69 group library, based on ENDF/B-V, was used with the code TRANSX_ to

provide self-shielded temperature dependent cross sections for ONEDANT.

About 100 space points were used in ONEDANT and WIMS-D. ']["heONEDANT runs were S4P0

calculations. Some P1 calculations were made for comparison, but as noted in the results shown



later, little effect was noted. However, both the PO and Pl cross-section sets were transport

corrected. For the Monte Carlo code, MCNP, one million histories were used for each calculation.

This translates to about seven hours of machine time per calculated point on a Cray XMP 416

computer and about 33 hours on a Sun IPC workstation. WIMS and ONEDANT each require

between one and two minutes per calculation on the Cray. GLASS requires about 7 hours per

calculation on a VAX 3600. This is an increase of nearly a factor of 30 relative to normal GLASS

run times. However, the GLASS results were found to be very sensitive to the spatial mesh

employed. The results reported herein are obtained from GLASS calculations with a very fine
mesh structure.

RESULTS

ONEDANT Legendre Order Comparisons

Table 1 gives the results of the comparisons in tabular form along with the percent difference in the

values of k from two calculations. The calculational results are also shown in Fig. 2 where kinf is

plotted as a function of the the percent light water in the coolant channel for the PO and P1

calculational sets. Note that the maximum percent difference between the two sets of calculations

is only 0.11%. The results indicate that a transport corrected POformulation was of sufficient

accuracy for reactivity effects of light water study.

Table 1. Listing of kinf from the POand Pl calculations
and their percent differences.

CASE % H20 kinf Pl kinf P0 % DIFFERENCE

1 0.25 1.09827 1.09909 0.07
2 10.00 1.10005 1.10122 0.11
3 20.00 1.10122 1.10249 0.11
4 30.00 1.10187 1.10305 0.11
5 40.00 1.10208 1.10308 0.09
6 50.00 1.10192 1.10268 0.07
7 60.00 1.10144 1.10193 0.04
8 70.00 1.10068 1.10088 0.02
9 80.00 1.09968 1.09957 -0.01

l0 90.00 1.09844 1.09803 -0.04
I 1 100.00 1.09701 1.09626 -0.07
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Table 2 gives the calculated values of kinf for each code as a function of the fraction of light water

in the coolant tubes. The corresponding reactivity changes referenced to zero percent H20 (100%

D20) are shown in Table 3. The reactivity changes, in percent, were determined from the

: following equation:

ap = (( I%- ;<:t)/(KoKt)) 100

where: Ap is the reactivity in percent,

ko is kinf at 100% D20, and

kt is kinf at some percent H20.

The resultant values of kinf and Ap are plotted as a function of H20 fraction in Figs. 3 and a, re-

spectively. The error bars shown with the MCNP results are one-sigma standard deviations asso-

ciated the the Monte Carlo method. These results, presented in Figs. 3 and 4, clearly show the

surprisingly large differences obtained by the four generally accepted codes and cross-section li-

braries. The discrepancies among the codes increase with increasing replacement of D20 with

H20 implying that the differences in the calculated values of kinf may be due to different formula-_

tions of the light water scattering kernels.
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Table 2. Kinf as a function of the fraction of light water in the
coolant channels of a Mark 22 fuel element for the four transport codes.

MCNP

FRACTION WIIMS-D ONEDANT GLASS MCNP STANDARD
H20 DEVIATION

0.00 1.097765 1.099089 1.09946 1,,1019 (.0008)
0.10 1.097986 1.101222 1.10248 1.1013 (.0008)
0.20 1.097736 1.102486 1.10456 1.1018 (.0008)
0.30 1.097079 1.103054 1.10594 1.1006 (.0008)
0.40 1.09608.5 1.103081 1.10674 1.1007 (.0008)
0.50 1.094808 1.102681 1.10709 1.1004 (.0008)
0.60 1.093288 1.101932 1.10703 1.1006 (.0009)
0.70 1.091555 1.100883 1.10661 1.0991 (.0008)
0.80 1.089632 1.099575 1.10581 1.0959 (.0009)
0.90 1.087537 1.098029 1.10484 1.0953 (.0009)
1.00 1.085284 1.096260 1.10358 1.0930 (.0009)

Table 3. Ap in percent, as a function of the fraction of light water in
the coolant channels of a Mark 22 fuel element for the four transport codes.

MCNP

FRACTION WIMS.D ONEDANT GLASS MCNP STANDARD
H20 DEVIATION

0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -0.000 -
0.10 0.0183 0.1762 0.2491 -0.049 (.09)
0.20 -0.0024 0.2803 0.4200 -0.008 (.09)

: 0.30 -0.0570 0.3270 0.5329 -0.107 (.09)
0.40 -0.1396 0.3293 0.5983 -0.099 (.09)
0.50 -0.2460 0.2964 0.6268 -0.124 (.09)
0.60 -0.3730 0.2347 0.6220 -0.107 (.10)
0.70 -0.5182 0.1483 0.5877 -0.231 (.09)

° 0.80 -0.6799 0.0401 0.5223 -0.497 (.10)
* 0.90 -0.8567 -0.0879 0.4429 -0.547 (.10)

1.00 -1.0476 -0.2349 0.3396 -0.739 (.10)

_
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CONC'_ USIONS

Of particular concern to safety analyses are the increashlg values of kinf and Ap exhibited by

GLASS andONEDANT _ H20 initially replaces D20. GLASS predicts the imgest increase in re-

activity reaching a maximum Ap of 0.6% at 55% H20. The, corresponding ONEDANT values ate

0.3% ,_p at 40% H20. WIMS-D and MCNP show very small, if any, reactivity increases as H20

is initially added. GLASS is the only code that predicts a positive reactivity change at 100% H20.

Although these calcu!_d discrepancies among the codes are surprising, such differences have

been previously observed in similar comparisons between GLASS and MCNP.7 The very large

differences between GLASS and MCNP raise fundamental questions about the accuracy of the

light water cross section in the GLASS library. Another concern with GLASS is that it was

necessa_ to use a very fine spatial mesh_so fine, in fact, that the results obtained may not represent

_ asymptotic solution. We believe tha_ the MCNP results that fall between the WIMS-D and

ONEDANT values are the most accurate and would be the code of choice for further analysis of

this type.
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K_DIATxO_!TR_aSP__RTXS HIGH-LEVEI_WAS'YEFO_

V. S. Arakali and S. M. Barnes

West Valley Nuclear Services Co., Inc.

West Valley, New York, USA

ABSTRACT

The waste form selected for vitrlfylng hlgh-level nuclear waste

stored, in underground tanks at West Valley, NY is borosilicate

glass. Ale maximum radiation level at the surface of a canister
filled, with the hlgh-level waste form is presc" ibed by repository

design criteria fox! handling and disposition of the vitrified
waste. This paper presents an evaluation of the radiation

transport characteristics for the vitreous waste form expected to

be produced _t West Valley and the resulting neutron and gamma

dose rates. The maximum gamma and neutron dose rates are

estimated to be less than 7500 R/h and I0 mRem/h respectively at

the surface of a West Valley canister filled with borosilicate

waste glass.

RADIATION TRANSPORT IN HIGH-LEVEL WASTE FORM

V. S. Arakall and S, M, Barnes

Int_oductlon

'_%e hlgh-level waste resulting from reproccsslng spent uranium

fuel from several nuclear reactors using the PUREX process at the

Nuclear Fuel Services site in West Valley, New York is stored as

neutralized liquid waste in a carbon steel tank. This waste has

o separated into a hydroxide sludge settled at the bottom of the

tank and a salt solution on top of the sludge. Spent fuel

containing thorltun was reprocessed using the THOREX process and

resulting waste is stored in a stainless steel tank.

The West Valley Nuclear Services Company has been given the task

of solidifying these liquid high-level waste into borosilicate

glass for disposal in a federal repository, '[_e waste glass

produced at the site has to meet certain repository requirements

specified in the Waste Acceptance Preliminary Specification*

(WAPS) document. The amount of glass forming chemicals to be

added to the waste such that the resulting waste glass stored in
stainless canisters meets the WAPS has been determined during the

product development activity. As a pgrt of activity an estimation
of the radionuclides contained in the canlstered waste and its

consequences durlng handling and disposal have also been
determined.

: II



This paper deals with the determination of radiation dose and

other effects resulting from radionuclides in canistered waste

glass. Methods and results of some of the analyses performed

during the process and product development are discussed.

SQurce Deter_Datl9/!

Radio-chemical analysis of samples taken from the tanks is the

primary method of determining the type and strength of the

radionuclides in the high-level wastes stored at the site. This

is au ongoing program in which several samples of the waste have

been obtained and analyzed at several laboratories. The results

are compared and a llst of radionuclides and their concentrations

have been generated and are updated every year. In addition the

spent fuel reprocessing steps have been simulated using the

ORIGEN-2 computer code 2 to compute the radionuclides expected to

be present in the waste. The modeling results are also used to

derive the strength of the radionuclides not measurable in

radiochemical laboratory. From this information a conservative

estimate of the radiation sources inventory expected in the waste
was determined. The list is shown in Table I.

Several glasses have been prepared with varying oxide composition

and tested for compliance with the WAPS as well as processability

requirements. The type and amount of oxides needed to bind the

radionuclides in a glass matrix was determined from product

evaluations. Table 2 shows chemical oxide content of the high-

level waste glass expected to be produced at West Valley. The

total amount of waste glass that will be produced at the WVDP is

about 475,000 kg, which will be stored in about 260 stainless

steel canisters. The radionuclide inventory in each canister was

calculated by dividing the total inventory by the number of

canisters expected. Using this as sources in a canister, the

radiation intensity surrounding the canister can be evaluated.

_[_hods o f A_e__s

The gamma flux at the surface of a canister filled with high-level

waste glass is determined by the multigroup, one-dimensional,

discrete ordinate transport code with anisotropic scattering,

ANISN3o Numerical solution of the transport equation by the

• discrete ordinates method requires both cross sections and source

data at the discrete energy levels, Angular dependence of

scattering cross sections were represented by orthogonal Legendre

polynomlal expansion while other nuclear parameters were treated
explicitly for a few directions. Finite difference approximation

has been used to discretize spatial dependence. Multigroup gamma

sources, at various times as required, were determined by using

the isotope generation and depletion code ORIGEN-2. ORIGEN-2 is a

reactor physics code that simulates spent fuel reprocessing steps,

where necessary, and computes various high-level waste

characteristics. Radionuclide data such as half-life, scattering,

nuclear reaction cross sections and energy of emitting radiations

provide the necessary information for computing the heat

z
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generation rate, gamma spectrum and neutron sources and sinks in
the canistered waste. The multigroup gamma source was then
modeled in ANISN as a fixed source in glass former oxides and the
appropriate group dependent cross section and S4 level symmetric
quadrature sets were input to compute gamma fluxes at the surface
of the canister. The gamma fluxes were then converted to dose
rates by the appropriate energy and absorption dependent
conversion factors.

The neutron sources in the waste glass are not sufficient enough
to warrant any rigorous neutron transport calculation. The amount
of fissile material is small and the waste glass contains a
significant amount of neutron absorbing boron. For a conservative
estimate of neutron dose at the surface of the canister, the net

neutrons (production of spontaneous fission and alph-n reaction -
absorption by boron) produced and its flux at the surface were
calculated and converted to a dose rate with appropriate
conversion factor.

The other effects anticipated from a high-level waste loaded
canister which can be estimated from these calculations are the

generation of heat by absorbing radiation and the generation of

helium within the canisters by the emitted alpha particles.

The estimated canister heat generation rate was determined by

multiplying the radionuclide concentration by its recoverable
energy values. This information is necessary to specify the

temporary storage cell design requirements so that the maximum

center llne temperature of the high-level waste canister is below

the limit specified in the Waste Acceptance Specification.

The potential for pressurization of a canister filled with waste

glass was analyzed by assuming that all the alpha particles

released from the wastes would accumulate over a hundred years in

the canister as helium gas. The resulting pressure increase was

calculated using normal canister fill conditions.

_._sults and Conclu_o_

Heat generation, neutron production and absorption and alpha

emission rates in a canlstered waste were computed by decaying the

radionuclides in the canister to the time of production and the

time of shipment to repository using the ORIGEN-2 code.

Using the multigroup (18 groups) gamma sources generated in

- ORIGEN-2, in ANISN-W code the multigroup gamma fluxes at the

boundary of 2 ft diameter high-level waste canister were

determined. The resulting integrated gamma dose rate is

calculated to be 6900 R/hr. An independent calculation of the

gamma dose rate using the QADMOD-G 4 code was made for comparison

purposes. The independent calculation, being less rigorous,

yielded a dose rate of 7400 R/hr. To estimate the uncertainty in

__ these calculations an analysis of the ga.u.a dose rate at the top

of the 8D-2 tank was made using the two codes and compared with

133
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the measured dose rate. The calculated dose rate was within I0%

of the measured dose rate.

The neutrons sources (neutrons per second) from alpha-n reactions

and spontaneous fission are 2.753E+05 and 4.432E+06 and decrease

to 2.536E+05 and 2.220E+06 respectively after twenty years in

storage. The presence of B-10 in significant quantity in the

canlstered waste accounts for neutron absorption at the rate of

1.094E+06 neutrons/sec. The net neutron dose rate at the surface

of the canister is less than I0 mrem/hr which is negligibly small.

The heat generation rate in a nominal canister (85 percent full)

is about 324 watts and decreases to 50 watts in about ]00 years.

Assuming an uncertainty of 15 percent attributed to process

variability, a maximum heat generation rate of 374 watts is

expected in a canister.

If every alpha particle emitted by radionuclides contained in a

canlstered waste is converted into a helium atom, it would amount

to about 2.89E-02 liters per year. The increase in pressure, over

a storage period of I00 years_ would be about 0.48 psi assuming a

void space of I0 percent of canister volume.

From these analyses it is concluded that the effects of radiation
in the HLW canisters are well within the limits identified in the

Waste Acceptance Preliminary Specifications.

_4
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BIOMEDICAL APPLICATIONS OF TWO- AND
THREE-DIMENSIONAL DETERMINISTIC

RADIATION TRANSPORT METHODS

David W, Nigg
INEL BNCT Program

Idaho National Laboratory
EG&G Idaho, Inc.

P.O, F ox 1625
Idaho Falls, Idaho, 83415-1 575

ABST.RACT:

Multidimensional deterministic radiation transport methods are routinely used in support of the Boron

Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT) Program at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). Typical

applications of two-dimensional discrete-ordinates methods include neutron filter design, as well as

phantom dosimetry. The epithermal-neutron filter for BNCT that is currently available at the

Brookhaven Medical Research Reactor (BMRR) was designed using such methods. Good agreement

between calculated and measured neutron fluxes was observed for this filter. Three-dimensional

discrete-ordinates calculations are used routinely for dose-distribution calculations in three-dimensional

phantoms placed in the BMRR beam, as well as for treatment planning verification for live canine

subjects. Again, good agreement between calculated and measured neutron fluxes and dose levels

is obtained.

INTRODUCTION:

Multidimensional deterministic methods for radiation transport analysis have a wide variety of

applications in the biomedical field, particularly in radiation oncology. Standard photon therapy, as well

as some of the less-common modalities such as fast-neutron therapy and neutron capture therapy, are

: ali dependent for their success upon the ability to calculate, a priori, accu,'ate radiation dose

distributions in the target volume. This seminar will focus on the use of various multidimensional,
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deterministic transport methods in support of BNCT research at the INEL and elsewhere. Particular

emphasis will be placed on comparisons of calculation and measurement in a variety of applications.

There has been a worldwide resurgence _'_finterest in BNCT for the treatment of certain types of

currently-intractable malignancies (e.g. Glioblastoma Multiforme). The INEL is currently the focus for

a comprehensive effort directed toward the development of this complex modality. The INEL BNCT

Program includes: (1) the design, construction, and testing of neutron sources that are appropriate for

therapy, and (2) coordination of various radiobiological and biochemical ,research activities, as well as

the development of several ancillary technologies needed for eventual human clinical trials of BNCT.

Although the program is centered at, and administered by, the INEL, the participants include experts

in the appropriate research disciplines at a large number of institutions nationwide.

BNCT involves a two-step treatment procedure. In the first step, an appropriate drug tagged with

Boron-10 (_°B) is administered by injection. This drug preferentially accumulates in the malignant tissue.

A thermal-neutron field (from a beam generated by a nuclear reactor or other neutron source) is then

applied, leading to selective destruction of the 3ancerous tissue by the high linear energy transfer (LET)

secondary charged-particles that result from the boron capture reaction, specifically 4He and 7Li. The

energy of this charged=particle pair is 2.35 MeV, on the average. This energy is deposited over a range

comparable to cellular dimensions (a few micrometers), resulting in a high probability for cancer cell

destruction with limited damage to surrounding healthy tissue. An epithermal-neutron beam (neutrons

predominately in the energy range of 0.5 eV to 10 keV) is expected to have an advantage compared

to a thermal-neutron beam because the epithermal neutrons will penetrate a few centimeters into tissue

before forming a thermal peak, yet the epithermal neutrons are themselves relatively nondamaging.

Therefore, with an epithermal beam, it may be possible to treat some deep-seated tumors without

surgery and spare healthy surface tissue.

Multidimensional deterministic radiation transport analysis methods are used at the INEL in connection

with the INEL BNCT Program to perform physics design calculations for various neutron sources, as

well as to perform detailed radiation-flux and dose-distribution calculations for actual experimental

irradiations. Both applications will be summarized in this seminar. References to additional, more

detailed information available in previous open publications will be provided for those who wish to

pursue the subject further.

2O
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_NEUTRONSOURCEDESIGN-

Design of epithermd;-neutron sources at the INEL has concentrated primarily on reactor-based

systems, t13_Reactor-based,epithermal-neutron beam facilitiesdesignedat the INELhave includedthe

previously-considered Power Burst Facility (PBF) beam (located at the INEL), which is capable of

providing a high-intensity,high-purityepithermal source,andthe currently-operating,medium-intensity

epithermal-neutron beam at BMRR. This latter beam was designedand installedin collaborationwith

BrookhavenNational Laboratory. In addition, there is a currently-ongoingcollaborativeeffort between

the INEL and the Georgia Institute of Technology to design a high-purity, medium-intensity

epithermal-neutron beam for the Georgia Tech ResearchReactor (GTRR).

Analytical methodsemployedfor beam design at the INELtypically includeone- andtwo-dimensional

deterministic radiationtransportcalculationswith limitedconfirmatorycalculationsperformedusingthe

Monte Carlo technique. The ANISNc4_and DORTtsjdiscrete-ordinatescodes, developedat Oak Ridge

National Laboratory (ORNL) are employed for the deterministic calculations. Cross sections are

typically taken from the BUGLE-80(e)library distributedby ORNL. These methods have proven to be

very effective and accurate.

The epithermal-neutronbeam at BMRRprovidesa typical exampleof the applicationof multidimension-

al transport techniques. Figure 1 shows the BMRR reactor, the reflector, the thermal shield,and the

three filter compartments where various materials may be placed, providing the means to tailor the

neutron and gamma flux that is produced at the irradiation point. Large aluminumcontainers, filled

with aluminum oxide tiles and aluminum spacers, were tailored to these pre-existingcompartments.

A layer of cadmium was installedat the downstream endof the filter to minimize the thermal-neutron

component. Additionalbismuthwas placed at the beamportto minimize the gammacomponentof the

beam.

.. The geometry of the BMRRbeam representsa typicaldeep-penetrationtype transportproblem. Final

design studies were performed with the DORT_6_code and the BUGLE-80*e)coupled 47-neutron, 20-

gamma group, P3 cross-sectionlibrary. Cylindricalr-z geometry was used, with the Z-axis coinciding

with the beam centerline. The reactor core was modeledas a homogeneouscylinder. This is a rough

approximation to the actual geometry, but it was found to be adequate as long as certainkey volumes

and material thicknessesare preserved.

-
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core
and reflector

_f

Irradiation point
9.4319

Figure 1. BMRR with epithermal-neutron filter for BNCT.

lt is theoretically possible to solve the transport problem for the combined core and filter i,_ a single

enormous computer run. lt w, ,;, however, much more efficient to obtain the solution for the neutron

and gamma flux at the exit port using a two-step procedure. In the first step, the reactor core and a

small portion of the filter were calculated as an eigenvalue problem. In the second step, the filter was

modeled separately, with a fixed angular flux boundary condition at the entrance to the filter taken

from the results of the first step. (The DORT code allows this to be done using a binary angular flux

file). This results in the same solution as if the entire problem were solved in one run, as long as the

reactor and filter models have sufficient overlap (to account for scattering back and forth between the

two _egments of the geometry).

The BMRR core and filter models have been successfully run using th_ standard CRAY version of

DORT. Each problem segment requires about four hours of CPU time on the INEL CRAY-XMP/24. In

addition, the models have been run using a version of DORT locally-adapted for use on the IBM

RISC-6000 series of engineering workstations. Overnight execution times are easily achieved for the

BMRR models on this type of hardware. The calculated solutions from the workstation version of

=
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DORT are wpicafly in ogreement to about three decimal places with the corresponding CRAY results,

even though th_ workstation uses a 32-bit word length, as opposed to 64 bit_ for the CRAY.

TablLe I shows some c_lculated "_ and measured _7_free-field integral neutron-beam characteristics.

F_gure ,_ shows the calculated and measured free-field neutron spectra, tl_ The tlgreement between the

design calculations and the measurements is excellent for the principle beam characteristics. The

calculated epithermal and tmal neutron fluxes are within 2% of the mea_;uri_dvolues. The fast-neutron

(above 10 keV) flux is underesx_iLmatedin the calculation by about 30%. This discrepancy is believed

to be caused by certain modeling approximations, and by the fact that the eniDrgy group structure of

the BUGLE library does not allow an accurate representation of the neutron cn)ss-section minimum in

alum;hum in the energy range near 75 keV. (The 25-keV window in aluminum is well-represented in

the BUGLE library).

___J Ij_T.BLBUT_..ON ANALYSES:

Given a neutron beam of acceptable purity and intensity, it then becomes necessary to determine the

expected radiatk)n flux and dos_ teve_s in the irradiation target. This _sa complex, three-dimensional

problem. There are several dose components (boron neutron capture dose, hydroger: capture dose,

incident fast-neutron dose, etc,), a, having different spatial distributions and relative biological

effectiveness (RBE). Either stochastic (Mor,(e Carlo) or deterministic caicul;_ti(mal methods may be

used. At the INEL, three-dimensional, deterministic calculations are routinely performed for BNCT

Ta,hie I. C_¢culated and Measured integral Neutron Ruxes for the Unperturbed BMRR
Ep_thermlC-Neutro_ Bea_.

| Rux Design
| (n/cre 2/s/MVV) Ca|culation Measurement
i_ _!_===----,_"''"'-:::-:_, _ ....u::=::: ::::i::: : :---: ::_ ::: :=:: ..... :'__""_=_ __;_ -:-.--:_--_-_--: .---:!.- '!:L '.' :::, ,. ,, ,:_

t Tota_ neutron flux 6.75E + 8 6.65E + 8

L F_ar_-_n.utron flux 0.25E+0 0.34EE+ 8

, _E: Al_Idata are normaliz_ed to I MWi===___di,c,ate..d.:_B,MRRcor_e powe,r====m=====.::::__._:::::....:: ::: :i**,,:_.::_-:
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Figure 2, Comparisonof calculated and measured neutron spectrum
for the BMRR aluminum-oxide filter.

dosimetry using a localadaptation of the TORT"sldiscrete-ordinatescode. Typical applicationsinclude

calculationsof radiation flux and dose distributionsin three-dimensionaltissue-equivalentphantoms,

as well ascalculationsfor planningand interpretationof actualcanine irra($iationexperiments,currently

being conducted in connection with the INEL BNCT Program. An example involving neutron flux

calculations for a three-dimensionalcanine head phantom will be briefly describedbelow. Further

details of this and various other three-dimensionalapplicationsare available in References9-11.

A caninebrain-irradiationprogram"=ifor researchinto the biologicaleffects of BNCTforms a major part

of the overall set of BNCT-relatedactivitiesbeingcoordinatedby the INEL. This experimentalcampaign

uses the epithermal-neutronbeam at the BMRR. Priorto the use of thisbeam with live subjects, it was

necessary to experimentallycharacterize the neutron flux levels produced in realistictarget volumes.

To that end, a Lucite dog-head phantom, with dimensions typical of a Labrador Retriever, was

constructed (Figure3). The phantom was positionedin the BMRR beam as shown in Figure 4. (The

extent of the region modeled by TORT is shown in bold outline.) The location and positioning of

polyethylene bricksused to simulate the body of a typical dog are also shown in this figure.
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Figure 3, Lucite dog-head phantom.

The dog-head phantom has a largenumberof regularly-spacedholes drilledinto it (as can be seen in

Figure 3). Copper-gold alloy wires were inserted into these holes to measureneutron activatiL_n(and,

" therefore, neutron fluence) versus depth below the top of the head in several locations. The use of

these two materials allows the thermal-neutronflux to be measured separately from the total flux. lt

is the thermal-neutron flux that is of particular interest in this work.

: Figures 5 and 6 show how the dog-head phantom was modeled using the X-Y-Z representation

available in the TORT code. Only the head and upper'neck regions of the phantom were included in

this particular model. The curved surface of the phantom was approximated as well as possiblewith

a 1-cm mesh as shown. There were 32 mesh intervals in the X-direction, 16 intervals in the

Y-direction. and 22 intervals in the Z-direction. A symmetric 96-direction quadratureset was used.

Ali cross-sectiondata were again taken form the BUGLE-80 library. A lithiated-polyethylenebeam

l
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Figure 4. Positioning of canine phantom and beam delimiter at the
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Figure 6. Dog-head phantom model (side view),

delimiter, with a 10-cm square aperture, was placed between the bismuth beam face and the top of

the phantom as shown. This delimiter was explicitly included in the TORT model. Finally, Figure 6

shows details of the vertical flux-wire positionsof interest in this work.

Figure6 alsoshows the neutron flux at the entranceplane of the delimiterport was representedin the

"TORTmodel by a fixed angular flux boundary condition in the X-Y plane at the top of the calculated
=

geometry. The magnitude, spectrum, andangulardistributionfor this sourcewere calculated with the

previously-describedDORT model of the BMRRfilter. The small incidentgamma sourcepresent in the
_

BMRR bean. was also included in the source representation for the TORT phantom model.

Calculationsfor the lucite phantom were carriedout usinga version of the TORT code adapted at the

INEL for operation on an Apollo DNI0000 engineeringworkstation. The entire 67-group calculation

ran in approximately670 minutes. Performanceof the IBM RISC-6000 seriesof workstationsfor this

application is similar to within a factor of two in execution time, depending on the exact hardware

configuration employed.

_
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The calculated axial thermal (0.0 to 0.414 eV) neutron-flux distribution for the flux wire nearest the

beam axis (Wire 3) is shown in Figure 7. The measured distribution is shown for comparison and

agreement is in the 10-20% range. This is quite acceptable for this type of calculation, given the

measurement uncertainty (about 10%) and the modeling approximations that were used. Of particular

note is the fact that ali calculations for both the reactor-filter combination (DORT) and the phantom

{TORT) are normalized directly to the indicated BMRR core power with no empirical correction factors

of any type.

_:_ONCLUSIONS_;:

Multidimensional, deterministic transport calculations have become essentially indispensable in the INEL

BNCT Program. These types of calculations complement the extensive Monte Carlo calculations that

are done for patient treatment planning. This provides a very useful validation tool. In some beam

design applications, deterministic methods offer the only practical approach to the problem of

calculating radiation transport through large, complex filter and moderator assemblies. Monte Carlo

1.0[10 " - v "- ,' • ' v - _ -' ' v ¢ ' v - ,- o ,- -

a _ a Uea=ured B/7/B9
Recallbrafed !/24/90

o -- o 30 TORT Colculollon
N

-_ 0 1 Z ,1 4 _ 6 7 II II 10

Dlstonce from top of heod (cre)
NI#|-_! -I_

Figure 7. Depth profile of BMRR (2.9 MW) thermal flux. Dog-head
phantom at x = 11.5 cm, y =0.5 cm (Flux Wire 3).
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techniques, even those that are biased insome manner, tend to have large statistical variancesin such

applications. The ongoing trend in the direction of increasingspeed and decreasing cost of modern

engineeringworkstations will allow even more sophisticateduses of deterministic techniquesin the

future.
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OUT-OF-CORE FLUX CALCULATION METHODS IN FINLAND

Frej Wasastjerna
Nuclear Engineering Laboratory

Technical Research Centre of Finland
P.O. Box 208

SF-02151 ESPOO
FINLAND

ABSTRACT
i

This paper describes the program systems used
for radiation shielding calculations in Finland,
with the main emphasis on the S, branch of the
REPVICS system. This branch is based on the well
known ANISN and DOT series of programs. All
calculations are based on BUGLE-80 data. Some of
our calculations have been found to give results
that agree better with measurements than could
reasonably be expected, given the shortcomings of
the basic data from which BUGLE-80 was obtained,
and the probable reason for this for_tuitous
agreement is described.

INTRODUCTI ON

In Finland out-of-core flux calculations are performed
using either the REPVICS program system or the PREVIEW
program. REPVICS (REactor Pressure Vessel Irradiation
Calculation System) can be applied to the calculation of any
out-of-core fluxes in any reactor but is usually rather slow
and expensive. PREVIEW (PRESSUre Vessel Irradiation
Evaluation Working program) is fast, cheap and easy to use
but can calculate only the fluxes at certain locations in
VVER-440 reactors.

REPVICS=

o

REPVICS was described at the 6rh International
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Conference on Radiation Shielding in Tokyo 1983.* It consists
of two alternative branches, the S, branch and the Monte
Carlo branch, either of which can be used to calculate the
desired fluxes (see Fig. i).

Normally we use the S, branch. In this only the
auxiliary programs are our own. Mainly it is based on ANISN 2
and DOT3.5-E. 3'4 We are now considering replacing the latter
with TORT. 5 However, we expect that we will mainly be
interested in two-dimensional calculations, and the 3-D flux
distributions will be synthesized from (r,8) and (r,z)
calculations as before, unless 3-D calculations prove less
expensive than we expect.

The cross sections are taken from BUGLE-80. 6 Various

operations are performed on them by an auxiliary program.
These operations may include deletion of low-energy and gamma
cross sections, replacement of the photoelectric cross
section for gammas by the energy deposition cross section,
correction of the U-238 absorption cross section for
resonance shielding (using correction factors calculated by
other programs) and cross section mixing. Originally a
program named BUGLER was used for this, and this program was
modified on an ad hoc basis as needed. However, as a result
of this the current version, BUGLER-5, is very messy, and it
is being replaced by a modular program designed from the
outset to be versatile and easy to modify. This program is
named TOPIC (TOols for Preparation and Inspection of Cross
sections) in recognition of the fact that it is an entirely
new program, not at all restricted to manipulation of BUGLE
data.

Besides cross section preparation, preparation of the
source is another job that requires an auxiliary program. For
this we use PVIS (Pressure Vessel Irradiation Source). The
current version, PVIS-3, is capable of treating both
hexagonal and square core geometry to give the source in a
form suitable for use in ANISN, DOT or TORT. It has also been
found useful in determining the volume fraction of the core
or some part of it in radial or (r,8) meshes, which is needed
for geometry input. This is done simply by setting the source
density to unity in the desired part of the core, and the
output then shows directly how large a fraction of any mesh
interval is occupied by this part.

The Monte Carlo branch of REPVICS is generally used only
to validate the results of the S, branch, and it falls
outside the scope of this seminar, so it will not be
described here.
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' RESULTS

In Tokyo in 1983 we reported* a comparison of REPVICS
calculations and measurements of the Fe-54(n,p)Mn-54
reaction. The agreement was very good. It was, in fact,
astonishingly good consider:_ng the limitations of the cross
section data used, in partiI:u_ar the inaccuracy of the iron
inelastic scattering in the cross section libraries on which
BUGLE-80 is based, lt has long been suspected that this was
due to a cancellation of errors, and the main compensating
error has now been at least tentatively identified.

The errors in the iron inelastic scattering in data
libraries based on ENDF/B-V and earlier basic libraries lead
to an underestimation of the fast neutron flux transmitted

through thick steel components, such as the core basket,
barrel and pressure vessel in a VVER-440. On the other hand,
the flux synthesis procedure used to get the 3-D flux
distributions reported in Tokyo was simplified in such a way
that it gave somewhat too high values far from the core.

The correct procedure would be

o(r,e,z) - 0(r,e)*0(r,z)/0(r), (i)

where the 0(r) in the denominator stands for a radial flux
distribution obtained from a I-D calculation with the same
radial mesh as in the (r,z) calculation but with no axial
leakage. However, to minimize the number of DOT calculations
we had used the axial average of the results of the (r,z)
calculation instead. This :is slightly lower than the correct
0(E), especially far from the core, due to axial leakage.
Since the denominator is underestimated, this is a
conservative error, so it was considered acceptable. However,
it turned out to be somewhat larger than the original
estimate of some 2 %, amounting to about 4 % at the inner
surface of the pressure vessel (where the measured data were
obtained) and as much as 7 % at one quarter thickness of the
vessel. This was sufficient to cancel at least a substantial

part of the error caused by the iron inelastic scattering
cross section.

However, relying on cancellation of errors is not a
really satisfactory method, so in the future we would rather
use a more accurate cross section library and a correct

: synthesis procedure.

With the mesh size we use in (r,8) calculations -

typically about 2 cm or less radially except in the interior
of the core, up to 2 o azimuthally - we have not observed any
major difference in results between the exponential
supplementary equations available in DOT3.5-E and the more

.
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commonly used weighted difference mode. Since the exponential
model fails to converge in certain cases, we now prefer the
weighted difference mode.

In addition to dli_ect calculation of the flux impinging
on the pressure vessel, synthesizing a 3-D flux distribution
from 2-D calculations with DOT3.5-E, the REPVICS system has
also been used for a number of other purposes. Out-of-core
fluxes have been calculated to get flux input for ORIGEN to
determine the activity of various components, which needs to
be known for decommissioning plans. In this context 1-D ANISN
calculations have been considered adequate. No measured data
for comparison are yet available.

DOT3.5-E calculations were also performed to get the
kernel library for PREVIEW, see below.

PREVIEW

PREVIEW is intended for fast calculations of the neutron

flux impinging on the surveillance chains and pressure vessel
of a reactor. It is based on a kernel synthesis method and
runs interactively, giving results in a few minutes on a
microVAX-II computer (in fact, the running time is not much
longer than the time it takes the user to key in the input).

At present it is intended for WER-440 reactors such as
those in Loviisa. It could, however, be used for any reactors
if an appropriate kernel library is supplied and some changes
are made in the PARAMETER and DATA statements in the program.

PREVIEW will be described in more detail in a paper
submitted to the topical meeting on New Horizons in Radiation
Protection and Shielding, April 26 - May i, 1992 in Pasco,
Washington.

3
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COGEDIF- Automatic TORT and DORT Input Generation
From MORSE Combinatorial Geometry Models

R.A. Castelli
D.A. Barnett

General Electric Company
Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory

Schenectady, New York

Abstract - COGEDIFis sn interactiveutilitywhichwasdevelopedto automatethepreparationoftwoand threedi-
mensionalgeometricalinputsfortheORNL.TORTandDORTdiscreteordinatesprogramsfromcomplexthreedi-
mensionalmodelsde.scribedusingtheMORSEcombinatorialgeometryinputdescription.Theprogramcreateseither
continuousordisjointmeshinputbasedupontheintersectionsofuserdefinedmeshingplanesandtheMORSEbody
definitions."Feecompositionoverlayofthecombinatorialgeomet:yis usedto c_eatethecompositionmappingof the
discretizedgeometrybaseduponthecompositionfoundatthecentroidof eachof themeshcells.Thisprogramsim-
plifiestheprocessof usingdiscreteorthogonalmeshcellstorepresentnon-orthogonalgeometriesinlalgemodels

, whichrequiremeshsizesof theorderof a millionceilsormore.Theprogramwasspecificallywrittentotakeadvan-
tageof thenewTORTdisjointmeshoptionwhichwasdevelopedat ORNL

Introduction it possible to contemplate the calculation of

The effort associated with the creation of dis- transport solutions in complex geometries
where the mesh size can easily be expected to

cretized geometries for two-dimensional dis- be the order of millions of mesh cells. In these
crete ordinates calculations has been

problems, one of the major obstacles is the cre-
significantly reduced in the past decade. The ation of a discretized mesh geometry and com-
explosion of interactive computer graphics position overlay on a three dimensional
hardware and software has provided platforms orthogonal grid.
and utilities where complicated DORT models
can be created with relative ease. The once In many instances, the shield designer is faced

complicated task of meshing a problem and with the need to model quadratic and non-or-
creating a composition overlay has been re- thogonal planar surfaces for deterministic
duced to brief interactive sessions where fine transport calculations which require that each

mesh is created and painted with a few key mesh cell be defined as orthogonal Cartesian
strokes and mouse clicks, or cylindrical cells. In these cases, the non-or-

thogonal shapes can only be represented as
These utilities have given the user the freedom discretized (or stepped) models which approxi-to run bigger and more accurate transport el-
culations by changing the focus of the input mate the shape in three dimensions.
preparation from individual mesh cells to the This paper describes an interactive modeling
global geometry being modeled. Even the larg- utility called COGEDIF (for COmbinatorial
est DORT models (i.e. - l0 s mesh cells) are GEometry to finite DIFference mesh genera-
easily created and modified with current tech- tor')which was developed to automate the cre-

• nology, ation of 'FORTgeometrical inputs from solids
models described using the MORSE combina-

The decade of the '90's has brought new and torial geometry package.
_ more challenging transport problems to the re-

actor design community. The capabilities of
the ORNL-TORT tti. _e-dimensiona| transport Development Strategy
code and modern super-computers have made TORTwas initially developed by ORNL under
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the sponsorship of the Defense Nuclear Agen- The Problem
cy (DNA). One of the first intended uses of

The complexity of a typical design problem isthis code was the calculation of radiation trans-

port through rectangular concrete buildings, probably best understood by example. Consid-
er the calculation of a duct streaming problem.

The Cartesian geometry option in TORT made Almost every reactor shield designer has been
these geometries relatively easy to set up and faced with the need to predict the streaming of
solve, neutrons in the duct space around reactor ves-

In 1989, KAPL realized that additional code sel nozzles. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate that this
development would be required to facilitate basic geometry is one of concentric cones and
the use of TORT in computational configura- cylinders which intersect on orthogonal axes.

tions that are not uniquely Cartesian or cylin- In this problem, the mesh must be fine enough
drical in nature, to describe the curvature of the vessel (in X-Y

A two-fold development approach was initiat- planes) and must also be sufficiently fine to de-
ed where ORNL was sponsored to implement scribe the nozzle cylinders (in the Y-Z planes).

a disjoint mesh feature in TORT (much like the This example helps to emphasize the useful-
discontinuous mesh feature in DORT). This hess of the disjoint mesh option because axial
feature would allow for a more efficient use of planes below the nozzle elevation do not re-
mesh by eliminating the nece_ity of defining quire ali of the mesh detail required to describe
mesh lines which span the entire geometrical the nozzle cylinders in the duct region. The
space, ability to define a different set of X-Y mesh

In parallel to the ORNL development, KAPL lines within adjacent axial bands provides a
commenced the task of automating the mesh- feature by which mesh detail can be used only
ing and material overlay definition of TORT where it is required by the problem descrip-
geometries, tion. Conservation of mesh is a key element in
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the reduction of the overall problem size (and enough fro,n the cross section at the previous
thus cost) of the solution, plane to warrant redefinition.

COGEDIF steps through these meshing planes
The COGEDIF Approach and creates a fine mesh based on several de-

The MORSE combinatorial geometry (CG) in- fault meshing criterion which may be modified
put is used to describe the physical geometry by the user. The basic algorithm looks at the
being modeled. With this input the user com- intersection of the plane with each of the
hines solid primitives like spheres, cylinders, MORSE forcing bodies and is started by
and prisms (known as MORSE bodies) into bounding the intersection with mesh lines. The
material zones using embedment operators subtended area of the body is compared to the
which define the unions and intersections of area of the mesh cell bounding the body and if

the primitives. This is a powerful technique the areaexceeds the meshing criterion, the
which can be used to describe complex models mesh is subdivided. Subdivision of mesh cells
of almost any configuration, continue,,;based upon the subtended areacal-

culations until the mesh is fine enough to de-
The MORSE-CG input was selected for COG- scribe the intersection of the body on that
EDIF because it has been widely used in the
nuclear industry. Only minor modifications plane. After the mesh is created on each plane,it is refined to remove mesh that are redundant

have been made to implement the MORSE-CG (or too close together) based upon a minimum
: input in COGEDIF so existing MORSE mod-

els can easily be used. mesh spacing criterion.

The new input definition for COGEDIF con- Figure 3
sists of a set of meshing (or forcing) planes z. ro_e pt_k.t
which are orthogonal to the planes formed by l._ t.2 i.l i
the axes of the coordinate system. The inter-
sections of these orthogonal planes with the
MORSE bodies in the geometry which have
been declared as "forcing bodies" will be used
to define or force the mesh definition on these

planes.

In the most general case, COGEDIF will allow
the user to define a set of meshing planes in
any two of the three orthogonal coordinate di-
rections. These meshing planes correspond to
the TORT coarse mesh over which the prob- k
lem acceleration is calculated and they are k._
continuous throughout the geometry.

Consider the case where the user selects to de- k.3

fine forcing planes along only one of the coor-
dinate axes. The mesh that the program
constructs on the Ithmeshing plane is used in
the coordinate space between forcing plane I-1
and I. These planes are selected at intervals
along the coordinate axis where the user has k.4
determined that the geometry has changed



Once the mesh is created in the entire geomet- based upon the intersections with MORSE
rical space, the composition of each mesh cell bodies on that part of the plane, In this case,
is assigned by using the MORSE subroutine the nozzle cylinders are intersected and must
LOOKZ. This subroutine is called with the be meshed. The procedure starts by using the
Cartesian coordinates of the cell center and it set of Y mesh lines crea'ted in the meshing of
returns the composition number of the MOR- the kth plane and both Y and Z fine mesh are
SE material zone at that point. The mesh cell is added until the area meshing criterion have
assigned that material number which is ulti- been meet. Any new Y mesh lines that are add-
mately used to construct the description of the ed as a result of meshing the Y-Z space are
TORT material bodies in the TORT input, then added to the X-Y grid within the region

The automatic meshing procedure is somewhat being meshed. This Y-Z grid is then propagat-
more complicated when the user defines fore- ed through out the region at every X mesh co-
ing planes along two coordinate axes. The pro- ordinate created during the meshing of the kth
cess is basically the same except that the plane between the ith and i-1st forcing planes.
meshing is systematically done over the pieces The procedure is repeated systematically in ev-
of the geometry formed by the intersection of cry region of the geometry defined by the in-
the orthogonal meshing planes, tersections of orthogonal meshing planes.

Consider the vessel nozzle geometry in the vi- There is only one slight complication in the
cinity of the nozzle region shown in Figure 3. process. TORT requires that Z mesh lines be
In this case, if the nozzle is aligned parallel to continuous throughout the geometry. Conse-
the X coordinate axis, the logical choice for or- quently, the set of Z fine mesh linemesh lines
thogonal cutting planes are Z planes and X in the regions between meshing planes k and
planes. With these choices, the cylinders and k+l must include ali of the Z mesh coordinates
cones of the reactor vessel 'will have circular defined on each of the X cutting planes. Thus
intersections with the Z cut planes (in X-Y each time a new X cut plane is meshed, the tnt-
space) and the nozzle bodies will have circular tial set of Z mesh lines includes ali of the pre-
intersections with the X cut planes (in Y-Z viously defined Z mesh coordinates within the
space). The auto-meshing procedure in COGE- k and k+l axial band.

DIF considers each geometrical region formed In the three dimensional mesh created by this
by the intersections of orthogonal meshing process, adjacent regions within the k to k+ 1
planes as separate entities for the meshing pro- axial band will have a discontinuous set of X
cedure, and Y mesh but the Z mesh will be the same

Consider the region of the geometry bounded throughout the band.

in X by forcing plane i-1 and i and in Z by As before, once the mesh has been created, the
forcing planes k and k+l. COGEDIF first MORSE subroutine LOOIgZ is used to create

looks at the part of the kriaforcing plane the composition overlay ba_ed upon the com-
bounded by i-1 and i and creates a fine X-Y position in the MORSE solids model found at
mesh based upon the intersections with MOR- the center of each of the orthogonal mesh cells.
SE bodies in that region. In this instance, there

are no intersections so the grid will be con. Auto-Meshing
structed using the default minimum mesh
spacing. The previous discussion illustrated the global

approach to creating a three dimensional mesh
Next, the auto-mesher looks at the part of the to describe a MORSE solids model.
ith forcing plane bounded by axial planes k and
k+ 1. The fine grid in Y-Z space is created A fundamental element in this process is the
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creation of a fine mesh on a given orthogonal Consider as an example a right circular cylin-
forcing plane which is sufficient to describe drical body with an arbitrary orientation in
the intersection of that plane and any of the space such that the intersection of an axial or Z
nine possible MORSE body types which might forcing plane has the shape of an ellipse as ii-
be intersected by that plane, lustrated in Figure 4. The meshing of this in-

To accomplish this task, it was necessary to de- tersection is initiated by calculating the
rive algorithms which perform the following extrema of the ellipse on the plane and by add-
functions: ing both X and Y mesh lines at these tangen-

ties. In the Figure, there are four X mesh lines
• Calculation of the global extrema of a and four Y mesh lines used to bound the inter-

body in Cartesian space (i.e. X-rain, section.
X-Max, Y-rain, Y-Max, Z-min, and
Z-Max). Thisinitial subdivision of the X-Y space has

created nine cells which overlap the intersec-
• Calculation of the intersection of planar tion and will be examined for the necessity of

and quadratic surfaces with orthogonal further subdivision. These decisions are made

planes, based upon two area criterion efull and t;empty
• Calculation of the extrema of these inter- which are compared to the area ratio of body to

sections on the orthogonal plane, cell (i.e. p = Abody / Ac.ell).Typical values of

• Determination of whether a point on the these criteria are _ruu= 0.98 and t_empty "-0.02.

orthogonal plane is interior to or exterior To compute the subtended area of the body

to the body being meshed, within the cell (Abody), the cell boundaries are

• Calculation of the area of an arbitrary checked for intersections with the body. The
list of intersection points is added to the list of

convex n-sided polygon on the orthogo- cell corners which are interior to the body and
nal cut plane, body comers that are interior to the mesh cell

The meshing is accomplished one body at a (for the parallelepipeds and arbitrary polyhe-
time based upon the user definition of"forcing dra). This set of points is checked to eliminate
bodies" and the determination that a given redundant points, ordered (in clockwise order)
forcing plane will intersect a given body. This and used to define a polygon which approxi-
is accomplished by comparing the global ex- mates the subtended area of the body. This
trema of each forcing body to the coordinate of simplified area calculation is a method of suffi-
the forcing plane being considered, cient crudeness given that we are attempting to
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represent curved surfaces with discrete steps, lution and avoid mesh lines in those areas of

If p > I_full or if p < eempty for a given cell, no less importance. COGEDIF employs several
further subdivision will occur. If eempty :_ p s techniques to reduce the mesh required to

model a problem and still insure that mesh is
tfuil, then the cell is subdivided, fine enough to give a good solution to the
For example, the cell labeled "b" in Figure 4 transport equation. The actual mesh saving
would not even be considered for subdivision that may be achieved is highly problem depen-
since the mesh cell is completely exterior to dent; the material distribution, the meshing pa-
the body (i.e. Aboay= 0.0). rameters, even the order of MORSE body
The cell labeled "a" in Figure 4 would be se- specification, ali can affect the number of mesh
letted for subdivision based upon the area cri- cells COGEDIF generates. The nozzle model
teflon (note that the shaded area in mesh cell is taken here as an example of where mesh

"a" is used to approximate Abody in the calcu- savings are achieved in a practical problem,
lation of p). but it does not represent "typical" savings that

will always be achieved.Mesh cell subdivision is accomplished by add-
ing a mesh line which divides the shortest cell COGEDIF uses three methods of reducing the
side in half. Mesh are added to the orthogonal mesh required for a problem:

cell sides such that the mesh cells have an as- • Alternative mesh line selection during
pect ratio of approximately unity. Figure 5 ii- auto-meshing
lustrates the results of subdividing cell "a" by
the addition of one new Y mesh line and three ° Redundant mesh line removal

new X mesh lines. ° Disjoint mesh

Each new mesh cell created by the subdivision Following COGEDIF as it meshes the nozzle
process is added to the stack of cells to consid- problem shows where these methods are em-
er for subdivision and the meshing process ployed and gives some idea of what amount of
continues until the stack is exhausted and ali mesh savings can be achieved. Refer to Figure
cells pass the area criterion. 6 which shows three orthogonal cut planes

An alternative end to subdivision is also pro- through the nozzle geometry, each of which
vided in the form of a minimum mesh spacing have been independently meshed.
criterion. If the further subdivision of a cell The first level of mesh economy occurs during
would result in mesh lines closer than a mini- the basic auto-meshing step on each plane. As
mum distance, then the cell subdivision stops, plane-body intersections are meshed, each cell
lt usually turns out that this is the actual stop- is subdivided based on the criteria described in
ping criterion since it is easy to see that no the previous section. After the mesh lines for
matter how finely a non-orthogonal arc is di- subdivision are generated, the list of existing
vided, there will always be segments that are mesh lines is searched for mesh lines which
not accurately represented using the area ratio are "close" enough to a subdividing mesh line
criterion, that it may substitute for the subdividing line.

This has the greatest effect in regions of con-
Mesh Economy centric bodies. Consider the top plane in Fig-

Since a moderately large TORT problem could ure 6. There are three concentric cylinders, ali
have as many as two million mesh cells, it is of which occupy essentially the same space.
important to concentrate the mesh lines in Many of the mesh lines which describe an out-
those areas which are most important to the so- er surface can also be used to describe an inner
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surface. Indeed, if the outermost cylinder is plane, Y mesh lines extend ali the way through
meshed first, the o.nly additional required mesh the problem; on any Y mesh row, X mesh lines
for the inner cylinders would be those mesh need not extend past the Y boundaries of the
lines which describe the tangencies of the in- mesh row. In practice, such complete disconti-
ner cylinders. In Figure 6, the criterion for nuity is not exploited. In COGEDIF, the forc-
closeness has been set to a small value so it is ing planes are taken to be continuous
clear that there is substantially more mesh throughout the model. This provides a some-
present than is necessary to represent the con- what simpler approach to the generation of
centric cylinders, mesh line sets and gives a global, coarse mesh

I The second level of mesh economy occurs af- over which the acceleration algorithm can beter a plane has been completely meshed. Since applied.
, the auto-meshing procedure is based on body Consider Figure 6 again. On the le,_-front
d intersections and not combinatorial geometry (XZ) plane, the only material differences occur

regions, a method of "back-thinning" is re- in the vicinity of the nozzle. With a completely
quired to remove unnecessary mesh. For in- continuous mesh, the mesh lines on the top
stance, the bottom of the vessel is formed by (XY') plane which define the concentric cyiin-
concentric spheres which form circles when ders of the vessel would have to be propagated
cut by the right-front plane. The auto-meshing down the left-front plane. For space to the left
algorithm generates sufficient mesh to describe of the nozzle, these mesh lines would be un-
the boundaries of each of these circles in their necessary. If we take the intersection of the top
entirety. After the mesh on that plane is "col- and left-front planes to be the X axis, then the
ored" with the material overlay, it becomes X mesh lines which define the vessel need not
clear that many mesh lines do not contribute to extend beyond the last mesh line which forms
the separation of materials; that is, the material the Y boundary of the vessel-shield gap.

overlay in the cells on either side of a mesh COGEDIF could generate a separate set of X
line is the same over its entire length. Such a mesh lines for each Y mesh row on the top
mesh line is ten'ned "Redundant" and removed plane, but it is actually limited to separate X
from the set of mesh lines for thatplane. The mesh line sets between user forcing planes. In
planes shown in Figure 6 have had ali such Re- this case, one might choose Y forcing planes
dundant mesh lines removed. Thus, after initial that are tangent to the outer surface of the ves-
meshing, the mesh line density at the bottom sel-shield gap and at the beginning and end of
of the vessel on the right-front (YZ) plane was the nozzle outer wall transitions. This would

approximately the same as the top plane, but yield three sets of X mesh lines for this plane.
back-thinning has removed ali those mesh COGEDIF operates by meshing the plane in
lines which defined boundaries of MORSE the usual manner and then performing an addi-
bodies that were actually continuous materials tional back-thinning operation that removes X
and thus substantially reduced the number of mesh lines from Y forcing plane regions that
required mesh lines, do not separate different materials.

The final level of mesh economy is to exploit Once the minimum descriptive mesh has been
the disjoint mesh feature of TORT. This fea- defined, COGEDIF makes one final pass
ture allows the user to define a different Y though ali the defined mesh line sets and adds
mesh on each Z plane and a different X mesh sufficient mesh lines to insure that the calculat-

on each Y mesh row. To invert this description: ed fluxes are sufficiently accurate. This final
the XY planes defined by Z mesh lines extend set of mesh lines is called the "calculation

= ali the way through the problem; on any XY mesh". Typically it is on the order of a mean
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free path. ties description of volumes that do not map
well onto Cartesian space. The code also in-For the nozzle model defined in this paper, a

continuous mesh description would require corporates several mesh reduction schemes in
order to produce the most compact mesh. Theabout 646485 mesh cells. With the mesh econ-

omy procedures outlined above in piace, the disjoint mesh capability of TORT is exploited
calculation mesh required only 226666 mesh to reduce the cost of transport calculations as
cells, a reduction of about 65%. Most of this much as possible.
saving arises from the large regions of uniform
material, in the shield and internal to the vessel
itself. Again, the amount of mesh savings will
be highly problem dependent.

DORT Applications
Thus far, the discussion has focused on the use
of COGEDIF for the generation of three-di-
mensional TORT input. The COGEDIF proce-
dure is easily degenerated to create two-
dimensional mesh for input to DORT.

The value in this approach of creating two-di-
mensional DORT input from MORSE combi-
natorial geometries is that the same three-
dimensional MORSE model may be used to
create numerous XZ or RZ DORT geometries.

= Only a single forcing plane is required to select
a portion of the model to describe in two di-
mensions. Note, too, thatwhile the program
currently restricts forcing planes to be orthogo-
nal to the coordinate axes, this restriction
could easily be removed to allow even greater
versatility in the generation of two-dimension-
al DORT models.

Conclusions

This paper has discussed a utility program
which was designed to generate TORT and
DORT input decks from MORSE combinatori-
al geometry descriptions. This gives thedis-
crete ordinates user several distinct advantages

over generating these models by hand. It al-
= lows the user to specify the model using real

solid shapes without regard to the calculation
mesh and geometry used by the transport code.
This allows very complicated models to be de-
veloped that are spatially accurate and simpli-
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ABSTRACT

DOT3.51) is widely used for radiation transport analysis of fission reactors, fusion

experimental facilities and particle accelerators. We developped the input generator program for

DOT3.5 code in aim to prepare input data effectively. Forrnar program DOG2) ,3) was

developped and used internally in Hitachi Engineering Company. In this new version DOG-II,

limitation for R-O geometry was removed.

Ali the input data is created by interactive method in front of color display without using
DOT3.5 manual. Also the geometry related input are easily created without calculation of precise

curved mesh point.

By using DOG-II, reliable input data for DOT3.5 code is obtained easily and quickly.

I. INTRODUCTION

DOT3.51) two dimensional discrete ordinates transport code is widely used in the shielding

= design of fission reactors, fusion experimental facilities and particle accelerators because of its
following merits,

1) Computing time is reasonable in thick shield analysis compared to Monte Carlo method.
2) Results is rather stable because biasing techniques as Monte Carlo method are not

necessary.
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In the shielding design, it is necessary to do many analysis with different geometry.

Moreover, we often have to do another analysis with slightly different geometry due to the

design alternation of the equipments or buildings.

In the DOT3.5 analysis, geometry input preparation is rather time consuming in complicated

or curved geometry because DOT3.5 requires modeled geometry by two dimensional mesh.

To reduce the time for preparing DOT3,5 input data, we developped input generator program

DOG-II. Format program DOG 2), 3) was developped in 1989 and used internally in Hitachi

Engineering Company in fission reactor shielding analysis. This version was limited to R-Z and

X-Y geometry. In newer version of DOG-II, R-O geometry is also available to do file shielding

design work for fusion experimental reactors.

This report summarizes the overall function, system install method, and input instruction of

DOG-II.

2. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

2.1 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

The following system requirement pertain to the DOG-II which produces a 25000 mesh

DOT3.5 data, Number of meshes laz'ger than this may require higher resolution type color

display, additional memory and disk space,

To accommo&tte DOG-II, the computers system must have at a minumum the following

components:

1) Hitachi B32, NEC PC9801 or compatible that runs MS-DOS version 2.1 or later

and interactive BASIC compiler BASIC/1.

2) One 1MB disk driver or fixed disk.

3) A minumum of 512kB (kilobytes) available user memory.

4) An 80287/80387 math coprocessor installed.

5) Standard resolution type (640x400 dots) color display.

A hard or fixed disk is highly recommended. Region size of 3MB (megabytes) or larger

is necessary to produce a 25000 mesh DOT3.5 data.

Mesh size larger than 25000 requires a larger region of hard or fixed disk and a display

of higher resolut_gn type (example, 1150x750).

2.2 BASIC LANGUAGE

DOG-II is written in BASIC language because it is good at creating a geometry picture on

the display compared to FORTRAN language. However, it is a problem that ordinary



BASIC language is machine dependent and therefore user will be limited.

So, we used interactive BASIC compiler BASIC/1. BASIC/1 is developped in SONY

Corporation and produced on a commercial basis by KOZU System Design Corporation
for IBM, HITACHI, and NEC personal computers at this time. Another good features of
BASIC/1 are as follows.

1) Execution speed is higher than ordinary BASIC interpreter.
2) Full memory of the machine is available. ( ordinary BASIC interpreter is limited to

64kB)
BASIC/1 runs on MS-DOS of Microsoft Corporation.

2. 3 PROGRAM STRUCTURE

DOG-II can be divided into two parts apart from the main menu. One is to create a new

DOT3.5 data and the other is to check a existing DOT3.5 geomeu)' data. The input flow in
DOG-II program is illustrated in Figure 1.

DOG-II is designed to create a DOT3.5 input data without using manuals. Every data is

created in front of color display of a personal computer. To create a new data for DOT3.5,

one can start from any data block listed below.
(1) parameters .... 615, 625, 63'

(2) geometry related data----2*, 4*, 85, 95
(3) cross section.... I05, 115, 12"

(4) source data.... 17"

(5) quadrature sets.... 6*, 7*

These data are created in FIDO format that is ordinary used in DOT3.5 code, so they are
compact and easy to read for DOT3.5 users. These input data are obtained in MS-DOS file.

If the personal computer is connected to the main-frame computer, these data are easily
transferred by transmission program (WIT for HITAC users and FIMPORT/FEXPORT for

FACOM users) and used as DOT 3.5 data in main frame computer. If the personal computer
is a stand alone machine, data made by DOG-II code must be stored externally in floppy
disk and transferred to the terminal machine which is connected to the main frame

computer.

These procedure are illustrated in Figure 2.

2. 4 GEOMETRY RELATED ROUTINE

Normally, it took much time to create two dimensional geometry data for DOT3.5 code,
especially with curved or truncated line in the geometry because they must be expressed by

the mesh. Moreover, it took much time to check the geometry input whether it is as one

thought or not because one can check by the output list of DOT3.5 code or plotted out

-- geometry only after one runs DOT3.5 code. Especially in R-O geometry, it was very

complicated work to check without looking plotter output.
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To avoid therework wasthe first ideato start developingthis program.By DOG-II

program, truncatedand curved line can be handled easily because they arc automatically
expressed by step line. In this version, only partof circles arc supported in curved line
because almost ali tl_ actual facility arcdesigned and manufacturedby the combination of

straight lines and pan of circles. Even if it is not chile, it can be expressed by pan of
ckcles mther good.

By DOG-II one can alsocheck the geometryin thecourse of creating the geometry dam

by thedisplay of the personalcomputerandthereforeone can save time.
Overall procodme to creategeomelry inputby D(_i-[[ is,

(I)Prepare"gridpoint"fromthedrawingswhichmu:;tbeanalyzedbyDOT3.5code.Grid

pointisthepointwl_rethelinesaremet.

(2) Input thepositionof X(,R,R) andY(,Z,O) pointof thegrid.

(3) Connectthesegridpointby straightlineandcurvedline.
(4) Checkthegeometrybydisplaywhetherit isasyou thoughtor nOL If not,youcan

return to previous step.

(5) Designate the number of mesh point in the grid.
(6) Geometry drawing expressed by mesh will be appear,,Curved or truncated lines are

already expressed by step line.

(7) Check this picture whether it is as you thought or not. If it is curious by the lack of

mesh number (it sometimes occurs in curved line) you can return and re.designate in
previous step,

(8) Enclosed area in the geometry is painted out by light blue one by one. Designate the
zone number and material number one by one. Color of the designated area alters to

deep blue. When ali the area is painted out in deep bk_e,geometry input is finished.

(9) Geomeu'y related input cards (2", 4", 85, 95) in FI_) format are obtained in MS-DOS
' file.

lt is also easy to change previous geometi7. These good features of DOG-II is effective to
reducethetimetocrtateDOT3.5data.

2.5 OTHER ROUTINE

_¢tcrs Names anddescriptionof pararaetetsarclisted in table with their default or

previous value on the display. Parameters are set by over-writing the value. Color of the
numeral data changed from from the default or previous value arcchanged from blue to red,

therefore it is easy to checkafterwards.

Cross _ In this version of IX)G-II, cross section mixing dataarc shown on

display but one can not edit these data. One must edit on terminal of main frame computer.
In future version of DOG, we plan to connect t')other c'cosssection handling program now

One can edit the source data (17") on the display. FIDO format can be
_
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used.

QuadratureS¢!s Usual quadraturesets are alreadyregistered in DOG-II program.One
should only choose the quadratureorder.One can registeranotherquadratureset that is not

registered.

3. COOKBOOK OF DOG-II

3.1 ENVIRONMENT

Haxdwarcandsoftwareenvironment must be preparedbefore installing DOG-II
program.Refer "2.1 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS".

3.2 INSTALLATION TO HARD DISK

Install DOG-II program from floppy disk to harddisk.

(1) Prepa,',esubdirectory named "DOT" on harddisk as a work disk.
(2) Set floppy disk.

(3) Change the cmrent drive name to the name of the floppy disk driver.
(4) Executecommand "DOTINT".

By these operation, installation to hard disk is done. For example, if the name of hard
disk driver are A and B, and floppy disk driverC, operation will be
(Example)

A>B: Change current drive to B

B>MD IX)T Createsubdimctory named "DOT"
B>C: Change current drive to C
C>DOTINT Execute installation

3.3 HOW TO EXECUTE

After starting MS-DOS, change th_directory on current drive m subdh'ectory "DOT".

Generate every subprogram of DOG-II by BASIC1 compiler. Program flow diagram and
names of subprogram are shown in Fig. 3 and Table 1. After that, execute command
"I'X)G2", now one can start DOG-II.

(Example)
A>B:

B>CD $

B>C'DDOT Set subdirectory

B>BASIC 1 Generate DOG-II subprogram
B>DOG2 Start execution
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Table 1 DOG-IIsubprograms

name description

OPEN01 title frame
OPEN02 main menu

NDAT01 select data block for new data

EDAT01 create parameter data block

NDAT001 select geometry type
NDAT02 create geometry data for X-Y or R-Z geometry

NDAT03 create geometry data forR-O geometry

EDAT03 create cross sectiondata

EDAT04 createsource data

F__AT05 create quadrature set data

KDAT01 check geometry data forX-Y and R-Z geometry

QDAT01 check geometry data for R-O geometry

END01 end DOG-II

z

=

FlI.re 3 H|erarcby of subroutine calls for DOG.Ii

=
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4. INPUT PROCEDURE OF DOG-II

Input to DOG-IIis done interactivelyon display. In this section, explanation of input
methods and theirfunctions are shown frameby frame.

4.1 MAIN MENU

DC)T3.5Input Generator

A first frame on display is main menu.
Select one of the functions.

1. Start creating new data. 1.O_e New_m
(see4.2) 2 ooon.WCheck

2. Start checking old geometry data. 3.E,a
(see 4.3)

3. Stop DOG-II system, pt.seselect number

4.2 CREATING NEW DATA 1
Create New Oatl I

If you choose "1" in main menu, this I.Parameters I

frame will appear.Please select one of 2.G_,,-oot_ [

the data block youwant to create. You 3.era, seet_ I

i

can start from any data block. ,. so,_.. I
J 5. OuadratureSet J!I

7. End [
please selec{number i

lr,. j
4.2.1 Parameters

If you select "1" in new data menu, _1!A02_,,.._ _ _,,a,a,_,t _u_,_ .,parameter setting frame (12 frames) 2 I AM max|mumoraerorscatte_o
will appear.Move cursor by return key __ r a_ [ numberoimaterialzoos

4 ! lM 92 ] numberof radial Intecvals
j_ "and type "S" to change numerical value, s

Type"R" to showpreviouspage,"N" _e___ 20_.._mbafofallergy01'oup,

to shownextpage,and"E" to returnto 7 ! IHT 3 ] posSllonoi totalcross=_ectlon

,a.. JHS ,, [ Ix_ _ =elt-_,atler crou sectionnew data menu. .0 "i_'t. 23 ¢rou sectiontable lengthper group

S:ch_t_aata R:l_awavd N:lorward E:ena
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4.2.2 New Geometry Geometry Type

If you select "2" in new data menu, 1.x.¥

geometry type frame will appear. 2,_.z

ChooseX-Y, R-Z or R-Oo _.R.e

please selec_number

(1) Grid Point Input Frame

If you choose"1" or"2" in geometry GridPoints(X-Y,R.Z)
X(R),.0.0 10.0 20,0 30.0 40.0 T

typeframe,thisframewillappear.
v(z).o.o1o.o20.0so.o40.0T

inputX(R)andY(Z)positionofgrid

point.Usereturnkeytomovetonext

inputanduse"T"atend.When data

inputarcfinished,youwillbeasked

whetheryouwanttocorrectornot.

Answer "Y" to corrector "N" to go ao you needcorrection? ( Y/N ) .

to next frame.

(2) Straight Line and Truncated Line I
I
I

Gridmeshwillappear.Move X mark ]
o bycursorkeyto startpointandtype l

returnkey.Next,move toendpointand l

type return key.Whenali thestraight , I

linearedesignated,typespacekey to , _ I
fix.You willbeaskedwhetheryou ' I, l

: want to correct or not. Type "Y" to i
#ease inputend.point ( fix-returnkey,er'<l.spacekey) I

corrector "N" to go to next frame. I

(3) Curved Line

= Input startpoint and end point of a

part of circle by same method as
straight line. Then input radius of circle.

.. ,,.._.....

Next, assign which side (right or left) ' _ "l ' \',[

is thecenter of circle. ' ,--1' ' ] '! * I | |

i tj ' I '

p_e_oinputwhichs)detheconferis.1.right2.left

ot



----...._
(4) Confirm Geometry ., ,'_

On scale geometrypicture is shown
whenali linesarefixed.Youarcasked

whetherit isasyouthoughtor not.If

youwanttocorrect,type"Y". Type
"N" to go tonextstep. - ....

doyouneedcorrection? (Y/N )

(5) Number of Meshes per Grid

Input number of meshes in the grid
where red line exist on axis. Mesh

width will be shown. If mesh size is

larger or smaller than you thought,

type "N" to correct. Type "Y" to go ;__. 22_
to next grid. ,---

,.

(6) Zone and Material Designation

L
When number of meshes by grid arc l---t_ ]

ali designated, this mesh drawing will L.
1

be shown. You are askedzone number [

and material number of the enclosed i_ '-'1.1_

area by lines shown in light blue color

one by one. Designate numbers and
type "Y" or returnkey to fix one by

one. If youwanttocorrectnumber, zo_No,.1 _atee=JNo,.1 Nu_ens=_eOK_(¥/N)
type"N".

4.2.3 Cross Sections _oss
2R2tl2a2_2292_32R_142R2_S2az_e
2R2t7 2R218 2R219 2R220 2R221 2R222
2R223 2R224 2R225 2R226 2R227 2R228
2R229 2a230 2R231 2R232 2R233 2R234

If youselect"3" in newdatamenu, 2R2aS2R2362R2372R2382R2392R240
2R24t 2R242 2R243 2R244 2R245 2R246

cross sectionmixingtablewill ix: 2R2472R2482R2492R2502R25t2R252
2a2s3=a2_ 2R25s2._. _,n2572.2r_

shown. In this version of DOG-II, =R2s__n_ _n2st :,n2a=ZR_ 2n2_
2R265 2R266 2R267 2R268 2R269 2R270

you can only look but can not edit. 2R27_ 2R272 2R2732R2742R2752R27628277 2R278 28279 2R280 2R281 2R282
2R283 2R284 2R285 2R286 2R287 2R288
2R289 2R290 2R291 2R292 2R293 2R294

pleaseeditdataonterminalmachine typere_umkey'
i _ ,,, ±.,



4.2.4 Source Data ,_urceDataby,Er_WGro_ 20aata

If you select"4" in newdatamenu, ,_rce.t,enoth,_0,o.pI :
this frame will appear. Input source
strength by energy group.Totalnumber _per _ te_m_,,

you must input is shown in display.
Then input source strength by mesh.

OuadratureSo!

4.2.5 Quadrature Set

S12quadraturelet b used. Ii ttOK ?(Y/N)
If you select"5" in newdatamenu, N

thisframewill appear.Selectthe pleasesoled 1.$8 2.$12

quadraturesetyouwanttouse.

4.3 SHOW OLD GEOMETRY DATA _ease_put,S,nam*

ddve name :C

4.3.1 File Name
filename : OLDDOT

If you select"2" in mainmenu,this
flame will appear.Inputdrivename

andfile namewhichyouwant to check.

4.3.2 Display Geometry I /

/_/Geometry picture and mesh numbers

per 1000 mesh. (PC9801RA) Type
return key to go to next frame.

GeometryCheck T_tle- samplemodel

X-Y geometry numbero!meshes. 92 ' 160 numberof zones. 16

4.3.3 Check Zone and Material Number

If you want to check zone and material
number, type "Y" to start. You can check
zone and material number of colored area.

By return key, zone will change one by
one.

(this is R-O sample) to, No..7 n_atoe_No,.7
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4,4 GENERAL CONSIDERATION

Tocreategood geometry,considerations listed below are necessary.

(1) DOG -IIcreates step lines from curved andtruncatedline. Sufficient mesh point is
necessary to approximatethese lines.

(2) If narrowmea enclosed by two curved or truncatedlines exist in R-Z or X-Y

geometry, designate three meshes or more to reserve the thickness of the narrow area.

(3) In R-O geometry, maximum of ® is 90 degree. Precise geometry can not be

designated nearthe center becauseDOG-H can not judge the point on display

when zone is designated.
(4) If numberof mesh is largeor complicated configurationexist in a partof the geometry,

it is better to divide whole geometry into two or more partsandcombine afterwardsto

save response time of DOG-II.

5. SUMMARY

Inputgeneratorprogramfor DOT 3.5 code is developped. Ali the input data is created by
interactive method using personal computer.Especially, creating geometry input is easy and

quickbecausecurvedandtruncatedlinesareautomaticallyexpressedbystepline.Confirming

geometryandotherinputdataarealsoeasy.ThereforereliabledataforDOT3.5 isobtained

withoutconsumingdesigntime.

Therearesome part(crosssectionmixingetc.)whichmustbe improved.Also,

explanationondisplayiswritteninJapaneseinthisversionofDOG-II.We plantomake
Englishversionlater.Infuture,we plantodevelopinputgeneratorprogramforDORT and
TORT.
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HISTORY OF THE RSIC SEMINAR-WORKSHOPS

Betty F. Maskewitz, Consultant
Radiation Shielding Information Center (RSIC)

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee

ABSTRACT

The RSIC concept of the 'seminar-workshop' as a means to review the
state-of-the-art of specific computing technology and to transmit a great deal of
information to a large number of people in a short period of time evolved over a
30-year period. This paper presents the background leading to the development of
the concept and details the history of the seminars and workshops organized by
RSIC staff members through the years, 1965-1992.

Introduction

The Seminar-Workshop (S-W) Concept which evolved in the Radiation Shielding
Information Center (RSIC) began in RSIC's earliest days. The idea that computing technology,
including computer codes and data, should be an integral part of the intbrmation to be treated by
an information analysis center was considered to be radical at the least and maybe impossible. In
June 1963, a presentation on our plans was made to the Executive Committee of the recently
formed Mathematics and Computation (M&C) Division of the American Nuclear Society (ANS)
during its annual meeting in Salt Lake City, Utah. The committee members gave skeptical
responses - appearing to believe that computing technology could only be successfully transferred
on a one-to-one basis via the 'invisible college' method.

Bengt Carlson of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) followed me from the
room, obviously feeling sorry for the reception 1 received from the ANS/M&C Executive
Committee. I had been using the LASL-developed 'Carlson S-lt' one- and two-dimensional
computer codes at Oak Ridge for reactor analysis problems - and wondered what was needed to
make the method applicable to shielding problems. In a breakfast meeting the following morning
with Carlson, S. K. Penny and D. K. Trubey -- I challenged them to investigate the possibility.
Carlson, a LASL department head at the time, made Kaye Lathrop available to work with RSIC
technical staff members in a year's study which ended in the development of DTF at LASL.

Bill Colston, with his colleagues Ward Engle and Larry Williams, decided to exploit the
methodology at Atomics International (AI) where Colston was a group leader. Incidentally,

: Wayne Rhoades was an AI staff member at the time. Colston left AI for other assignments.
Following the transfer of Engle and Williams to Oak Ridge and subsequent hook-up with Fred R.
Mynatt in the Central Data Processing Facility on the site of the Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion
Plant (ORGDP/CDPF), the one-dimensional radiation transport code system ANISN was born.

The RSIC Co.d._esSection's B_

In RSIC's first year, we inherited the collection of kernel integration and Monte Carlo
codes of the defunct Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion (ANP) program. The codes collection,
organized and documented within the General Electric (GE) Nuclear Materials and Propulsion

: Operation (NMPO) in Cincinnati, Ohio, was sent to RSIC in card form, a huge crate of computer
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materials. We made them operable on local computers and these formed about twelve of the first
code packages in the Computer Code Collection (CCC's).

The United States Air Force (USAF) Nuclear Aerospace Research Facility (NARF) which
operated in General Dynamics at Fort Worth, Texas (GD/Ft Worth) passed on their Monte Carlo
codes. The United Nuclear Development Division of White Plains, New York, contributed
NIOBE (discrete ordinates) and RENUPAK (moments method) and later SANE, SAGE and
ADONIS (Monte Carlo).

To implement these codes, mostly written in machine language, on a different computer
system than that for which they were designed --- and to learn to use them in solving problems -
was slave labor. We persuaded the code developers to receive RSIC staff members in their
computer installation environment and give to us a seminar on the theoretical methods and a
workshop on the codes. The idea of the seminar-workshop was conceived, in reverse.

RSIC staff members, usually in pairs --- a technical specialist and a computer specialist
traveled wherever an agreement was made to contribute computing technology to RSIC. In these
cases a large number of people in the contributing organization engaged in technology transfer to
an audience of t_w_._in support of RSIC's mission.

The 1966-1967 NPD Annual Report of Progress has the following statement from RSIC:

"The seminar-workshop method by which the originating installationplaces
computingtechnology in the RSIC ComputerCode Collection has proved to be a
practicaland efficient means of communicatinga great deal of informationin a
short time. RSIC Codes Section staff participatedin a seminarand a workshop-
in-depth on a specific code system in five different instances at the originating
installationduring the report period."

The report continues:

"Since considerable interest had been shown in the kernel integration code, QAD,
RSIC invited the originating group at LASL to present a seminar-workshop at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). By enlarging the scope to include discus-
sions of applications of the methodology by other users and kernel integration as a
method to design shields, additional information was exchanged by 50 participants
from 25 separate installations."

I return to the beginning.

A major problem of computing technology transfer in the 1950s and 1960s was a lack of
documentation. In persuading RSIC supporters to place their codes in RSIC, we first had to
encourage updates to or the writing of new documentation. The ORNL Monte Carlo code
development took place in bits and pieces over a number of years and the use of early computers:
the ORACLE, IBM-704-7090-7094-360, etc. and CDC 1604-6600-CRAY, etc. lt was always a
team effort; a team which did not always pull together. The promise of a seminar-workshop at=

ORNL gave impetus to expediting the documentation of the code system, and led RSIC into the
seminar-workshop series that followed.
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The Evolving Co.ncepl_

The concept of computing technology transfer through a seminar-workshop (S-W) evolved
through the years, influenced by the needs of the nuclear industry. Sponsoring S-W's for the
purpose of evaluating and discussing the theory and state-of-the-art of a particular calculational
method_and the application of the method as it is employed in a specific code system became an
RSIC tradition. The S-W's are arranged in answer to the needs shown by inquiries from thei

shielding community over a period of time. They have proved to be a practical and efficient way
to transfer a great deal of information to a large number of potential users in a small amount of
time. Leading experts are invited to present papers which are collected, edited, and published as
a state-of-the-art review. Thus, many people make a contribution.

The S-W is normally organized and led by RSIC staff members, The contributing
organization of the code system featured shares overall sponsorship with RSIC and it's technical
staff members conduct the workshop, with assistance from RSIC as needed.

The list of the S-W's organized and sponsored by RSIC follow. The name of the co-
sponsor is included in the listing.

The Seminar Workshops

Topic covered _nd other information

7/26-28/65 Oak Ridge Random Research Reactor Routine (ORRRRR; O5R); a general
purpose Monte Carlo neutron transport code system packaged in RSlC as CCC-
17.

Sponsors: ORNL Neutron Physics Division (NPD), assisted by computer special-
ists from ORNL Mathematics Division (MD) and ORGDP/CDPF.

Presenters: Teams led by W. "Bill" Kinney, D. K. Trubey, Frank Clark and
Frank Kam of NPD.

ATT: 80 people from 45 different institutions in USA, France, and Germany
(FRG),

The Proceedings were not published; but a serious effort was made to produce
adequate documentation.

4/26-29/66 O5R S-W repeated at EURATOM, Ispra, Italy; also covered OGRE and SDC.
UK, Sweden, Italy, covered the Spinney-method, removal-diffusion codes;
France, Monte Carlo codes. Workshop on O5R only.

Sponsors: OECD European Nuclear Energy Agency (ENEA) Computer
Programme Library (CPI..), later known as NEA Data Bank (DB) and RSIC under
a USAEC/ENEA Agreement.

Presenters' Betty F. Maskewitz and S. K. Penny.
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4/17- 19/67 Kernel Integrati¢,nAs A Method To Do Shielding Calculations. LASL's QAD
featured; first packaged in RSIC as CCC-48.

Sponsor:' LASL/N-2 Division (Critical Facility).
i

Presenters' Richard E. Malenf_t, Don M. Peterson, and Robert Streetman of
LASL for QADqV, QAD-P-5, QAD-B, QAD-V; QAD-HD and QAD-P-5 by
Gerald Lahti and Lester Clemens of NASA Lewis Research Center (LRC).
Panelists: Leon;ilrdSofter of ASA/LRC, Loyd S. Burns of GE/NMPO, and John
MacDonald of GE/KAPL.

ATT: 50 persolts/25 separate institutions.
I
[

8/14-16/67 Discrete Ordina11:es(S-n) Method for Radiation Transport Calculations; ANISN
code featured; a multigroup one dimensional discrete ordinates code with anise-
tropic scattering, first packaged in RSIC as CCC-82.

Sponsors' ORNL/NPD and ORGDP Computing Technology Center (CTC).

Invited Seminar Speakers: Bengt Carlson of LASL, Kaye Lathrop, Gulf General
Atomic (GGA), and F. R. Mynatt of CTC.

Many contributed papers were presented.

A'I_: 100 specialists in radiation transport.

ORNL/RSIC,19 published as a state-of-the-art review

1/27-28/1969 Electron Transport Theory Seminar m ETRAN Workshop. ETRAN, a Monte
Carlo code system for electron and photon transport through slabs, was packaged
in RSIC as CCC-107.

ETRAN was developed with NASA support over a period of years. The NASA
sponsor, also an RSIC sponsor, requested that ETRAN be documented and placed
in the public domain. The developers believed the complex code system could
only be transmitted on a one-to-one basis, and that it would be difficult to be
documented.

We made a deal with the developers. If they would write documentation under
guidelines furnished by RSIC, the center would make operable, test and package
the ETRAN code system from documentation only, would then feature ETRAN in
an S-W.

Sponsor: Center for Radiation Research, National Bureau of Standards.

Presenters" Martin S. Berger and Stephen Seltzer of NBS; Tom Jordan, ART
Research, presented BETA, a multigroup Monte Carlo electron/photon transport
code.

: ATT: 53 participants/24 installations.



9/30/69 Two-Dimensional Discrete Ordinates Seminar; emphasis on CCC-89/DOT II, a
multigroup two-dimensional discrete ordinates transport code with anisotropic
scattering; no workshop.

Sponsors: ORNL/NPD and ORGDP/CTC.

Presenters' F. R. Mynatt (CTC), A. D. Wilcox (Aerojet General), R. K. Disney
(WANL), E. J. McGrath (TRW), W. Rhoades (AI), H. A. Sandmeier (LASL),
E. A. Straker and C. E. Clifford (NPD).

This was a one-day seminar preceding the S-W on cross sections.

10/1-3/69 Multigroup Cross-Section Preparation--- Theory, Techniques, and Computer
Codes Seminar; SUPERTOG and XSDRN Workshop.

Sponsors: ORNL Neutron Physics (NP) and Reactor Divisions and
ORGDP/CTC.

Presenters: Many staff members of the sponsor organizations who were involved
in the work area and from users. C. W. Craven, Jr (ORNL/RD) served as

,

general chairman.

ATT: 124 participants/57 installations; 7 foreign.

PROC: ORNL/RSIC-27.

10/5-7/70 Monte Carlo Methods and Computer Codes for Radiation Transport in Shielding
Applications; ANTE (MAGI), MORSE (ORNL). CCC-131/ANTE-2 solves the
adjoint neutron transport equation by Monte Carlo techniques. CCC-203/MORSE

: is a Monte Carlo radiation transport code system.

Sponsors: ORNL/NPD and Mathematical Applications Group, Inc. (MAGI) of _
: White Plains, NY.

Presenters: Edward Straker, Calvin Burgart, Vic Cain, S. K. Penny, D. C.
Irving (NPD), M. B. Emmett (MD) of ORNL and Martin O. Cohen of MAGI.

ATT: 118 participants/53 separate institutions, including 4 foreign institutions.

PROC: ORNL/RSIC-29.

11/15- 17/71 Seminar on Radiation Transport in Air -- Theory, Techniques, and Computer
Codes; Workshop on ATR (SAI) and SMAUG (AFWL).

Sponsors: Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) contractors' Science Applications,
Inc. (SAI) of La Jolla, CA, and US Air Force Weapons Laboratory (AFWL) and
ORNL/NPD.

Presenters: James A. Lonergan led SAI team on ATR, Harry E. Murphy present-
ed SMAUG; Dean C. Kaul of DNA, E. A. Straker, F. G. Perey, C. E. Clifford
of NPD and R. L. French of RRA chaired sessions.
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PROC: ORNL/RSIC-33.

4/12-13/76 Seminar on Radiation Energy Spectra Unfolding Techniques; Workshop on
FERDOR (ORNL) and FORIST (University of Illinois).

Sponsors: ORNL/NPD.

Presenters: Francis Perey, et al.

ATT: 70 participants from USA, Canada, UK, Iran, Italy, and the Netherlands.

PROC: ORNL/RSIC--40.

10/10-12/77 Seminar on Current Status of Neutron Spectrum Adjustment. STAY'SL code
featured.

Sponsors: ORNL and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).

Presenters: Specialists from USA and IAEA countries, F.B.K. Kam (ORNL/OD),
Chairman.

PROC" Assembled and edited in RSIC; published as IAEA-TECDOC-221, 1979.

3/14-16/78 Multigroup Nuclear Cross-Section Data Preparation and Data Library Manipula-
tion Techniques. AMPX-II and CCCC-formats featured in workshop.

Sponsors: ORNL/NPD and ORGDP/CTC.

Presenters: members of the sponsoring organizations including Eddy Ford,
N. M. 3reene. J. E. White, R. Q. Wright, J. L. Lucius, Lester Petrie of CTC, et
al.

PROC: ORNL/RSIC-41.

8/22-24/78 Theory and Applications of Sensitivity and Uncertainty Analysis; FORSS
featured.

_

Sponsors: ORNL/NPD

Presenters: C. R. Weisbin (NPD), Ehud Greenspan (NRl, Beersheva, Israel),
J. L. Lucius (CTC).

ATT: 7I participants from USA and 5 foreign countries.

PROC: ORNL/RSIC-42.

4/21-23/80 Seminar Workshop on Theory and Applications of Monte Carlo Methods;
TRIPOLI Workshop.

Sponsor: CEA/CEN/Saclay Shielding Laboratory, Paris, France.
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Presemers: J. C. Nimal,,J. Gonnard, T. Vergnaud, et al., of the Shielding
Laboratory.

PROC: ORNL/RSIC-44.

6/17-20/85 Workshopon MORSE.CGA: g,_ometry,plotting, cross sections, criticality,
adjoints, DOMINO coupling, all_edo,etc.

Sponsors: Martin MariettaEne3rgySystems, Inc. (MMES) Computing& Tele-
communicationsDivi,_;ion(C&TD) and ORNL/NPD.

ATT: 72people/36institutions.

4/15-18/86 ModularCodeSystemforPerformingStandardizedAnalysisforLicensing
Evaluation,SCALE.

Sponsors:MMES/C&TD andUSNRC.

Presenters:CecilParks,LesterPrice,MichaelWestfall,etalofC&TD.

A'IT:49persons/28inst.,9 f_reign.

PROC: notpublishe_J;muchattentiongiventodocumentation.

6/24-27/86 SCALE WorkshoprepeatedinParisbytheMMES/C&TD developersunder
auspicesoftheOECD NEA DataBank.

2/3-6/92 SeminaronDeterministicMefhodsinRadiatioL,Transport;WorkshoponTORT
= Three-DimensionalDiscreteOrdinates.Neutron/PhotonTransportCode.

Sponsor:NuclearAnalysisaridShieldingSection(NAS)oftheEngineeringJ

Physics& Mathematic:;Division(EPMD, formerlyNPD),ORNL.

ATT: 111participants.
a

PROC: ORNL/RSIC-54.
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.J_M_P_.R_O_Y_DTREATMENT' OF TWO-DIMENS,IONAL NEUTRAL PARTICLE
TRANSPORT THROUGH VOIDS WITH!N._THE DISCRETE ORDINATES

,,METHOD BY USE OF GENERAI.I_,ED VIEW FACTORS

H. Brockmann

Forschungszentrum Jiilich GmbH
5170 Jiilich, Federal Republic of Germany

ABSTRACT

Using the discrete ordinates method for the treatment of neutral particle transport
through voids serious flux distortions ma)' occur due to the restricted streaming of par-
ticles along discrete directions. For mitigating this type of ray effect the method of view
factors is proposed which has been developed in the theory of thermal radiation for des-
cribing the radiant exchange among surfaces. In order to apply this method to transport
theory generalized view factors are defined which regard the angular dependence of the ra-
diation leaving the surfaces. The generalized view factors are calculated analytically for r-z
cylinder geometries and by applying the view factor algebra. The method was realized in
the discrete ordinates transport code DOT 4.2 and applied to an r-z analogue of the S I S
(Square-In-Square) sample problem. The ,results of the proposed method are compared with
those calculated by the common discrete ordinates method and the Monte Carlo method.

INTRODUCTION

Applying a two-dimensional discrete ordinates transport code to systems including large
void regions serious distortions in the flux may occur due to the restricted streaming of
particles along discrete directions. This type of ray effect is of special importance if there are
isolated sources at the surface of the void and the void is greatly elongated in one direction.
The errors due to the angular discretization can be reduced by increasing the number of
angular quadrature points which may be biased in the preferred direction of flight. The
progress in the development of more efficient computers with respect to computer speed and
storage capacity will certainly promote the use of this means in the future.

Nevertheless, it is also possible to mitigate the above type of ray effect on the basis
of a low order approximation. In this method, the discrete ordinates method is used for

solving tt_e linear transport equation in the material regions whereas the void regions are
bridged b.v use of integral transport theory. The method was proposed firstly by Clark. t
Here the angular flux exiting a void region through a surface element is calculated by use
of transfer matrices and the angular fluxes directed into the void. The transfer matrices are
evaluated all-numerically on the basis of considerations on particle conservation. Another
method developed by Neumann et al.2 uses a similar concept with the only difference that
the moments of the angular flux leaving the void are calculated by use of transfer matrices
and the moments of the angular fluxes entering the void. In addition to these studies, which
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are based on transport theory, a method has been developed in the past by Vossebrecker a
in which diffusion theory is used to treat the particle transport in material regions and view
factors (alternatively designated angle factors or geometry factors), as.they are defined in the
theory of thermal radiation, to calculate the radiant interchange among the surface elements
of the void. The view factors are evaluated partly analytically and partly numerically taking
advantage of the reciprocity relations, the distributive rule, and the sum rule which the view
factors obey.

Defining the common view factors it is assumed that the radiation emitted from the
surfaces is isotropic. By enhancing this requirement and assuming that the radiation is
isotropic in the mesh cells about the quadrature directions of the discrete ordinates method,
the concept of view factors and view factor algebra can also be used in transport theory.
In the following the application of the generalized view factors to r-z cylinder geometry is
described. A similar procedure, although not explicitly orientated at the view factor concept,
has been applied to x-y geometry by Watanabe and Maynard?

In the first section, the solution of the linear transport equation in a void region using
Green's function is given. The characteristics of the discrete ordinates method as far as they
are relevant to the addressed subject are described subsequently. In the following section,
the definition of the generalized view factors is given and their properties are discussed. A
further section deals with the evaluation of the view factors. The paper concludes with the
application of the proposed method to an r-z analogue of the S I S (Square-In-Square) sample
problem and with the presentation of the results which are compared with those calculated
by the common discrete ordinates method and the Monte Carlo method.

SOLUTION OF THE LINEAR TRANSPORT EQUATION IN A \'OLD

The starting-point deriving the angle-dependent view factors is the fact that the solution
of the linear transport equation irl a void region can be determined by the angular flux
incident on the surface of the void. _ The situation is illustrated in Fig. 1. The void region l"
is bounded by the surface F and n is a unit vector in the direction of the outward normal
at a position r. Omitting the energy dependence, the angular flux inside the void l' can be
expressed by

= [ dr' [ df_'G.(r',f_'--_ r,f_)q,i..(r', ft')q,(r, f_) (1)0

mc

r (n'.t'l')<0

Here _,,,(r', f_') is the flux incident on the surface of the void and G,(r', n' ---, r, ft) is
the surface Green's function which is a solution of the linear transport equation with zero
incident flux and with a surface source

q,(r, t2) --"I(n" ft')l 6_(f_. n') 6,(r, r') . (n'. n') < 0 . (2)

Since only the incident particles need to be considered and the normal vector is directed
outward, the integration over the direction n' is restricted to the range (n'. fl_) < 0. The
function b_(lq, n') is the product of two common Dirac tS-functiens, i.e.

- _2(_ ' _ ) = o_0 - ,I _6(_ -- _, j, ,_,
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where (T/,_,) and (r/', w') are the coordinates of the vectors f_ and li', respectively, and 6,(r, r')
is a two-dimensional surface _-function. The surface Green's function is given by

G.Ce,n' ---,r,n) = ICi_'--'n')lr,i, _(n'. o) _,(n'. Irr_-r,)r', (4)

APPLICATION OF THE DISCRETE ORDINATES METHOD

In the discrete ordinates method, the analytic transport equation is replaced by a ma-
croscopic balance equation in a volume element of phase space. The discrete ordinates finite
difference transport equation can be derived by integration of the transport equation over a
finite phase space cell•

Here the integration over the angular variable is performed by use of a numerical qua-
drature, i.e.

M

f daf(n)_- _., w,., f(fl,,). (5)
m-'l

This has as a consequence that the continuous direction variable f] is replaced by a set of

discrete directions {li,, } which are associated with weights {w,,, }. Under certain assumptions
the weight of a quadrature direction m can be related to a solid angle element Al/,,, on the
unit sphere. For solving volume or surface integrals over space variables the mean value
theorem is used.

For describing the angular flux (I)(r, fl) on the surface of the considered void region
in terms of discrete ordinates fluxes, the surface F is divided into finite surface elements
['k (k = 1,2,..., K). Furthermore, the unit sphere is divided into finite solid angle elements
AFt,,(m = 1, 2,..., M). Within each area-angle element Fk.Af/,,, the angular flux is assumed
to be constant and replaced by the corresponding discrete ordinates flux _k,,. Thus, it can
be written

¢(r, a) = _ _ X_'(r, f_) ¢,m. (6)
k m

: The step function X_' is defined by

1 if rEFh and 12EAFt,,,
xr(_,n) = (7)

0 otherwise

where the dependence on r shall also remind in the following, that the components of f] are
given in a coordinate system moving with r.

=
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DERIVATION OF THE GENERALIZED VIEW FACTORS

In an ordinary two-dimensional discrete ordinates transport code, the incoming fluxes on
three of the faces of a phase space cell are known from the calculation of the previous cell or
boundary conditions. The remaining four fluxes in the center and on the other three faces
of the cell are calculated from the balance equation and the additional diamond difference
equations. Reaching a void during the sweep through the space-angle mesh in the proposed
hybrid method, the meshes in the void are omitted and the iteration is started again in the
first material mesh cell 'at the other end' of the void. For continuing the calculation the
inflow into this cell is calculated from the angular fluxes on the surface of the void, which
are directed into the void. Thus, the number of particles jk,, has to be determined which
enter the mesh cell k through the surface element Fk with directions within AQ," about nra.
With

j(r, O) = n (I)(r, O) (8)

it follows

= _/dS f dn(.. n),(,, n) . (0)jk,.
Ft _flm

To evaluate the expression for the current j,m, Eqs. (1) and (4) are inserted into Eq. (9).
Due to the 8-functions the two integrals over the solid angles can be solved and it is obtained

j,,_ = _ _ t_'_'_' ¢,,_, (10)
h' rn*

with
(n'. fl)(n. O)rrt # ITI

= f d/' n)xr(,,n)
Fk Fa ,

and
lt _ r I

f_ - Ir-r'l ' (17.):

The matrix elements _"'," represent a generalization of the common view factors as they are"h' k

defined in the theory of thermal radiation for describing the radiant interchange between
surfaces. 6 The isotropic view factors ta, k are obtained from Eq. (I1) by summing over the

fl, l I

directions m _ and m. The functions Xa, and X_ extract from the isotropic view factors tk,a
those parts of the radiation which have directions in the solid angle element Aft,., referred
to a coordinate system at r' on the emitting surface Fk, and in Afl,_ referred to a coordinate
system at r on the final surface/,_.

PROPERTIES OF THE GENERALIZED VIEW FACTORS
=

= For a given geometrical configuration the isotropic view factors tk, k tare not independent of
each other. Rather, there exist several relations among them which can be used to calculate
the whole of ali view factors for a geometrical system. 8 In the same manner such relations

- can be specified lo: the generalized view factors. These are given in the following:
z
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a) Reciprocity Rule

From the definition of the view factors in Eq. (11) it follows that

k, (13)

where rn_ and mn are the quadrature directions reflected to the directions m' and m. The
situation is illustrated in Fig. 2a.

b) Extended Reciprocity Rule

In addition to the above reciprocity rule there is a further reciprocity rule which applies to
adjacent or parallel surfaces. A typical configuration for illustrating the situation is given

in Fig. 2b, where concentric circular rings Fk_, Fk; and Fk_, Fj,_ are considered. For this
configuration, it can be shown that

t,m (14)klh2=tk_ kt

where rn_ and mL are the directions reflected to m' and m with respect to p, where p is the
component of f_ relative to the 6r axis of the coordinate system.

c) Distributive Rule

If the surface Fk, is subdivided into two parts Fk,t and Fh; (see Fig. 2c) it follows from the
definition of the view factors that

t,,_'7 = t_'7 + t,,'2'7 • (15)

d) Enclosure Property

For a closed surface it follows from the requirement of particle conservation that ali particles
which enter the void through a surface element Fk, with directions in the solid element Af_,
must leave the void through any surface element and any solid angle element; hence

ak'_' 'h' k = 1 (16)
k m

where the coefficients Otkm are defined by

akm=/'If f dfl(n.fl) . (17)

EVALUATION OF TttE GENERALIZED VIEW FACTORS

tglt w

The matrix elements tk, _ in Eq. (1 I) can be evaluated numerically or analytically. Itow-
ever, even if it is possible to take advantage of the progress in the development of faster
computers it could turn out that an all-numerical computation of the view factors remains a
time-consuming process. Furthermore, the application of the distributive rule for evaluating
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the view factors requires an accuracy which cannot be fullfilled by a numerical integration.
Therefore, the course was followed to compute ali view factors in r-z geometries analyti-
cally. By this it is furthermore guaranteed that the particle balance, which is vital to the
convergence behaviour of the discrete ordinates method, is automatically conserved.

For solving the integrals in Eq. (11) it is advantageous to replace the integration over the
emitting surface by an integration over the solid angle. The solid angle element extended by
df' at the space point r is given by

dfZ = (n'. ft) dr'
Ir-r'l z ' (18)

If AFt_, denotes that part of the solid angle element AO,,, into which radiation is emitted
from Fk,, the expression for the view factor can be written in the form

enxr(,,n)(n,n) .
Ft Afi_,

The area ranges on the surface Fs, from which radiation exits with directions in the
solid angle element Aim, are determined by the characteristics equations, whicth describe
the motion of streaming. In cylinder geometry, the characteristics equations can be written
in the form

rsinw = r' sin_ I (20)

rcosa)- r'cosa/= 7(z- z') (21)

where
,A--:V

7 = • (22)
17

The value of I/remains constant during streaming through the cylinder.
The application of the distributive rule in Eq. (15) for determining the view factors for

the transfers outer _ outer in a cylindrical void is illustrated in Fig. 3. The view factors are
first calculated for different cylinder rings which can be formed by the area elements defined
in a discrete ordinates transport calculation. The remaining view factors for the transfers
between the rings are calculated by the relation

i

_'_ = t'_' '_ _' _ Z t7'm (23)
E k'Xk X *'X _' *=_+_

kt=j k=) te=j k=J

For the other geometric transfers, as top -, bottom, top --, outer etc., similar relations can
be used.

The generalized view f_ctor_ must be stored for later use in the inner iterations of the
discrete ordinates calculations. In order to reduce the storage requirements for the view
factors only the matrix elements which are non-zero are stored. A more detailed description
of the procedure for computing the generalized view factors in r-z cylinder geometry will be
given in a further report.
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CALCULATION OF THE S I S SAMPLE PROBLEM AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The view factor (VF) method was incorporated into the discrete ordinates transport code

DOT 4.2. r For testing the method an r-z analogue of the S I S (Square-In-Square) sample
problem was studied. 1,2The problem was also calculated by the ordinary discrete ordinates
method and the Monte Carlo method, and the results were compared with those of the
VF method.

The geometry of the modified S I S problem is given in Fig. 4. The configuration consists
of a cylindrical void of 1.1 cm radius and 1.1 cm height. An isotropic surface source with a
radius of 0.1 cm is located at the bottom of the cylinder. At the top and right surface of the
configuration vacuum boundary conditions were used. The currents and fluxes calculated by
the different methods were compared at internal boundaries located at r=lcm and z=lcm
and in the axial and radial mesh cells outside the test void which is enclosed by the internal
boundaries.

Applying the VF method the inner void was bridged by the generalized view factors,
and the discrete ordinates method is used in the meshes outside the test void. In both

types of discrete ordinates calculations an Ss angular quadrature was used. The widths of
the radial and axial meshes were 0.1 cm. The Monte Carlo calculations were performed
by the MORSE code 8 using a boundary crossing estimator at the internal boundaries. For
calculating the average fluxes in the axial and radial mesh cells a track length estimator was
used. The histories of 100,000 source particles were followed by which the fractional standard
deviations of the Monte Carlo results are limited to 1%- 2%. The only exceptions are the
values in the first radial area element on the top internal boundary and in the adjoining
upper mesh cell, in which the fractional standard deviation amount to 5%.

The Figs. 5 and 6 give the current densities at the internal boundaries. They show that
the current densities calculated by the VF method are free of ray-effects and agree very well
with the Monte Carlo results. The reason for the good agreement is that the VF method
is based on an accurate calculation of the inflow into the outer mesh cells surrounding the
test void. For the problem considered, the particle flow through the boundaries can also be
calculated exactly by using Eq. (1), and it shows that the results of the VF method even
better agree with the exact solution than the Monte Carlo results.

The flux densities at the internal boundaries are given in Figs. 7 and 8. They also illus-
trate that the ray effects are strongly reduced by the VF method. The maximum deviations
of the discrete ordinates fluxes ($8) from the Monte Carlo results (MORSE) amount to a
factor of about 1.50 both on the top boundary (mesh 3) and on the right boundary (mesh
9). The S8VF fluxes show a good overall agreement with the Monte Carlo results, and the
maximum deviations from the Monte Carlo fluxes are reduced to a factor of 1.08 at the top
boundary (mesh 1) and of 1.12 at the right boundary (mesh 6). These deviations in the
S8VF fluxes occur when the directions of flight, which connect the surface element of the
source and the area element considered on the internal boundary, strongly deviate from the
quadrature direction which is responsible for this transfer. Finally, the average flux density
distributions in the axial mesh 11 and in the radial mesh 11 are compared in Figs. 9 and 10.

- In these meshes, the ordinary discrete ordinates method was also used in the calculations
- with VF method. The figures show a similar agreement of the VF fluxes with the Monte
=- Carl(, fluxes as tbr the internal boundaries.
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The results of the calculations indicate that the concept of view factors can be used for
mitigating the ray effects in a void region. The method can be easily implemented into a
discrete ordinates transport code. After further test calculations and comparisons with other
methods it is intended to apply the VF method to practical problems of interest in reactor
physics.
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Fig. 1. Geometry of the Void Streaming,Problem
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: Fig. 2. Illustration of the Properties of Angle Factors
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CBPXS/OP_BLD|A ONB-DXMBNSIOHALCOUPLBDBLBCTBON-PHOTON
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L. J. Lorence, Jr.
Sandia. National L_boratories

P. O. Box 5800

Al!buquerque, NM87185

and

J. E. Morel

Los AlILmos National Laboratory
Los AIMos, NM87545

CEPX$/ONELDis a discrete ordinates transport code package that can model

the electron-photon cascade from 100 MeV to 1 keV. The CEPXS code

generatesfully-coupledmultigroup-Legendrecross section data. This data
is used by the zener_l-purposediscrete ordinatescode, ONELD, whic_ is
derived from the Los Alamos ONEDANT and ONET_N codes. Version 1.0 of

CEPXS/ONELDwas released in 1989 and has been primarily used to analyze
the effect of radiationenvironmentson electronics. Version 2.0 is under

development_nd will inclu_leuser-friendlyfeatures such as the automatic
selectionof group structure,spatial mesh structure, and SN order.

I. I,_rrRODU_rION

CBPXS/ONELDis a one-dimen_ionalelectron.-photontransport code based on
the method of discrete ord_Lnates.Electron-photor_transportis important
in such areu as the characterizationof the response of electronicsto

radiationenvironments,electron-beamwelding aed nuclear-radiation
medicine. Deterministicmet__s have long been used for neutral particle

transport,but have only rec_ tly been _:vpliedto charged-particle
__ transport. While other deterministice_ectrontransport codes1's h_ve

been developed,CBPX$/ONELDcontains the most extensiveelectron-photon
physicsand is the only deterministiccode currentlyavailablefor _ully-

coupled adjointtransport.

The CEPXS/ONELDcode package consists of four codes: the multigroupcross
z

sectiongeneratingcode, CEPXS; the preprocessorcode, PREID; the discrete
= ordinatestransportcode, Old, D; and the postprocessorcode, POSTID.

rlr_xu creates the input, ux- ""- "" ......... ""--_ ..... __ ___ D_a,_,n
=

assemblesthe output that i._desired by the user. The ONELD discrete
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ordinates code is a hybrid of the Los AlaMos OI_DAI_rs _I) ON_rR_ 4 codes.
ONELDemploys essentially the sue solv_r_ ON]_rtL_Ntogether with the
more sophisticated input/output routines _;_ ONEDAdTr.The higher-order
linear-discontinuous spatial differencing scheme of ONETPANis needed in
ONELDto efficiently solve for the electron flux which can undergo rapid
spatial variations at material boundaries. Other features of ONELD
include as-synthetic acceleration s to expedite convergence of the inner
iterations for electrons and Calerkin quadrature e for electron transport
in one-dimensional cylindrical and two-angle plane geometries.

The CBPXS/ONF_Dcode package has been designed to run on both Cray and V_x
mainfrsaes. The next version of the code package will also be made
available for IBM RISC-@O00 workstations. For realistic multi-material

and multi-layer problems, large Mounts (one to two million words) of
memory (both random access and fixed-disk) may be required.

II. Th_ ELECTRON-PHOTONCASCADE

The electron-photon-posltron cascade is described by the following three
coupled Boltzmann transport equations (boundary conditions are not shown):

e (r,Ee)_e(r ge =<Eeeflsv_e(r,Ee,fle) . Et , ,fie ) ,_e> . <ETe,_7> + <Epe _p>
(1)

flsV_7(r,ET,flT) + E_ (r,ET)_7(r,ET,fl_) = <E77,¢7> + <geT,_e> + <_PT,_P>

fl.vl#P(r,Ep,flp) + EP (r,gp)¢P(r,gp,fip) = <F.PP,t#P> + <F.TP,pT>

where the superscriptsand subscriptsdenote electron (e), photon (7), and
positron (p). The cross sectionswith multiple superscriptsare

differentialtransfer cross sections. Those with identicalsuperscripts
_re intra-speciesinteractionsand those with differentsuperscriptsare
inter-speciesinteractions. For instance,ET" includes the cross sections

for all photon interactionsthat produceelectrons. In Eqs. 1, brackets
representthe integrationo_ the transfer cross section and the particle
flux:

I ) I I _ I

<Eee,_e> = J' dEe / dOe Eee(r,F,e_Ee,Qe_}e) _e(r,Be,[}e)

and (2)

<ETe,_7> - ] dE7 ] dI}7 ETe(r,ET*ge,fl_*fle) _7(r,ET,fl,/)

The CEPXS code converts the transfer cross sections into multigroup-
....... _. ..... • .... _-.:.--, _.k,.4. ,..,,_ k,,- ,,=,*A in a4",_nt]_.rd Boltzmann_eH_r_ t,I'_,u_ m_*.,, a._,_ ,._w_, -_,. ......................

=
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transportcodes. These transfermatrices includethe followingphysical
interactions:

E": Elastic Scattering, Inelastic {Collisional and Radiative)
Scattering, Knock-on Electron Production associated with Inelastic
Collisions, Auger Emission following Impact Ionisation

ET": Electron Production associated with Incoherent (Compton) Scattering,
PhotoelectronProduction,Pair Production,and Auger Emission

followingPhotoelectricIonization
EPa: Knock-on Electron Productionassociatedwith InelasticCollisions

and Auger Emission followingImpact Ionisation
E77: IncoherentScattering,FluorescenceEmission followingPhotoelectric

Ionisation

E®7: BremsstrahlungProductionassociatedwith InelasticRadiative

Scattering,FluorescenceEmission followingPhotoelectricIoni_ation

EPT: BremsstrahlungProduction,FluorescenceEmission followingImpact
Ionization,and Annihilation

EPP: Elastic Scattering,Inelastic (Collisionaland Radiative)Scattering
: ETP: Pair Production

CEPXS uses the DATAPAC_ and Biggs-Lighthills data sets to construct the

transfermatrices for electronsand photons, respectively. These are the

same data sets that are employed in the coupled electron-photonMonte
Carlo code ITS.9 This data is limitedto the energy range below 100.0 MeV

and greater than 1.0 keV.@

III. THE BOLTZMANN-CSDEQUATION

Since inelasticevents that result in small-energyloss increase rapidly

as bE decreases, a standardmultigroup-Legendreexpansionof the inelastic
cross section is impractical. Instead, small-energytransfer inelastic

interactionscan be effectivelytreated under the continuous-slowingdown

(CSD) model. In CSD, these interactionsare assumedto occur without
angulardeflection. Small-energytransfer inelasticevents are referred

o to as soft interactions. Under this approximation,electrontransport is
describedby the Boltzmann-CaDequation (Eq. 3.) This equation can be

derived from the Boltzmann transportequation if the soft interactionsare
factored from the electron-to-electrontransfer cross section and a Taylor

series expansion is usedIx.

-

O'V$(r,E,fl)+ E_,(r,E)$(r,E,fl)= (-Ees,,$) + <E7e,_7) + (ERe,sPy

(s)

i
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The asterisk subscript on the cross sections, Et. and E_ indicate that
soft interactions are not included. R(E) is the restricted stopping

power :

I r S*Z-_) ¢(r,S ft) (4)
RCZ) = d_ _ Ees(r,

0 s '

and effectively represents all of the soft !nLcractions in Eq. 3. The

soft inelastic cross section is Em. If the en_,rgytransfer exceeds v',the

inelastic interactions are no longer considered to be soft. In CEPXS, the

restricted stopping power is not evaluated by Eq. 4. Rather_ it is

obtained by subtracting that portion of the stopping power that is

associated with the non-soft inelastic cross section, Ens, from the total

stopping power, S(E) :

I E ee
R(E) = sCE) - d5 A Ens(r,E_E-A) _(r,E,n) (5)

T

In CEPXS, the multigroup restricted stopping power is calculated using a

cutoff energy r that restricts soft interactions to those interactions

that produce transfers between szljacentgroups. The total stopping power

is obtained from the OATAPAC data set, and the Moller cross sectionI° for

electron scattering from free electrons is used for Enm.

For electron transport, the Boltzmann-CSD equation offers a number of

advantages over the pure Fokker-Planck 12 (FP) description of electron

transport. The most significant difference is that, in the FP equation,

the CSD model is applied to all inelastic electron interactions. The

inelastic interactions that result in large-energy transfers are not
modelled. The non-CSD manner in which these interactions affect electron

slowing down is known as energy-loss straggling. Hence, unlike the FF

equation, the Boltzmann-CSD equation implicitly includes energy-loss

straggling.

In order to directly solve the Boltzmann-CSD equation by the method of

discrete ordinates, a finite-differenced form of the CSD operator must be
included in the solver section of the discrete ordinates code.Is

Morel 12'14 h_s developed an alternate approach in which special cross

sect_ons effectively represent the CBD operator in the context of the

finite-differenced Boltzmann equation. An _dvant_e of this approach is

that general-purpose discrete ordinates codes like ONELD can be used for

electron transport. A dis_dvantaq_e is that these techniques introduce

numerical or non-physical energy-loss straggling. In CEPXS, the special
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cross sections represent a diamond-differenced 12 form of the CSD operator.

This method substantially reduces, but does not entirely eliminate,

numerical straggling. Numerical straggling can always be reduced by

decreasing the width of the groups.

A Legendre expansion is applied to the cross zections that effectively

represent the CSD operator. This expansion is truncated at degree N-1

where N is order of the discrete ordinates or SN calculation. It has

been shown by Morel zz that, in the context of a SN calculation, this

truncation preserves the CSD property of no angular change for the soft
interactions.

IV. CROSS SECTIONS

The electron elastic scattering cross section is highly forward peaked.

Rence, an accurate expansion of this cross section would require very-high

Legendre orders. Since this is impractical, an effective cross section

that fs much less anisotropic than the elastic scattering cross section is

used for deterministic electron transport. Three different types of

effective elastic cross sections have been developed for electron

transport: Fokker-Planck (FP)12 extended transport corrected (ETC)Is

and SMART le cross sections. In CEPXS, the ETC method or PN transport-

corrected PN-X expansion is used. In this approach, the moments of the
o*effective cross section, , are related to the elastic scattering moments

by

on*= On - 0N for n = O,N-I
, (8)

o = 0 for n ) N--1n

While the ETC representation of the elastic cross section _.snot strictly

positive, it has been found to produce good results in discrete ordinates

codes. 12'14 Moreover, it has been shown by Morelzs, that in some
_=

circumstances, a SN solution,with this effective cross section expansion
is the same as that would be produced by an exact expansion.

In order for comparisons between code predictions to be meaningful, the

physics (interactions, data sets, and cross sections) of the Monte Carlo

code ITS is duplicated as much as possible in the discrete ordinates code

CEPXS/ONELD. The only significant differences between the two codesz

relate to elastic electron scattering _nd energy--lossstraggling. For

elastic scattering, both codes use the I/ottcross section with Moliere

i screening Ix above 256 kev and the cross sections developed by Rileyx_ at

]ower non-relativistic energies. However, the effective representation of

_ the elastic cross section in the two codes diff :s. In ITS, the Goudsmit-

_
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Saunderson le multiple scattering theory is used while the extended

transport-corrected representation is employed in OEPXS/ONELD. In the
Monte Carlo code, el.ectron energy loss is modelled by the OSD

a.pproximation and the multiple interaction theory of Landau is is used to
_ s,xplzcltly account for energy-loss straggling. In CEPXS/ONELD,energy-

_l'Ossstrag_ling is implicit in the cross section for large-energy transfer
ine)/_tic interactions and is ignored for small-energy transfer
interactions°

The physical models that are identicalin the twocodes include:

(1) the Bethe stopping power19 with Sternheimerdensityeffect
correction2°,

(2) the Moiler cross section for knock-on electronproduction,

(3) a _ormulationof the bremsstrahlungproductioncross section developed
by Berger and Seltzer2x,

(4) the Gryzinksi impact ionizationcross section2s,
(5) the ionization/rel_xationcascadeof SANDYL28,

(B) the Klein-Nishinacross section24 for incoherentphotonscattering and
Compton electronproduction,

(7) the Fischer and Sauter modelsz6 for the angular distributionof
photoelectrons,

(8) and the Bethe-Heitlertheory2s for the energy distributiono_ pair
electronsand positrons.

V. BENCHMARKSWITH EXPERIMENTAND MONTE CARLO

In Figs. 1-2, the predictionso_ O_PXS/ONELD (DO) and ITS (MO) are
compared for the dose depositedin thick layers by mono-energetic,
normally-incidentelectronbeams. Version 2.1 of ITS is used for _Ii the

benchmarkcomparisonsin this paper, unless otherwisenoted. Good
agreementis obtained betweenthe predictionsot both codes and

experiments._z The DO solutions'do not exhibit appreciableenergy-loss

stragglingeven when a modest number (40 to 50) of equally-sizedelectron
groups is used. For these predictions,MC is competitivewith DO in terms
of computationalcost since h£_h relative precision (littlestatistical

error) can be obtained with _ew p_.rticlehistories (_bout25000.)
Bowever, the DO method is much more efficientth_n MC when statistical
error is difficultto reduce. Such is the case _.henfine resolutio_of

the dose profile is demandedor when the dose beyond the range of the
electron beam must be determined. The latter case is illustratedin Fig.

3. Despite p_rticle biasingand 3/4 of an hour of computingtime on a
Cray XMP, significantst_tist_c_lerror exists in the bremsstrahlung-
dominated portionof the dose profile beyond the range of the source

electrons. The DO solution,with I00 equally-sizedgroups,cost 5% ss



much as the Monte Carlo and yields solutions with much higher relative
accuracy.

One of the drawbacksof CEPXS/ONELDis that the diamond-difference

representationof CSD operator can inducespurious energy oscillationsin
the electronangular flux. These non-physicaloscillationscan occur for
mono-energeticelectron sources. This is i11ustratedin the transmitted

electron spectrumof Fig. 4. The experimentally-me_suredspectrumwas
obtained by Lockwood et. al.2s The flux oscillationscan be substantially

reduced by decreasingthe group width. As shown in Fig. 5, a dramatic
improvementin the DO spectrum relativeto both experiment and Monte Carlo
can be obtained by doubling the numberof groups. Further refinementof

the group structureproduces a spectrumthat is converged relativeto the

MC prediction. As with any finite-differencepredictions, CEPXS/ONELD
solutionsmust converge as the differencingapproximationsbecome less
discrete. It should be noted that diamond-differenceoscillationsdo not

occur for distributedelectron sources,like those produced by photo-
Compton interactions.

Photo-Comptoncharge deposition profilesare also intrinsicallydifficult
to calculatewith Monte Carlo codes. The statisticalerror associated

with such profilestends to be very large because of the close
cancellationbetweenelectron productionand deposition. Depositionor

absorptionof an electron occurs when its energy falls below the cutoff

energy of 1.0 keV. For instance,the electrondepositionprofile of Fig.
@ was obtainedwith an ITS run of nearly two hours of computingtime on a
Oray )[MP. Nonetheless,in the vicinityof the material interface

substantialstatisticaluncertaintyexists (on the order of 20%.) In

contrast,the DO prediction required1% of the MC computing time to
resolve the electrondeposition profilewith much greater spatial
resolution.

For DO predictions,a more refinedspatialmesh is needed to predict

electrondepositionthan is needed to predict dose. While the low-energy
electron flux does not contributeappreciablyto the dose, it is important

for electron deposition. Accurate DO calculationof the low-energyflux
requires that a more refined spatialmesh be used since the scale for the
transportof low-energyelectronsis small. Hence, while coarse spatial

refinement is sufficient to predictdose, further refinement is needed to
accuratelypredict electron deposition.

VI. APPLICATIONS

The CEPXS/ONELDcode package has beenmost extensivelyused to predict

how electronicsrespond to radiationenvironments. Earlier versions of



this code have been used to calculate dose z° in electronics and photo-
Compton currents a° in relevant materials. The adjoint option of
CEFXS/ONELDhas been found to psrticu!arly useful _nd has been extensively
exploited by Drummct. al. sl for problems relevant to electronics. DO
adjoint transport requires coupled multigroup cross sections llke those
produced by CEPXB. Bowever, Balbleib sz has found that the adjoint option
is not readily implemented in continuous-energy electron Monte Oarlo
codes.

Fig. 7 shows s set of response functions calculated by adjoint transport
for the dose in the active layer of s thermolumlniscent detector (TLD.) A
one-dimensionalmodel of a TLD consistsof an active layer _f OM_ that is

.08@@-cmthick surroundedby .03@3-cmthick layers of aluminum. The

•djoint response functionscontain all of the informationnecessaryto
calcul_tethe dose for photon sources that are incidentwith arbitrary
distributionsin angle _nd energy. For instance,each response function

correspondsto the dose that would be depositedby mono-energeticphotons
incident at one of the in-coming discrete angles of the Causs quadrature
set associatedwith the SN approximation.

VII. VERSION 2.0 OF _PXS/ONELD

In order to make the discrete ordinatesmethodaccessible to the non-

expert, the next versionof _PXS/ONF_D will automaticallyselect the

group structure,the spatialmesh, and the SN order appropriatefor
convergence. The code will t_ilor the discretizationto the type of
source,the geometry,and type of output. To emphasi_ethis new feature,

CEPXS/ONBLDVersion 2.0 will be renLmedADTT, for Automatic Differencing

for _lectron-PhotonTransport.

The spatial convergenceof predictionsobtainedwith ADEPT is illustr_ted

in Fig. 8 for the case in which 100 kev photonsare incident on a Au/Si
geometry. For a linear mesh, the reverseelectron yield will converge

close to the MC prediction (obtainedwith ITS Version 3.0) as Ax is
refined. The same degree of convergencecan be obtained _ith far fewer
meshes for _ variable spatial mesh that increaseslogarithmicallyaw_y
from the material discontinuity. This is the sp_tialmesh that is

automaticallyselected by ADEPT (Fig.9.) The smallest-si_edmesh occurs

at the material discontinuityand is equ_1 to half the range of the
lowest-energyelectron. Spatial mesh refinementconverges the lower-

energy electron flux (Fig 10.) Such convergenceis needed to accurately

predict the electronyield since electronsof all energies contributeto
the yield.
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ABSTRACT

The basic concepts in nodal discrete-ordinates methods are reviewed and the recent developments
in these methods are discussed. The methods evolved over several decades. By the n_d-1980's,
the approach with a polynomial expansion of the flux was successfully tested in solving large
steady-state, three-dimensional problems with orthogonal geometries in criticality, shielding and
well logging analyses. The method was far more accurate and efficientthan conventional finite-
difference-based methods. The other approach, based on expanding the flux in exponential basis
functions, remained limited to (x-y) geometry. Recent advances include the extension of the
polynomial expansion nodal method to curved geometry and triangular mesh, tests in parallel
computer architectures, and coupling of the method to a boundary-fitted coordinate transforma-
tion technique for problems with complicated geometric configurations. The method was also
extended to solve the time-dependent Boltzmann equation, with very encouraging results in
model problems. The stability of the time-dependent algorithms was analyzed theoretically and
numerically. An asymptotic analysis of the steady-state method has predicted vastly superior
performance characteristics in optically thick problems relative to those of standard deterministic
methods which do poorly in such problems. These developments are discussed and areas of
further research are indicated.

J *An invited presentation at the Deterministic Methods Seminar/TORT workshop, Radiation
Shielding Information Center, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, February 3-6, 1992, Oak Ridge,
Tennessee.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nodal discrete-ordinates methods are a class of general difference schemes to solve the discrete-
ordinates form of the Boltzmann transport equation,(t)

_.1 a..._ + fl .V_ + o_ ---S, (1-1)
v 0t

where _ -- {pp, _v' _p}; the other symbols are standard. In these methods the flux shape is
described more accurately than in conventional finite-difference-based methods. In the latter
approach to solve the steady-state form of Eq. (1-1), the spatial domain is decomposed into cells
and in each .cell the transport equation is approximated by a finite-difference equation.* Given
the source and the flux entering the cells through the inflow surfaces, one solves for the
cell-averaged flux and the flux leaving through the outflow surfaces. Since there are more
unknowns than equations, ad hoe auxiliary relations between the cell-averaged and the cell-edge
fluxes are assumed.°'2) For example, in slab geometry, the finite-difference equation for the

time-independent form of Eq. (1-1) in a cell of width, Ax -- xj, v, - x_ _ v,, is

Ax

where bars denote cell-averages. In Eq. (1-2) there are two unknowns, _ and _, _. To solve

for both, an auxiliary relation between _, _l- _ and _l, _ is assumed. In the more
commonly used approximation, one extrapolates the cell-averaged flux to be a weighted average
of the edge fluxes,

- ag_,,/, + (1 - a)__,/, , (1-3)

so that

*,.i_ [l-(l-a)oAxlp,.] [ .oA__.x/..p._1S" (1-4)= 1 + aoaxl_ _-v, + -.I + aoAxltL]o

The choice of the weighting parameter, a, determines the particular algorithm. The choice,

a = 1, yields the so called step scheme which always yields positive solutions. In the linear
diamond scheme, a = lh, resulting in more accurate, but not necessarily positive, fluxes. In

fact far from the source the cell-edge flux can be negative if the cell width Ax > 21a_, where
1.

_. = --- Is the mean-free-path (mfp). To alleviate this negative flux fix-up schemes have been
O

*The treatment of the temporal variable is described later.
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devised to allow for a reasonable number of cells. These schemes introduce a nonlinearity and
have their own difficulties, however.*

To overcome the difficulties of the linear diamond scheme, a positive-flux weighted difference,

scheme was developed. Here the weighting parameter a is determined by requiring the edge
flux to be positive.°_ However, this positivity is attained at the expense of accuracy.(4)**
In another, less frequently used, algorithm an exponential extrapolation of the flux across the
oell is made.(s_ The method performs better than the weighted schemes in deep-penetration
problems, except that halways overestimates the flux. Also, it cannot treat vacuum boundaries.

I,a the modern nodal approach(s)to solve the transport equation, the spatial behavior of the flux
in each cell (or node) is expressed in terms of basis functiorns. This provides a more accurate
representationof the flux than that of the conventional methods discuss_ earlier. In a consistent
formulation, sufficient relations are obtained to solve for the unknown, and ad hoc relations axe
notnecessary.

Nodal discrete-ordinatesmethods can be divided into two categories. One uses an exponential
basis set, ¢7_while the other uses a polynomial basis set0j'_7>to express the flux. The exponential
method has been limited to (x-y) cartesian geometry. On the other hand, by mid 1980s, the
polynomial method, first developed for slab geometry, °_,9_had been tested with low-order
expansions on large two-°°,_t)and three..dimensionalproblems in cartesian geometryO3-'s.t_and
in cylindrical geometry.(m In Refs, 8 and 9, general-order relations were derived for slab
geometry, but with different choices for the closure relations. The method was aIsc :terived in
Ref. 2 for the zeroth-order expansion.

In multidime,sional cartesian geometry***, various orders of approximations were used in
the cell interior and cell edges.°°'_t._r_ A generalized formulation was reported in Ref. 17. In
numerical tests on neutron transport problems, the nodal method provided significantly more
ac_:uratesolutions relative to conventional finite-difference-based methods, thus greatly reducing
the number of cells required to attain acceptable solutions. Consequently, in spite of being

*The linear diamond scheme is used in such codes as DTF-IV (K.D. Lathrop, LA-3373,
" LASL, 1965_, TWOTRAN (K. D. Lathrop and W. F. Brinkley, LA-4848-MS, 1973),
" THREETRAII (K. D. Lathrop, LA-6333.MS, 1976), TWODANT (R. E. Alcouffe, et al.,

LA-10258-M, 1989), and THREEDANT (R. E. Alcouffe, Personal Communication, 1991).

**The positive-flux weighted difference scheme is the primary method in ANISN
• (W. W. Engle, Jr., K-1693, ORNL, March 1967), DOT-IV ON. A. Rhoades and R. L. Childs,

O_-5851, ORNL, April 1982), TORT (W. A. Rhoades and R. L. Chitds, ORNL-9919,
1986) _d the ENSEMBLE 3-D Code series (Reference 12 of this paper).

**el'he finite-moments nodal method was incorporated in such 3-D codes as LENA3D
(A. Badruzzaman and J. M. Chiaramonte, Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc., ,5..0,265;, 1985), TORT
(W, A. Rhoades and R. L. Chitds, Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc., ,5..O,476, 1985), ENSEMBLE-RTZ
(Ref. I2 in this paper).



computationally more intensive, these methods required less computing resources than standard
methods to attain the same accuracy.

The finite-moments nodal method has been developed further. It has been extended to triangular
mesh, en_derived to a general order in cylindrical geometry, em and developed to solve the
time-dependent Boltzmann equation, a°a_ Recently, it was coupled to a boundary-fitted
coordinate transformation technique to solve problems in an arbitrary geometry. _ It was
recently tested on model time-dependent, thermal radiative-transfer problems obtaining
acceptable solutions in problems where conventional discrete-ordinates methods failed to provide
meaningful solutions,m_ The superior performance of the finite-moments method in predicting
:the interior and boundary fiuxe_ in optically thick problems was theoretically derived and
numexieally tested,m_

In this paper, we review the basic concepts of the nodal discrete-ordinates method,* illustrate
its advantage with numerical examples, and then briefly discuss the recent advances. The reader
will find a review of the details of the methodology and early work in Ref. 6. The details of
the recent advances can be found in the references cited here.

2. FINITE-MOMENTS NODAL METHOD

2.1 SLAB GEOMETRY

Dividing the spatial domain into nodes (or cells) of uniform cross-sections, we write the

steady-state transport equation in the cell of width Ax = Xi,v, - X_.v,as

: 2p, c3_ + oq: = S, (2-1)
Ax 8x

where we have made a change of variable so that -1,: x :¢1 in the cell. We then multiply

F.,q. (2-1) by P_,(x), integrate over x across the cell and use a recursive relation of the Legendre
polynomials to arrive at the general balance equation

T+(n) , o,_, = SI,, (2-2)
where

*The reader can find a discussion of nodal interface-current and nodal spherical harmonicsg
transport methods in Ref. 6 and also in M. R. Wagner, Pr._=_T.0p_I.M_. Comporting Methods
ill_, Williamsburg, VA, April 23-25, 1977, R. D. Lwarence, Prog. in Nucl. Energy,
J._, 101, 1986. These methods are more appropriate for reactor analysis.
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.1 ]AX -! A"X _,W + ('1) "'1 0_-_- t-0,a,_ (2k - I)0tD

t(X) = _ 2n___+l t, P,(x), (2-4)
n 2

,,... f_ q,(x)P,,(x)dx. (2.s)
-i.1

We then integrate Eq. (2-1), andexpand the source termS(x) in the integrand in terms of P_(x)
to obtain

t_._ = tt-_ exp(-.oAx/p)+_ F.S., C,'_-6)
In

for the outflow flux, and

,, _ ,,._ a, . _ _ s=. (2-7)
lm

for the interior moments. The coeliictents F,, G, and G,,., depend on o Ax/p and the orderof
the expansion. Their propertiesare discussed in Refs. 6 and 15.

2.la SOLUTION ALGORITHMS

Eqs. (2-2), (2-6) and (2-7) are not ali independentand we can solve for the u11knownsby
consideringanytwo. Eqs, (2-2) and (2-6) were used in Ref. 9 (with a slightly differentformula-
tion),

A formalism similar to that represented by Eq. (2-2) was first reported in Ref. 8, where the
necessary closing relations to solve for ali the unknownswere obtained by retaining a finite
number of terms in the system; Eq. (2-6) or (2-7) are not used. Note that the zeroth-order
expression (n -- 0) in Eq. (2-2) is the finite difference equation. If we also let n _= 1 in
Eq. (2-2) but retain only the zerothorder terms, we obtain the linear diamond relation.

_ 2.2 (x-y) CARTESIAN GEOMETRY

We illustrate a generalized formulation first reported in Ref. 17 for (x-y-z) geometry.
Decomposing the spatial domain into nodes (or cells), the transportequation, in a cell of widths
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a,x = x.v i - xj._ and Ay = Y_+v,-Yj.v,, _.omes

2__a_.t , 2,_a+_, o+ -s, (2-s)
ax _ ay ay

where -1 s x s l and -1 s y ¢ I in the cell. Eq. (2-8) is reduced to two single channel
differential equations, orte in each spatial channel, by multiplying it by Legendre polynomials
in the transverse channel and integrating it. Thus, for the x-channelwe obtain, by multiplying

2IL a+_.._+ = _ ,a_. ar or,, s,, r,(n,+x) (2.9)

where

at
2___f_ p_(.y) _ dy. (2-10)Ty = 'XY-I

Using the procedure in Section 2-I we arrive at the balance equation

and theauxiliary relations

= ¥., exl_---_--/ + E Fm.[$-,%- T,(m,. n,)] (2-12)mar

and

1

,....,=f ,<:.,ylP./_).,',,,o,)a,:+
"_ 12-13)

+

• ,o,_. o..+E%..[s..,_-r, (=_.,)1,
Illx
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where

Ty (n,, n_,)= 2.___Ay.v,, + (_1)_,.t _,_v, _ t,E.o.2.(2k, - I)*n,=,-, ' (2-14)

We repeat the procedure for the y-channel to obtain analogs of F.xlS.(2-I2) and (2-13). Note
that Eqs. (2-11), (2-12) and the y-channel analog of F.xl.(2-12) can be used to solve for ali the
urflmowns. Alternatively, Eqs. (2-12) and (2-13) and their y-channel analogs can be used. The
various nodal methods¢t°'|!)in (x-y) geometry using polynomial expansions are special cases of
the above equations. For example, the linear-linear (L-L) scheme(tl)uses nx =-"0,1 and ny =
0,1 in Eqs. (2-11), (2-12), and the y-channel counterparts of Eq. (2-12) and ignores the bilinear
terms that arise. The resulting expressions can be put in a finite-difference-like form. (_s't6)Also,
note that the linear diamond relation follows if we let nx = 0,1, ny = 0,1 in Eq. (2-11) and
retain only the zeroth-order terms.

2.3 (x-y-z) CARTESIAN GEOMETRY

The development in (x-y-z) geometry is similar to thatshown for (x-y) geometry, resulting in
the following relations.(e'r°

a. A general balance equation with three transverse-integratedterms, T_, Tyand T_.

b. One expression on each of the three outflow surfaces for the moments of the flux with
respect to the transverse-channel variables. Thus, for the x-channel, we obtain

,,.w ,-v, (-oAx)--- +E e.,IS.:,,- r,- r,]

We also obtain one expression per channel for _'k _, "," The considerations discussed for x-y
geometry apply here too. The reader will find the details in Ref. 6, 15, and 17.

2.4 SOLUTION ALGORITHMS

In multidimensional geometry the finite moments methods involve solving a coupled set of
equations. The reader will find a discussion on solving this set of equations in Ref. 6, 15, and
16.o
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2.5 RESOURCE CONSIDERATIONS

Finite-moments schemes of linearor higher order involvecomputing more unknownsthan there
are in conventional methods. Table 2-1 displays this for expansion up to linear on the surface
(in multi-dimensions)and linear in the interior(L-L) of a cell, ignoring the bilinear terms. For
example, in one dimension the linear scheme has three unknown relative to two in the standard
methods. In three dimensions the numberof unknownsare thirteenin the L-L method and four
in the conventional methods. However, we will see laterthatthe higher-ordermethods exhibit
a higher degree of accuracy with respect to mesh width and thus yield significantnet savings in
the computing resources required.

We should also note that the finite-moments methods offer more than efficiency. In certain
problems they offer near-exactsolutions unattainablewith conventional methods. This will be
evident in the examples to be discussed later.

TABLE 2-1

NUM.BER OF SPATIAL MOMF.,NTS/NODE IN CARTESIAN GEOMETRY

............ ' _tfi r,ii ,,t, .',, I

Standard Finite D(fference Linear Nodal?
Moments

I-D 2..D 3-D I-D 2-D 3-D
u .......... ,, ,, .... , , 'h,, i ,, ....... ,, I"_,, '1' , , c

Interior 1 1 1 2 3 4

Surface 1 2 3 I 4 9

Total 2 3 4 3 7 13

'l'Excludingbilinear moments
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3. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

3.1 AN ANALYTICAL PROBLEM

Assuming the source in (the steady-state form of) Eq. (1-1) for slab geometry to be a constant,
S, the analytical solution of the resulting equation with a given boundary flux _ (o,_t) on the left
is

¢(X,l.O = ql(O,lO e "'m_ + (1 - e -'x/_) S. (3-1)
0

7,_e corresponding solution using the weighted difference scheme is

*_.tt2 = A _*ltz(tt) + (1 - A t) _.$ , (3-2)
O

where _ta (kt) = 6 (o,_), and

A = 1 7 (l-a).:oAx/tt . (3-3)
1 + aoAx/tt

The solution using the nodal method is

*,+tt2= e-J,A + (1 - e _S, 13-4)
0

which, in this example, is identical to the exact solution. Table 3-1 displays the coefficients of
transmission term of the cell edge flux for two values of .Ax//_ using the step (a = 1), the linear
diamond (a=1/2) and nodal schemes. For aAx/# = 1, the errors by the two conventional
methocts are still considerable. For _rAx//_ = 5, the step scheme grossly overestimates the
results, while the linear diamond scheme is alternately positive and negative from cell to cell.
As shown in Figures 3-1 and 3-2, the step scheme significantly underestimates the coefficient
of source term near the boundary. Using the linear diamond scheme this coefficient, for
t_Ax//_=5, oscillates around the correct value from cell to cell, well into the system. The large
errors near the boundary by the two methods is evident. Values of eAx//.t > 1 can arise in
optically thick problems such as those in electron transport and radiative transfer where tr can
be O (102) and O (106) respectively.
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TABLE 3-1

COEFFICIENT OF TRANSMISSION TERM

_- - _..................... Coefficient of Tra_iou Term

,rAx/_ ! + 1/2
Step Diamond Nodalt

1 1/2 1 I 1

3/2 5.0xlO"l 3,33xi0" 3.68x10'

5/2 2,SxlO"t I.IIxl"t 1.35xi0"l

7/2 1.25x10"i 3.70x 10"_ 4.98x 10"1

9/2 6.25x104 !.23x10 .2 1.83x104

11/2 3.13x 10.2 4.13xi0 "1 6.74x 10.3
t...t., r'llI II r , m,, I li I Ihllasl I II .... Pll I

5 I/2 I I I

3/2 2.86x 104 -6.0x lfr' 6.74x 10"_

5/2 8.16x10"_ 3.6x 104 4.54x 10"s

7/2 2.33x 10"2 -2.16x 10"1 3.06x 10 .7

9/2 6.66x 10.3 1.30x 104 2.06x10"

11/2 1.90xl0 "1 -7.78x104 1.39xlff"

_Nodal and exact solutions are identical in this problem

1.0 __ 2

•--(3--- Step

0.8 - / _ LinearDiamond
•-43..- Nodal

.. 0.6

0.4 -"-OI Step 8
---O-- LinearDiamond 0 /

I

Nodal

0.2

-------_ .... J I ___
0,5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 01 i l I IO-r, 1.5 2.S 3.5 4.5 5.5

MeshEdge MeshEdge

Figure3.1. Coefficientof SourceTermin Constant Figure3-2. Coefficien!of SourceTerminConsUmt
-_ SourceProblemfor cr,_x/_: 1 SourceProblemforoAx/p= 5
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3.2 AN OPTICALLY THICK SCATFERING SOURCE PROBLEM

This is a 10 cm wide slab with o = 100 cm", o,/ot = 0.95. The scattering source term
dominates in this problem. An SI quadratureand isotropic scattering are assumed and a
convergence criteriaof 10s was used on point fluxes. The reference solution was obtained with
10,000 cells (Ax = k/10). Figures 3-3 and 3-4 display the scalar flux near the boundary,
calculated using conventionaland finite-moments methodswitha I0 mfp mesh. The oscillations
by the linear diamond and linear discontinuous method are evident. The oscillation in the
solution by the diamond scheme propagates well into the system. The linear moments method
also oscillates near the boundary, but with ouadraticand higher-orderexpansions, the boundary
flux is well represented. Note that these conclusions for the scaler flux in this scattering source
dominatedproblem are very similar to those for the behavior of the source-dominated term in
the analytical exanple.

2

ii - 0 -- .......-..;" ....

6 - LDD s ,,.. "

4- ,_ -2- / ..,

/ / -til
m .. / ...." Legend Order

0 _-4- / ./ ...." o
_-2 _ -6- / e ............

g
/ / ..... 1

"'-4 / / / _- 2

.,,,.,yO......." ---D-- 3
-6 /" .,," Step --,8- ---0--- 4

-6 ,_, ,_ '_"_

-I0 .... z J I I _..L.___L_ I I J -10 __..J._.__....L_ .... I , i i ._ I I
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 54) 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

Depth (mfp) Depth (mfp)

Figure 3-3. Error in the Scalar Flux Distribution Near the Boundary of a Figure 3-4. Error in the Scalar Flux Distribution Near the Boundary of a
1000 mfp Thick System With Step Difference, Linear Olamond Difference 1000 mfpThick System With Finite Moments Algorithms of Orders 0
(LDD), and Linear Discontinuous (LD) Schemes Through 4
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3.3 A MULTIGROUP PROBLEM IN SLAB GEOMETRYi

A gamma-ray transport problem consisting of a 1-m thick block of iron was tested in Ref. 9
using P3 scattering and Ss quadrature and 18 energy groups starting at 9 MeV. The results
indicate an order of magnitudesavings in the number of meshceils and a fivefold reduction in
the CPU time using the finite-moments algorithm relative to the linear diamond scheme. The
results also show that the errorsby the moments method tend to be lowest in the highest energy
groups. This was also seen for multidimensional problems.°1'1_

3.4 MODEL PROBLEMS IN (x-y-z) GEOMETRY

References 6 and 17 discuss the results of testing the finite-moments nodal method on model
problems in (x-y-z) geometry. We illustrate the advantage of the method using the strong
scattererproblem, which is 4x4x4 cm3 with a 2x2x2 cm3 concentric source region. The total
and scattering cross sections are 4.0 cm"1and 3.6 cm"t respectively. A Po scattering and S_
quadratureare assumed. Figure 3-5 displaysthe error in the leakagerelative to the extrapolated
reference -elution as the mesh is refined. C-L and C-Q refer to the constant-surface-flux
assumptionwith linearand quadraticinteriorflux approximationsrespectively. The positive-flux
weighteddifference scheme exhibitsa lower-orderaccuracy than the other methods. The linear
diamondand the constantsurface flux nodal schemes exhibitan O(h 2) behavior, while the error
in the linear surface flux scheme is nearly O(h3). Although the order in the error is the same,
the constant surface flux moments scheme, with a higher-orderexpansion in the interior,
requires fewer cells for the same accuracyand has much less difficultywith negative fluxes than
the linear diamond scheme.

3.5 A 3-D RAY-EFFECT PROBLEM(13)

This is a 120xl20xl20cm 3 system with a concentric source region with dimensions
60x60x60 cm3. The total and scattering cross sections are a = 0.92104x10 "_cm"!and a, =
0.69470x10 "2cm_ respectively. Ali boundaries except that on the right are reflecting. The
linear diamond scheme used a zero-flux fixup scheme to handle negative fluxes. Figure 3,-6
displays the percent differencewith largest mesh (20x20x20 cm3)nodal results using the C-Q
nodal method. An S, quadrature was used in these calculations. The linear surface flux
assumption did not perform _,,nybetter,and the quadratic source approximation appeared to be
the more significant of the two approximations. The cell widths used in this problem were much
larger than a mean-freepath, and the conclusion that an accurate source shape representation in
such problems is required is consistent with the conclusion for the one-dimensional problems
discussed earlier.
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Figure 3-5. Error in the Leakage of a Strong Figure 3-6. 3-D Ray Effect Problem With $8 Quadrature
Scatterer Cube

3.6 A BENCHMARK WELL LOGGING PROBLEM (_'17_

In an oil well logging system with nuclear sources, a cy!irldrical probe (or sonde) with a neutron
or gamma source is placed eccentered in a borehole. The induced or backscattered radiation
recorded in the detectors is used to measure the presence of hydrocarbons. The system is
inherently three-dimensional and involves a strong scattering anisotropy, deep penetration,
multiple detectors, and a high degree of accuracy (1-2%) is demanded. Although the problem
is inverse in nature, forward modeling techniques, primarily Monte Carlo methods, have been
used t'_ to complement measurements. Two-dimensional deterministic methods have been used
to compute distributed quantifies such as the adjoint or the importance map to obtain the depth-
of-investigation of the detectors. The work in Ref. 13-15, 17 on three-dimensional nodal
discrete-ordinate methods was motivated by the desire to extend the application of deterministic
methods to three dimensions.

Table 3-2 displays the near-to-far detector flux ratio in the model (x-y-z) geometry logging
configuration (6,_7)depicted in the inset. "l'he assumptions in the calculations are listed in the
footnotes to the table. This ratio is an important quantity in oil well logging technology. Note
that the linear diamond scheme with a 2-cre mesh, P3 scattering, Ss quadrature had a 5%
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difference relative to the reference. It is estimated* that a 1-cre mesh involving over 107,000
cells would be needed for a 2% difference by this method. On the other hand, the L-L nodal
scheme with a 4-¢m mesh (2040 cells), P3 scattering, and Ss quadrature yielded a difference of
1.25%. Since Monte Carlo is the primary method it. oil well logging problems, the model
configuration was also analyzed using the continuous-energy, continuous-angle Monte Carlo
code, MCIqP.a*_ The results cited in Table 3-2 show that comparable results using the nodal
scheme are obtained in almost an order of magnitude less computing time.

We have also analyzed an actual eccentered cylindrical configuration where the curved surfaces
are staircased. A comparison with the corresponding staireased-geometry Monte Carlo
calculation showed that nodal results are in good agreement with Monte Carlo results obtained
at a considerably greater cost over most of the porosity range considered. _

TABLE 3--2

A TIHUSF_,-DIME,NSIONAL BF2qCIiMARK WELL LOGGING PROBLEM

Number of Flux Ratio
Meth_J Cells Ds/D_ % Difference CPU Time"

L-L Nodal?
4 cm PtS+ 2,t)40 67.34 -3.07 36 m
4 cm PsSs 2,040 70.33 1.25 1,65 h
2 cm PsSs 14,355 69.46 Ref 7.90 h

DL_oMt
4 ¢m PIS+ 2,(M0 * * 30 ra
2 era PsS+ 14,355 50.66 -27.07 2.08 h
2 cm P3Ss 14,355 65.75 -5.34 3.32 h

1 cm P3Ss 107,445 _<,2(?) 25 h
.(F.stimat¢)

Monte Carlo 0VlCNP) 67.92 (+1%) (2%) 7.17 h

'Cray X-MPI/2: S, methods unaecelerated K _ _ _.
?LENA3D code

• Negative flux at far detector, D2 _ C

Formation: CaCO3 with 20_ water z
Borehole: Water
Sonde: Stainless steel v
13 Energy Groups: 11.052 MeV - 0.414 eV x

Source: 11.052 - 8.187 MeV as / _

,i

*Calculations with 1-cm mesh, P3scattering, and Ss quadrature did not fit in the computer
: available to the author at the time the problem was analyzed.
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4. RECENT ADVANCES

4.1 TRIANGULAR MF__H IN (x-y) GEOMF:FRY

In orderto modelnonorthogo_al geometrics discrete-ordinatesprocedureswith _rlgular mesh,
using either the finite-differen_ or the lineardiscontinuousfiniteelements scheme, have existed
for quite some time. Recently, the linear moments nodal method _'as combino_ _slwith the
linear characteristicsmethod to obtain an alternatemethod with triangularmesh. On a model
high-leakage, pure-absorberproblem, the authors reported O(tP) accuracy by timemoments-
characteristicscheme, relative to the O(h_) accuracyof the lin_x-diamond difference scheme,
in computing the eigeawalue. :However, fu_her tests are needed on the performance of the
triangular,'mesh nodal method to reach more generalconclusions.

4.2 CURVED GEOMETRY

In ReL 12, a low-orderfinite-moments scheme was tested in (r-0-z) geometry. Recently, the
procedurewas generalizedtt_)to arbitraryorder with certaincaveats that do :notexi_t in_cartesian
geometry. We s_tch the pmcedm_ for the 0"and z..independentequation,

r Or r ao

where the second derivative term represents the m_gularredistribution that ari_es in curved
geometry. Just as in conventional methods, the differencingof this term iis handled with care
to conserve particles and minimize angular coupling. In Ref. 19 F.zI.(4-1) is rewritten for f =
r_ and g = _ with a change of variables: r to u and coto v with -1 _ u, v _<;1. We then

. arrive at a balance equation for the moments f_,, ,,, f,.(u = 1), and g,(v-: 1), and
corresponding auxiliary relations for the latter twoquantities. In deriving these, we approximate

Lt

: L(v) =fr,P,,(u)du - ,,(v),
-1

=.

where

rj._ + r_._ (4..3)_

r! = .... ,2

r_:,_being the outer and inter radii of the cylindrical cell.
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It shouldbe noted that with n,,= O,1.,when the zeroth-order terms are retainedin the moments
balancee__uation,we obtain_+,'9)a radius-weighted differerzcescheme

rl+_ _+_ . rl-_ _I-la" 2rt_ (4-4)

instead of the linear diamond seheme_. Numerical tests on a model problem showed that the full
finite moments scheme was far more accurate than the diamond scheme. Even the radius-

weighted scheme, which is easier to implement, performed considerably better thmathe diamond
scheme.

4.3 IRREGULAR GEOMETRIES

Manyradiationtransportproblemsinvolve irregulargeometries. For example, in well logging
problems,a cylindricalprobe is placed eccentered in the borehole. ,'he excellent performance
of the not_l discrete-ordinatesmet.h_ in model well-logging problems in (x-y-z) geometry
inspired_.. the extensiona_ of method to general two-dimensionalcurvilinear geometry using a
boundary-fittedcoordinate Iransformation technique bo_o:_,ed front fluid mechanics,as) The
transportequationis transforinedfrom t_e general "physical"coordinates to square "computa-
tional" coordinates. Since practical transport problems usually contain bound _eometries, the
authors in Ref. 22 chose an elliptic numerical gtSd generation, where the physical coordinates,
x and y, are related to the computational coordinates x' and y' by the elliptic partial differential
equations,

+ _P(x;y'); . - o(x',y'), (4-5)
&_ _2 &a ay2

whtre P(x/, y') and Q(x/, y') are control functions that can be specified to control the
+ concentration of the grid. The metrics of the transformed transport equation are expressed in

simple polynomials. The angular redistribution term is treated the same way as in the standard
discrete-ordinates method. The computational process in the transformed coordinates is very
similar to that in rectangular nodal discrete-ordinates method. For a consistent comparison, the
authors also developed a tinite-difference-based algorithm in the transformed system.
Preliminary numerical tests showed that the nodal method in arbitrary configurations performed
much better than the standard method. The authors¢n_also reported that the zeroth._)rder nodal
method was, in general, more efficient than the linear nodal scheme, which l_ced a considerable
di_culty with negative fluxes.

=
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4.4 TIM_DEPENDENT NODAL TRANSPORT

Two finite-moments algorithms have been developed rm to solve the time-dependent Boltzmann
equation. In one the temporal variable is treated implicitly and the spatial variable by a finite-
moments expansion. Thus, in slab geometry., one uses the algorithms in Eqs. (2-2) and (2-6)

in a time-interval At = tm -t,, with
;

1 (4-6)
o+o,,j =o++

+ _!; ,,, 1-7)vat

where v is the particle speed. The method performs better than standard implicit methods c_,
and is unconditionally stable.

In the second finite-moments algorithm a°'21)to solve the time-dependent transport equation, both
time and space are treated by the finite-moments expansion method much like the procure in
Section 2.2 for (x-y) geometry. The algorithm is much more accurate than conventional time-

+ dependent methods and the implicit finite-moments method. Figures 4. I and 4.2 display the flux
at 20.5 mean-free-time (raft = _-= l/oy) after a 0.5 mfp wide source is pulsed for a 0.5 raft

' interval on the left boundary of a 20.5 mfp wide' slab. The greater acg:uracy of the linear
+ moments scheme over the two conventional schemes (_,_ is evident. However, its s'tability

characteristics are more complex m) and further work is needed to fully implement the method.
I
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4.5 NON.NEUTRON TRANSPORT APPLICATIONS

Since finite-moments methodsexpress the flux variationmore accurately, in principle, they can
be tailored to solve the more difficultelectron transportand radiative transferproblems where
the cross-sections are O(102) and O(I06), respectively. Conventional flnite-difference-ba._d
methods requirea prohibitivelylarge numberof meshcells in these problems and thus perform
poorly with a practical mesh. In Ref. 23 the implicit finite-moments scheme described in
Section 4.4 was extended to solve the coupled thermalradiative-transfer-temperature-evolution
equations. An $2 acceleration scheme where the acceleration equations are also differenced
using the finite-moments scheme was adapted. Tests on model transferproblems showed that
the finite-moments scheme with a quadraticexpansion of the intensity across the cell yielded
time-dependent temperature profiles in excellent agreement with those from an Implicit Monte
Carlo method.°" The standardmethods did poorly. ']'his is illustrated in Figure 4.3 for the
model problem with

_ 27 [l-exp(-F_,/T)]cm "z (4-8)
o = aa E3T _

where E is the photon energy and T is the material temperature, both in keV. The heat capacity
was 8.118x10 6 .l/keV/cres, initial temperature 10 eV, an: the cell width was 0.4 cre. The
convergence criteria was 103. The time step was adjusted to so that temperature change was
less than 10%. The cross-section in Eq. (4-8) ranges from 10'_cmt to 10" cre" for a material
temperature of 10 eV, and varies strongly with the material temperature. In this example, the
linear diamond and linear discontinuous methods failed to yield meaningful results.
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4.6 ACCELERATION SCHF2dF.,S

Since the nodal methoduses a source iterationstrategy analogous to standardmethods,efficient
accelerationtechniquesare needed. The coarse-meshnebalaace and an $2 syntheticacceleration
areused in LEHA3D.(6,1_Two diffusion syntheticacceleration (DSA) schemes were also tested
in two dimensions.°z.3_ In addition, a boundary projectionacceleration (BPA) techniquewas
also reported.04'3_ In these techniquessolving the acceleration equations efficiently remainsan
unresolved issue.

In Ref. 23 the $2 synthetic acceleration scheme was used to accelerate the discrete-ordinates
method, in conjunction with a grey (one group) acceleration scheme to accelerate the $2
equations. At ali three levels the finite-moments method was used for the spatial variable,
therebyprovidingthe necessaryconsistency irsthe differencingof the acceleration equationsand
the method being accelerated. The grey acceleration allows for a very efficient solutionof the
$2 acceleration equations. The set of general finite-moments diffusiont24)equations derived
recently from the finite-moments transport equation have the potential of being utilized in a
DSA-like acceleration algorithm for the finite-momentsnodal method.

5. SUltRY

In this paperwe reviewed the developments in nodal discrete-ordinatesmethods and summarized
the recent advances. These methods have been incorporated in several three-dimensional
transport codes. The methods have been shown to perform significantly better in
multidimensional neutron transport problems. They also performed well in optically thick
problems where standardmethods failed. The time-dependentfinite-momentsmethodsare also
considerably more accurate than their conventional counterparts,although work remains to be
done to fully implementtheversion with higher temporalmoments_ The majoradvantageof the
finite-moments nodal method is that it can be consistently tailored to solve a wide range of
problems.

A considerable amountof work remains to be done. More efficient acceleration schemes are
needed in multidimensions. Furthertests in arbitrarygeometries are needed if the methodis to
compete successfully with Monte Carlo methods, especially with the introductionof massively

: parallel computers that can significantly enhance the efficiency of Monte Carlo methods.
Coupled Monte Carlo-finite-moments methods should be investigated. In a well logging
problem, the deep penetration part of the transport can be modeled with the deterministi3
scheme, and the complicated geometrical part can be treated with Monte Carlo. The time-
dependentmethods should be furthertested. The results shownin this paper for thick problems
indicate that the method should be tested in electron transport problems to obtain a more
accurate description of the flux at interfaces, and thus reduce the extremely fine meshing that
is needed. Also, the issues of efficient vector and parallel architecture implementation of these
methods have only been initiated recently,a6)
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LOS ALAMOS NEUTRAL PARTICLE TRANSPORT CODES: NEW AND

ENHANCED CAPABILITIES
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Radiation Transport Group, X-6
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Abstract

We present new developments in Los Alamos discrete-ordinates trans-
port codes and introduce THREEDANT, the latest in the series of Los Alamos
discrete ordinates transport codes. THREEDANT solves the multigroup, neu-
tral-particle transport equation in X-Y-Z and R-O-Z geometries. THREED-
ANT uses computationally efficient algorithms: Diffusion Synthetic
Acceleration (DSA) is used to accelerate the convergence of transport itera-
tions, the DSA solution is accelerated using the multigrid technique.
THREEDANT runs on a wide range of computers, from scientific worksta-
tions to CRAY supercomputers. The algorithms are highly vectorized on
CRAY computers. Recently, the THREEDANT transport algorithm was
implemented on the massively parallel CM-2 computer, with performance that
is comparable to a single-processor CRAY-YMP. We present the results of
THREEDANT analysis of test problems.

Introduction to TItREEDANT

THREEDANT is the latest transport code in the ONEDANT/TWODANT/TWO-
HEX series of codes from Los Alamos National Laboratory. THREEDANT is very similar
to these codes in that it is portable, efficient, and utilizes the discrete-ordinates method.
THREEDANT also relies on the CCCC reactor-physics interface files to facilitate commu-
nication with other reactor physics codes. THREEDANT can use ali of the usual cross-
section formats. The input is driven by the same input module used in ONEDANT and
TWODANT. THREEDANT also follows in the O',EDANT and TWODANT tradition in

that efficient numerical methods are used to sol', e transport equation. This efficiency
allows three dimensional calculations on scientihc workstations and supercomputers as
weil. This efficiency is obtained with a combination of simple, accurate finite difference
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approximations and effective acceleration techniques for iterative processes. THREED-
ANT has been applied to whole-com reactor calculations, shielding calculations and a host
of test problems. THREEDANT is currently in friendly user status, with users at selected
sites assisting in the final phases of the initial development.

THREEDANT Methods

The methods i_ the THREEDANT code are for the most part the same as those used
in the ONEDANT and TWODANT [1] codes since the latter are tried and true for the
designed applications. The philosophy in ali these codes is to keep the solution algorithms
as simple as possK,_e for rapid calculation taking advantage of the vector processor capa-
bilities for current 'super computers'. Thus in the spatial dimensions we use a rectangular
mesh in the coordinate system chosen for the problem (X-Y-Z or R-Z-O for THREED-
ANT) that spans the entire spatial region. We use diamond differencing with set-to-zero
negative flux fixup [1] in the spatial variables, discrete ordinates in the angular variables,
and the multigroup approximation for the energy variable. This completely characterizes
the discrctization of the transport operator. In general, source iteration is used to solve
within group scattering, upscattering and fission processes. This is a Neumann series type
iteration where as shown explicitly below, the source is computed from an estimate for the
angular flux. The angular flux is updated by inverting the transport operator upon the
source which is then recalculated, and so on until convergence is obtained. Because of the
properties of the transport operator for linear differencing methods, the convergence of
this iteration is assured, however, the rate can be exceedingly slow for both the within-
group scattering and the multigroup upscattering including fission. Thus we include an
iteration convergence acceleration method: diffusion synthetic acceleration. Basically it
involves obtaining a corrected diffusion equation with the solution that is the same as the
scalar flux solution of the transport equation. For multigroup problems with either fission
or upscatter, we use a multigroup form of the DSA equation so that both the inner and
outer iterations will be accelerated,

In the following sections we review in a little more detail the algorithmic consider-
ations in solving the three-dimensional transport equation along with the computational
considerations for enhancing efficiency. These include taking advantage of vector process-
ing and the relatively new considerations of parallel processing on massively parallel
SIMD architectures. We emphasize that THREEDANT has a fairly extensive set of checks
on the quality of the solution based upon the satisfying of the angularly integrated balance
equation. The satisfying of this balance equation over any selected region of the spatial
domain is a fundamental property of the method of discretization and so is an important
diagnostic.

i
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Transpctl Algorithms

In order to explain the solution process for the transport equation, we first write out
the equation discretize,d as multigroup in energy and discrete ordinates in angle with _iso-
tropic scattering as:

. k+ 1/2 k+ 1/2
g_. V¥8 (r. 1_,,.). ot8(r)Yzk_ 1/2(r,1_,,,)= 08_.g(r)eg +

8-1 G

s' = 1 s'= s + 1 keff (I)

+Qs (r,D,,,)
g= I-_G
m= l--)M

where

M

m=l
, and

G

a,k(r)= v% (r) (r)
&=l

k is an outer iteration index,

m is the angular index,

g is the energy group index,

wm is the angular weight,

_g is the scalar flux,

_g(r,D.m) is the angular flux for group g and angle m.

In Eq. 1, we show the outer iteration procedure by the index k where the half integer
denotes the unknown to be solved for while the integral k indicates the known function

= from the previous iteration. The spatial discretization of this equation is by diamond dif-
ferencing; i.e. assuming a linear variation in the angular flux in each of the transverse
directions in the spatial coordinate sys,,em. The angular derivative terms for R-Z-O geom-
etry are also diamond differenced along levels of constant F_as is done in TWODANT.
This procedure allows the discrete representation of the transport operator (the left hand
side of F-xi.1) to be arranged as lower triangular. That is, the left hand side of Eq. 1 is
inverted non-iteratively.

Eq. 1 is also a synopsis of the solution procedure for the transportequation including
: the inner and outer iterations. An inner iteration is accomplished by inverting the transport

operator (the left hand side of Eq. 1) onto the source which is separated into the within
group scatter (the first term on the left hand side) and the inscatter sources. The within
group source is updated from the transport inversion and the process is repeated for group
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g until the scalar flux is converged to the specified tolerance. The downscatter source (sec-
ond term on the right hand side of Eq. 1) is then updated for the next group with the other
terms held constant. Inner iterations are then performed for this group as before, and the
process is repeated for ali groups. The fission and upscatter terms arc then updated; this
constitutes one outer iteration. The outer iterations are repeated until the fission and
upscatter terms are converged,

To assess the Computational cost of this solution procedure, we measure the cost of
inverting the transport operator and the total number of iterations involve. The latter con-
sideration will be addressed in the next section when we treat iteration convergence accel-
eration. Here the cost of inverting the transport operator will be treated as a basic measure
of efficiency. That is, since the inversion of the trans_rt operator is non-iterative, we mca-
sure the efficiency of inversion by determining the average CPl Ttime required for a phase
space cell; the CPU time pcr angle pcr group pcr spatial mesh cell, which is called the
grind time in this paper. The grind time is machine dependent and will also depend on
how efficiently vectorization and paralellization have been accomplished.

The numerical inversion of the transport operator is recursive in the direction of flow
of the panicles. That is, one cannot compute the downstream portion until ali communi-
cating upstream cells have been computed. This seems to rule out vectorization. However,
as shown in Fig. 1, the calculational procedure can be arranged so that in a 2D plane the
flow proceeds along a logical diagonal in the spatial mesh. Ali cells along a diagonal can
be solved simultaneously since the initial data has been computed from the adjacent
upstream diagonal. This then allows vectorization and on a Cray YMP the speexiup is
about a factor of 5 for large problems (the grind time decreases from 2.1 gs to 0.4 gs). We
incorporate this planewise solution method into THREEDANT.
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DSA Methods

As indicated above, the computational cost of solving the transport equation is
directly proportional to the number of iterations needed to attain a specified convergence
tolerance. The spectral radius of convergence of both the inner and outer source iterations
can be arbitrarily close to unity depending upon the scattering ratio for the former and
spectral or fission effects for the latter. This means that an arbitrarily large number of
unaccelerated iterations would be necessary for solution. Thus it is imperative that an
effective and efficient iteration convergence acceleration method be used in order to
reduce the computational cost in the general ¢asc of solving the transport equation. For our
codes we have implemented a diffusion synthetic acceleration (DSA) [2] method to help
converge the solution procedure. In brief, we employ a corrected, multigroup diffusion
equation converged whose solution is the same as the scalar flux solution of the transport
equation. It has been shown many times in the literature that when the diffusion equation
is properly discretizcd, the DSA procedure is effective in reducing the number of itera-
tions to a predictable amount that is usually much less than is the case fbr the unacceler-
atcd iteration procedure [2,3]. In the following we outline the procedure for the three-
dimensional transport equation and point out the requirements for a successful DSA
method interms of computational efficiency. We also point out some of the limitations of
the method as incorporated because of compromises that have been made and because of
the limitations of the transport discrctization method.

We begin by displaying the DSA equation analogous to Eq. 1:

G

k+1/2 V k+1 (r) k+1 gcr. 1(r) +-V.D_ ' ¢8 (r) +_Rg eg (r) = _ _8'-,
g'=l
_'=s (2)

+ Z_.l,+ _(r) +Q0g(r)
keff
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. [3_+t/2 (r) ]i
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', J V i_s I,r)
u (3)

,+ 1/2 w Q " k+t/2 (r, 1_m)Jg (r)---- E m=='mVg
m=l

,¢_R,(r) = %s (r) -%o8 (r).
3

In Eq. 2 we display a particular form for theDSA methodapplicable to multigroup
problemsto be usedin conjunctionwith Eq. 1 where the index k+l indicatesthat thesolu-
tion to Eq. 2 is to be usedto update the sourceof Eq. 1. In this form the diffusion coeffi-
cient becomesa diagonal tensorwhoseelementsare derived from theprevious transport
solution (at index k+l/2). Thus, the transport iteration procedureis to first estimate the
scalarflux andcomputethe sourcefor Etl. 1. As before, we then invert thetransportopcr-
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h

ator in each group, startingin the highest energygroup and updatingthe down,scattering

mate of the scalar flux, (_gk+l,which is in turnused to compute the source forEq. 1, etc.

This addresses the outer iteration procedurebut there still is the inneriterationto be
considered. If there is no fission or upscatter, then ali elements of the right handside of Eq.
1 are known except the ingroup scattering source. The inaer iteration procedure then
makes use of the same equations (1 and 2) except that in this case the fissiontermis absent
and ali the within group scatter terms are known. Instead of doing a multigroupcalcula-
tion, the within group scattering source is iterated group by group using the single group g
equations 1 and 2 until the scalar flux is converged in group g to the specified precision.

Returning to the outer iteration, we make use of Eqs 1 and 2 as shown, but have the
option of iterating the within group scattering sourceeither assuming the inscatterand fis-
sion source are known as explained above, or to iterate this source partially,In the general
case, we have found that for problems with fission and/or those with strong upscattering,
the most efficient strategy is to take only one inner pcr group through Eq. 1 and use Eq. 2
to converge q_ and the upscatter source. The outers then consist in updating the diffusion
tensor elements from the transportinversion and repeating the pass throughEq. 2. Once q_
and the upscatter are converged, then foreach group the within group scatteringis iterated
until the scalar flux has converged as in the inner iteration procedure above. This usually
does not change the fission distribution more than the convergence precision so that the
solution will have be.cnobtained. This is the 'one inner per outer until source conver-
gence' procedure which is the default in ali our transportcodes using DSA.

We noted that the predictedeffectiveness of the DSA method is based upon the dia-
mond differenced form of the translx.rt equation. A situation which interferes with the
accelerator is when the diamond method is modified because of negative extrapolated
fluxes. The negative flux fixup algorithm is non-linear in the sense that its use depends
upon the solution being generated. In severecases the use of fixup will cause the DSA pro-
cedure to be less effective and in fact worse than no acceleration. The code tries to detect
such situations and simply turnoff the accelerator.This is noted in the iterationsynopsis

-- of the code. To avoid this situation,one usuallyhas to remesh the problemto yield less fix-
ups. A fixup monitor to aid in this has been installed in TWODANT and is slated to be
also included in THREEDANTin the nearfuture.

: , .

_4'Ultim-idMethod
i

We notethatintheabovedescribedmultigroupDSA iterationstrategyiniterating
the solution to the transportequation to convergence, the multigroup transport outers arc
replaced by the solution of the correctedtransport equation, Eq. 3. This strategywill only
be computationally efficient if the CPU time required to solve the diffusion equation is
substantially less than thatrequired to invert the transportoperator overali the angles and
groups. Since the diffusion operator is elliptic, in the multidimensional cases the inversion
of the operator is done iteratively by some method such as SOR, Tchebychev, ICCG, or
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.muifigrid.|n Ref. 4 we showthat for the thn_-dirnensional,$-4 case,in orderfor the solu-
tion of the diffusion equation to be less costly thz', that of the transport operator, the spec-
tral radius of the iteration procedure used to invert the diffusion operator musl be less than
0.S. Of ali the methods listed above, only the muRigrid can guarantee a spectral radius less
than unity and thus is the method chosen in THREEDANT to invert the diftrusion operator.

Since the details are covered in Ref. 4, we only sketch the multigrid procedure used
in the THREEDANT code. The multigrid method for inverting the:diffu_;icNaoperator in
three dimensions consists in the following stages: An alternating line relaxation is per-
formed on the original (finesO mesh in each of the three,coordinatedhecfions. A line
relaxationis an inversionof thediffusion operator alonga line of pointsin the mesh,;and
alternating implies that every alternate line is chosen so that the transvem_ leakage terms
coming from .thedifferenced form of the diffusionoperatorarche|dconstanton eachpass.
A coarsermesh is chosenwhich is onehalfof the original mesh in eachdiLn_c,fionandthe
finemesh diffusion operatorandresidual are transfen_ to that mesh.The Iploblem on this
rr_sh is another diffusion problem which yields a con_tion to the solution on the fine
mesh. To invert the coar"_errne_h diffusion operator, an alternating line rebLxationis then
done in thesameway'ason the finemesh,The l_sultsa_ethentransferred1Ioa still coarser
meshand the procedureis repeateduntil we come to a coarsestmesh.On this meshthe
transfen'eddiffusionoperatori,sinverteddirectlyasa matrix whichyields thecoarsemesh
correction,This correctionis theninterpolatedontothenext finestmeshand addedto the
previous results. Another relaxation pass using the interpolated and added result gives the
smoo_hed correction which is in turn interpolated onto the next fir,er grid. This is conti,-
ued until the original of finest grid is achieved ending the first muhigrid cycle. If the pre-

= scribed converge,acc tolera_e has not yet been achieved, then another 0ycle is gone
_hrough and repeated until coavergence. Expef_er_e¢has shown that about two cycles are
ali that is necessary to reduce the residual errorby more than an oaxlerof m_gnitude for the
typical problem. "Ihe interpolation operator that has been chosen is line_j:-in-current and
the ope_tor that goes from the finer to t_ _ grids is its inverse. The procedure used
to get the coarser grid diffusit>n operators is based upon a simplified balz_¢e approach so
that the original seven point operator is maintained on ali grkis. This is a comproraise
made fox computational efficiency in the code.

Because of the compromises made in the implementation of the multigrid method
for computation_ efficiency, the method does not always perform optimaltly as far as the
number for cycles required for convergence. For certain very bad cases it may even fail;
both these situations are aoted _n the synopsis of iteration performance when the code is
run. In the most severe cases the, DSA is simply turned off for that group and so the code
will serf recover to obtain a solution. But in general the performance of the method is very

_ good as predi_cted and leads m a DSA met:hod which performs admirably l_r typical reac-
tor core calculations.

r
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Massively ParallelMethods

The typical method for performing the inner iterationof the first-orderf.cnn of the
discrete ordinates equation involves a recursivesweep through ali mesh cells. The simple
way of performing sucha sweep is to recarsively solve down a row of'cells, repeating this
for each column in 2D, and then repeating this for each plane in 3D. A vectorized
approach for 2D, as used in the TWODAh_ code, solves a diagonal line of cells in vector
mode and then repeats this for ali diagonal rows; the equations for a dia_onal row of cells
are indeper,dent and can be solved simultaneously.The THREEDANTcode currentlyuses
the vectorized "diagonal line" sweep which is repeated for each plane. "rr improve the
speed of the 3D sweep and to provide enough work for a massively pat,_l¢l processor
(MPP) like Thinking Machines Corporation's CM2 and CM5, a new "diagonal plane"
scheme was developed. The "diagonal plane" sweep is the 3D analog to the 2D °'diagonal
line" sweep. In 3D, the independence of the equations allows a diagonal plane of cells to
be solved simultaneously, insteadof just a diagonal line of cells.

The new "diagonal plane" sweep was implemented in a small test code on ourCM2
for arbitrary X-Y-Z geometries.The bottom face of the 3D mesh is mapped onto a 2D set
of CM2 processors, while the vertical columns associated with each mesh on the bottom
face aretreatedas local arrayson each processor.This arrangementallows for the simulta-
neous solution of a diagonal plane of cells, which is then repeated for each diagonal plane
needed to cover the 3D mesh. One drawbackof the ,schemeis that the number of diagonal
cells builds up as 1, 3, 6, 10, 15,.. until it reaches a maximum, and then eventually scales
back down to 1.Thus, processors are wasted at the beginningand at the end of the calcula-
tion. To reflect this, we define the Peaallel Computational Efficiency (PCE) as follows:

NsA
F'CE - , where (4)

NoNv

NSAis the numberof space-anglecellsin the phasespace,ND is thenumberof
diagonalplanesinagivensweep,andN,_is thenumberofprocessors.

Two variationsof the"diagonalplane"sweephavebeentried. Method 1, "succes-
sivein angle,successiveinquadrants",wasdesignedtohavea largePCE(80%to90%) in
ordertomaximizecomputationalefficiency.Method2, "simultaneousin angle,successive
inquadrants",wasdevisedto reducethelargeamountof time spentincommunicationsin
Method 1. The PCE for Method 2 rangedfrom only 40% to 60%, butproved to be faster
overall than Method 1 for smallerproblems. The grindtimes (total CPU time per space-
angle phase space element) and the PCE's for the two methodsare shown in Table 1 for
variousmesh sizes andCM2 configurations.
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3hble1. GrindTimes(i_ec) for 512/1024/2048FloatingPointProcessors
i ,. H _ I I I IIII I I III

i

Mesh Size VP Ratio PEEl Merited I PCE2 Method 2, ,,i i i J i,, i | ii

64x32x32 _i/2/1 80.3% 1.84/2.32/2.34 40.5% .703/.866/.946

64x32x64 4/WI 89,1% !.62/2.0,_/2.06 57.7% .482/.593/.592

64x64x64 8/4/2 85.9% .857/.733/1.08 50.4% .389/.275/.334

64x64x96 8/4/2 90.1% .810L689/i.02 60.4% .323/,228/'278

i28x64x96 16/8/4 85.8% .440/.366/.356 50.3% ' /.325_,190/.132

128x96x128 24/12/6 8714% ,3i8/'242/.358 53.6% ,270Li56/.i32

128x128x96 32/16/8 81,9% .317/.196/.193 43.0% .319/.178/.109

128x128x128 32/16/8 85.8% ..... .302/. 188/.183 50.2% .276/.155/,094
I ,c

128x128x192 3_i6/8 90.1% .288/.178/.174 60.2% .232/.130/.079

192x128x192 -'48/24/12 ....87.9% .277/.164/.120 54,7% ,244/,141/.078

192x192x128 72/36/1_ 80.1% .285/.158/.153 40.1% .31i/.166/.136

256x192x128 96/48/_ 77.5% .283/.155/.089 36.5% .329/.i76/.097

256x256x 128 128)64/32 75.1% .286/. 152/.086 33.4% .355/.185/.101
" II iii i i i i i i ii iiiii

THREEDANT Test Problems

We have selected two problems to present results on the performance of the
THREEDANT code. These come from a benchmarking effort proposed by the Japanese
[5] and have been computed by various methods and codes throughout the world.

Problems

The first problem is a three-dimensional representation of a small LWR whose sche-
matic is shown in Ref. 5; the problem was run in $4 quadrature and the spatial meshing
was 25x25x25 and 50x50xS0. The second problem is a mildly complicated mockup of an
experimental fast reactor (FBR) core and the schematic is shown in Ref. 5. The problem
was also run in S4 quadrature and for two meshings: 32x32x20 and 64x64x40.

Iterative Performance

We present some of the calculational results in Table 2 in order to ascertain iteration
performance of both the DSA used and the multigrid method used in conjunction with it.
We first present a synopsis of the efficiency with which the diffusion operator is inverted,
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Table 2. CalcuBational Results for Diffusion Accelerated SN in Three
Dimensions.

LWR25x25x2S LWR$0x.S0gS0 FBR32x32x20 FBR64x64x40

SR' MGb SR MG SR MG SR MG

260 233 8634 .... 2304 407
Work gtp 2 798 245 2556 185 1839 489 5505 284

Units= gtp 3 1995 444 4683 334

gtp4 1401 535 4584 412
gtp I 0.98 " 0.58 - 0.99 0.69 0.87 0.48 0.97 0.67

Spectral gtp 2 0.93 0.55 0.98 0.72 0.93 0.51 0.99 0.60
Radius

(p) gtp 3 0.91 0.50 0.98 0.58
gtp4 0.88 0.53 0.99 0.66

_cPUtime DSA 29.7 8.6 319.4 30.3 53.3 32.3 629.8 I23'9

Td_ 0.56 1.15 0.23 0.60 0.41 0.84 0.23 0.53

CPUtime SN 4.4 4.4 20.0 21.4 20.2 20.2 100.1 93.8

Ts, Ps 0.73 0.73 0.44 0.45 0,76 0.76 0.40 0.40
, , ,: , ' , ,' , = : .... ' -: ..... u T i_ ...... ',,_ I,

K_ 0.96235 0.96248 0.97060 0.97134H i i iii i i iii lH

a. Succe_iveOver-RelaxationusedtosolvetheDSAequations.

b. MultigridMethodusedtosolvetheDSAequations
c. Aworkunit is thecomputationaleffortneededtodoone linerelaxationsweepoverthe
three-dimensionalmesh.

on the one hand using a simple succes_dverelaxation approach (SR), and on the other hand
using the multigrid approach. The la'st four rows give the total number of work units for
each group used to converge the diffusion operator via each method for the four problem/
meshings. A work unit is the computational effort needed to do one line relaxation sweep
over the three-dimensional mesh. As can be seen, the SR method requires a factor of 10 to
40 times as much work as the multigrid for the LWR problem and a factor of 3 to 15 for

: the FBR problem. The larger ratios are for the finer meshes, lt is well known that the SR
method has a higher spectral radius of convergence as the mesh is refined, and it is evident
that the multigrid method does not suffer from this degradation. The next four rows give
the average spectral radius of convergence for each method to verify this. The next row
displays the CPU time spent solving the DSA equations while converging the transport
solution. We see improvements from multigrid to SR by factors of from 3 to 10 for the
LWR problem and 2 to 5 for the FBR problem. The next row gives the time per cell per
work unit for the diffusion solver in microseconds. It is seen that these times for the SR arc
better than for multigrid because the latterhas a great deal of overhead associated with it.

_

In the next two rows we present the corresponding data for the transport solver. We note,
that for this S-4 case, the DSA and transport parts of the solution require about the same,
amountof CPU time to achievethe convergedsolution.

- From theseresults,which are typical for reactor core calculations,we see that the
iterative performance and calculational efficiency of the THREEDANT code is at about
the level we anticipated. The grind times for the inversion of the transport operator is
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around 0.4 ItSwhich is that attained in TWODANT. The performance of the DSA solver is
a little worse than in two dimensions but it is acceptable.

In Table 3 we present some preliminary results of calculations of the benchmark
problems on three classes of machines: a vector super computer, a scientific work station,
and a massively parallel SIMD machine. These are represented by the Cray YMP, a SUN
4/75, and the Thinking Machines, CM2 respectively. In section A of Table 3 we compare
the total CPU time for three benchmark problems, the two described above plus another
small FBR. The comparison is between the YMP and the SUN 4/75 showing the total
CPU time and the grind time on each platform. The ratio of CPU times vary from a factor
of 15 to 35 depending upon the amount of vector efficiency on the YMP which is a func-
tion of problem size. These results also show that reasonably sized three-dimensional
problems can be run on a scientific workstation in an acceptable amount of time. The sec-
ond section compares the performance of the transport inversion on a massively parallel
SIMD machine, the CM2, and the YMP for the LWR 50x50x50 problem run in S6 quadra-
ture. These are preliminary results without DSA since it is not yet implemented on the CM
version of the code. There was also a glitch in the CM version in that only about 47 outers
could be run before a storage overflow problem stopped execution. Thus the fu'st and sec-
ond columns give the YMP times and grind time for the problem run with DSA, without
DSA but to completion, and without DSA run to 47 outers. The third and fourth columns
give the available CM times; this shows that the CM version performs at present a little
better than the YMP for this problem, and from the results of the previous section, we
expect it to perform much better on larger problems. This is a remarkable result s_,owing
that the first order form of the transport equation is successfully parallelized on a SIMD
machine.

Table 3A. A Comparison of Execution Times for Benchmark Problem A
for the Cray YMP, SUN 4/75, and CM2 computers.

U I I II I H i I P li|H i i

Problem Cray YMP SUN 4/75
. .... , ,) ,.=, .

Part A CPU time (s) Grind time (ps) CPU time (s) Grind time (ps)

LWR 22.2 0.73 508.0 i7. 3....... |
FBRS 23.9 1.16 382.7 17'0 .... ]

FBRL 89'I. 0.6.3 . 3001.;/ 18.3 ]
Table 3B. A Comparison, )f Execution Times for BenChmark Problem. B for
the Cray YMP, SUN 4/75, and the CM2 computers.

_J-_ I II I I I I Pl [I I === II III Illl [_ IU

Problem Cray YMP CM2
_. - ,......... , . ,, . . , , _

Part B CPU time (s) Grind time (ps) CPU time (s) Grind time (ps)

LWR"(DSA) 76.7 .... 0.47 .............

I.WR
1703.9 0.47

(no DSA)

LWR
: 1347.8 0.47 1485.4 0.43

(47 outers
lr' II IIII III

=
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OTHER DEVELOPMENTS

Given the diversity of this conference, we thought that it would be productive to
describe other relevant activities that might be of interest. There are two other projects that
may be of interest to the radiation transport community. First is the addition of a coupled
SN/MOnte-Carlo hybrid transport 'algorithm that is being tested in TWODANT. The sec-
ond project is a modification of the TWODANT code to allow a general quadrilateral
mesh in place of the usual orthogonal mesh. This code is called TWODANT/GQ, for
TWODANT / General Quadrilateral.

_li/Montg Carlo Hybrid Method in TWODANT

In the fully coupled Monte Carlo/S N response matrix method, spatial and/or energy
regions of a problem are defined in which either a Monte Carlo or an SNcalculation is pcr-
formed. The regions arc then connected through the common boundary fluxes, for spatial
interfaces, and group sources, for energy interfaces. The fully coupled Monte Carl0/S N
technique differs from previous coupling methods in that no assumptions arc made about
geometric separation or decoupling. Instead, the common boundary fluxes at a Monte
Carlo/SN spatial interface arc determined through an iterative process which uses a
response matrix for the Monte Carlo region, and standard SN techniques in the SN region.
Thus, the fully coupled technique is ideally suited for problems involving both optically
thick and optically thin regions which arc tightly coupled, with the Montc._Carlo technique
being used in the thin re ion, and the S ue m the thick.

Figure 2. Boundary fluxes at an S//Monte Carlo interface.
al

Consider a Monte Carlo region embeAded in an SN region (Fig. 2), where _Pi. and
out represent the boundary fluxes entering and leaving the Monte Carlo region and n is

the outward-directed normal. The elements of _Fo.t are the incoming angular fluxes to the
SN region, where each element corresponds to a unique combination of spatial mesh cell,
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energy group, and quadrature direction D m, with [_m. n > 0. The interface angular fluxes
for [_m. n < 0 are the elements of _Fin.The outgoing flux from the Monte Carlo region is
related to the incoming flux from the SN region by

tlJou t = R_in + Sour. (5)

where Sour is the exiting flux from the Monte Carlo region under vacuum boundary

conditions (_Fin = 0). The element rij,, of the response matrix R represents the angularJ,

flux leaving the Monte Carlo region in SN state j due to a unit incident angular flux in SN
state j'. Because Win is generally not known, Eq. (1) is solved iteratively by

rF(p+ 1) = R_i_ n) + So.toul (6)

where, for example, we can set

_ = Sou t (7)

and _F_nt')is obtained using an SN solver with the prescribed boundary flux qJ(P)' --OUt "

The fully coupled Monte Carlo/S N method has been implemented in the SN code
TWODANT by adding special-purpose Monte Carlo subroutines to calculate the response
matrices and group sources, and linkage subroutines to carry out the interface flux itera-
tions. The common angular boundary fluxes are included in the SNcode as interior bound-
ary sources, leaving the logic for the solution of the transport flux unchanged, while, with
minor modifications, the diffusion synthetic accelerator remains effective in accelerating
the SN calculations. The Monte Carlo routines have been successfully vectorized, with
approximately a factor of five increase in speed over the non-vectorized version.

The hybrid method is capable of solving forward, inhomogeneous source problems
in X - Y and R - Z geometries. This capability now includes multigroup problems involv-
ing upscatter and fission in non-highly multiplying systems. The hybrid method has been
applied to several challenging test problems with good results.

TWODANT/GO

TWODANT/GQ is a modified version of the TWODANT code that has been gener-
alized to solve problems using a general quadrilateral mesh. This allows for a much more
accurate representation of curved surfaces. TWODANT/GQ is being developed for reac-
tor physics applications as a part of the NPR Program. Input to TWODANT/GQ is eased
by the Graphical User Interface that assists the user in problem setup and editing.
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SUMMARY

We have presented some new and useful transport codes that are in the friendly-user
stage of development. As that process unfolds, more users will be included, and results
will be presented. Interested users should contact the Radiation Transport Group, X-6, at
Los Alamos National Laboratory (505-667-4189)or the authors for more information.
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ABSTRACT

The HYBRID, or mixed group and point, method was

developed to solve the neutron transport equation deterministically

using detailed treatment at cross section minima for deep

penetration calculations. Its application so far is limited to

one-dimensional calculations due to the enormous computing

time involved in multi-dimensional calculations. In this article,

a collapsing method is developed for the mixed group and point

cross section sets to provide a more direct and practical way of

using the HYBRID method in the multi-dimensional calculations.

A testing problem is run. The method is then applied to the

calculation of a deep penetration benchmark experiment. It is

observed that half of the window effect is smeared in the

collapsing treatment, but it still provide a better cross section

set than the VITAMIN-C cross sections for the deep penetrating

calculations.
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INTRODUCTION

The HYBRID methodI was developedinsolvingtheneutrontransport

equationsusinga mixedgroupand pointtreatmentoftheenergyvariable.

Severaldeeppenetrationcalculations,includingthreebenchmarkproblems2"5,

showedthattheuseofmultigroupcrosssectionssuchas VITAMIN-C resultsin

fluxesconsistentlyand significantlylowerthantheuseofHYBRID crosssection

sets.The applicationoftheHYBRID methodsofarislimitedto

one-dimensionalcalculations.A directtwo--dimensionalcalculationusingthe

HYBRID crosssectionsetisimpracticaldu:_totheenormouscomputingtime

involved.One way toresolvetheproblemistomultiplytheone-dimensional

HYBRID resultsby the2-D to I-D ratiosobtainedfrom themultigroup

calculationsto obtaina "correctedHYBRID results"tobe usedforcomparison

withtheexpe _ent values.In thisarticle,a collapsingmethodisdevelopedfor

themixedgroupand pointcrosssectionsetstoprovidea more directand

practicalway ofusingtheHYBRID methodinthemulti-dimensionalcalculations.

A testingproblemisrun. The methodisthenappliedtothecalculationofa

deeppenetrationbenchmarkexperiment.

DEVELOPMENT OF A COLLAPSING METHOD

FOR THE HYBRID CROSS SECTIONS

The theoryoftheHYBRID methodisthoroughlydescribedinRef.1 and is

repeatedbrieflyheresincethemethodisnotverywell-known,ltisusedto

consistentlysolveforgroupfluxesinsome energyintervals,and pointfluxesin
others.

Consider,forpurposesofillustration,theenergyaxisdividedas shownin

Fig.I. Therearethreeenergyregions,a groupregionatthetop,a pointregion

inthemiddle,and a groupregionatthebottomenergyrange.For this

particularlysimpleexample,theBoltzmannequationapplicableinregion1 isthe
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Ep Ep.I

Ec Eb Ea l.go

Fig.I.Energy axisinHYBRID method,one pointregion.

standardmultigroupequation:

2t+I G , ,

t 0

In region 2 the Boltzmann equation solves for a point flux N(z, #, p):

t

°_N _tN(z,#,p) _Pl(#)[p _ _PP' A v,pG. N_ (z)]#_ + = 2/+1 _St N_z,p') +(;,=lE "_st,,, I.--a

+

For the bottom multigroup region, the transport equation again solves for a group

flux, and has the form:

oqNG h , , b ,

# Uz-- + Z_tNG(z'#) = E 2t+l .p _)[G"

+ 0 'E=B N (z)] + S (z,p). (3)

There are four types of transfer coefficients:

g_" group-to--group, _' point-to-point,
#

Est

The CollapsingMcthod forthe HYBRID CrossSections

The main task of the collapsing method for the HYBRID cross sections is to

collapse the four types of transfer cross sections mentioned above to the

"group-to--group" transfer cross sections.
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' Collapsing the grouv--to-_int transfer cross sections:

i

The scattering integral in the multigroup transport equation is:

F_G' : f_ dE rG' dE' Es_E'-_E) N_E'). (4)

l

If group G contains a point region and group G' contains a group region, then

the inner integration is just the summation of the product of the group--to-point

transfer cross section and the group flux, i.e.,

vPg" N_'. (5)F_Q" = f_ dE g,Z "st6G'

The group-to-group transfer cross section is defined as

S 1 V S S

g_ " N_ fG dE rG' dE Zst(E'-_E)Nt(E ). (6)

Therefore,
• 1

g'6G' g'6G"

Using the trapezoidal rule for the integration, one obtains the collapsing formula

for the group--to-point transfer cross sections:

= E Z "st N AEg/ N ,PEGg'EG• g' "

where

Ep-t-Ep,t
AEp = - 2 , pEG, p _ end-points of group G,

Ep- Ep. l
2 ' p = upper end-point of group G,

Ep. t - Ep
2 ' p = lower end-point of group G. (9)

Collap_ingthe voint--to--_rouptransfercrosssections.;

When group G' contains a point region and group G contains a group

region, the scattering integral of Eq. (4) can be written as
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• p

m •

• Ep,

Since the original point-to-group transfer cross sections are also defined from the

doubly integrated scattering integral, therefore:

gEG P•EG•

if group G: contains all the points in that point region. If group G' contains

only part of the points in a point region, then:

p" =upper p• _end-po i nts p•=lower
end-point of group G • end-point
of groupG" of groupG"

where (_)v N_ is the part of _ N_ that is contributed by the energy

greater than Ep', i.e. between Ep, to Ep,.,. Similarly, (_s_')['-- N_" is the paa;t

of _ N_ that is contributed by the energy less than Ep,, i.e. between Ep,+t

to Ep•. Since

( = if p' is the upper end-point of a point region,

and
• • •

, (Z_S_ )U _ if p' is thebwerend-point of a point region,

Eq. (12) can also be used to replace Eq. (11). Therefore:

p• =upper p' _end-po i nts p'= lower
end-point of group G" end-point
of groupG" of groupG'

where

N_ _ r N_ Agp'. (14)P'EG"

Col!agsingthe point-to.pointtransfercrosssections:
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When bothgroupG" and G containpointregions,thenthescattering

integralcan beexpressedas:

F_¢_'= ,_GdE E fEp,., dE" Zst(E'-,E)Nt(E" ). (15)
P"EO" Ep,

Using the trapezoidal rule for the sink group integration, then

Z[ Z lE,,., OZ' (16)PEC.,Lp" fG Ep,

Since the original point-to-point transfer cross sections axe property ddined to

cover the source group integration, therefore:

= +"st p p"E(_

p"=upper p' #end-points p' = Iower
end-point of groupG' end--point
of groupG' of groupG"

whereN_' isapproximatedas Eq. (14).

Co|l_psingtl!._._@oup-t_rouvtrandercr¢_.sectio_;

When bothgroupG" and G containonlygroupregions,thegroup-to-group

transfercrosssectionsarecollapsedusingtheconventionalmethod:

N_ ' (18)

where

l_t _,l_ Nt . (19)

In actual implementations,the flux momems appea_ngabovein the four

collapsingformula ace replacedby the _,al_r fluxes. One also noticesthat in

order to ._ &hie to co_l&p_ethe HYBRID cross,_cfio_, the original cro_ section

generationprogramHYBRID _,d Shesu_uent codesystemhavetobe modified

toseparatelystoretheupperorlowerpartialtransfercrosssecti0asinadditionto

= theoriginalpoint--to-pointand point_roup transfercrosssections.
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Testinl of the Coll_psin_ Method

A one-dimensional test problem is first performed to see how much of the
: window effect contained in the HYBIUD cross sections will be smeared in the

• collapsing treatment. The specifications of the problem are given in Table 1.

= Table 1. Specifications of the test problem

Geometry: 90cm infinite plane slab of iron, proceeded by a 2 cm source to

mockup a plane isotropic fission source. Vacuum boundary conditions
= on both sides of the slab.

Concentrations:

Cre = 0.08212 nuclei/b.cm,

" C_m = 0.00102877 nudei/b.cm,

Cc = 0.00133379 nuclei/b, cre.

Source:

fission source spectrum, represented as x(E) - C exp(-E/a) sinh (_,
where a = 9.8795x105, b = 2.249x10-e, C = 0.4397x10-6,

E = fission neutron energy in eV.

Microscopic cross section: ENDF/B-IV.

Energy range: 17.333 MeV to 1.572 MeV.
=

Order of Legendre polynomial expansion: Ps.
! Discrete ordinate expansion: $8.

Spatial interval size: 1 cm per interval in the iron block.

A one-dimensional transport calculation is first performed using the

HYBRID cross sections. Then the regional fluxes (total 10 regions) are used to

collapse the HYBRID cra_s sections into multigroup cross sections using the
: VITAMIN-C structure.The collapsedcrosssectionsarethenusedtorepe_tthe

same one--dimensional transport calculation.

The results of the saturation activities of 32p at various locations are given

= in Table2. ResultsofusingtheVITAMIN--C libraryarealsoincludedfor

comparison,ltisseenas beforethatas he penetrationdepthincreases,the

HYBRID resultsgetincreasinglyhigherthantheVITAMIN--C results.Using
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collapsed cross sections gives results half-way between the VITAMIN-C and the
HYBRID results at various locations.

Table 2. Comparison of the Relative Saturation Activities of 32p

usingVITAMIN--C,HYBRID and CollapsedCrossSections
intheOne-DimensionaITestProblem

Iron Collapsed cross
HYBRID b sec tionsVITAMIN-C adepth

(cre) V iTAMIN--C VITAM IN--C

10 1.600E-2c 1.00 1.00

20 2.095E-3 1.01 1.01

30 3.049E-4 1.02 1.02

40 4.556E-5 1.06 1.04

50 6.887E-6 1.10 1.06

60 1.050E-6 1.18 1.11

70 1.614E-7 1.29 1.16

80 2.496E--8 1.46 1.24

90 3.434E--9 1.76 1.37

a P3.

b Ps.
CReadas 1.600x10-2.

APPLICATION OF THE HYBRID COLLAPSING METHOD

TO THE CALCULATIONS OF THE EURACOS

IRON BENCHMARK EXPERIMENT

The EURACOS device is an irradiation installation at the University of

Paviaespeciallyconstructedforstudiesofneutronand 7-raypenetrationin

shieldingmodelstoprovideexperimentalresultsforthevalidationofmaterial

crosssectionsand computercodes.The experimentalarrangementofthe
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EURACOS ironbenchmarkiscomposedofthethermalcolumnoftheTRIGA

MARK IIreactor,a planeand circularfissionsource80 cm indiameterand an

ironblockmeasuring145x 145x 130cm3.

Therearemany elementsand mixturesinthe EURACOS ironbenchmark

experiment,butthemain shieldingmaterialistheironblock.The collapsing

treatmentoftheHYBRID crosssectionsonlyneededto be performedintheiron

block.A one-dimentionalcalculationusingtheHYBRID crosssectionsetis

performedfirst.The resultingzonefluxes(totaltenzones)intheironblockare

usedas theweightingfunctionstocollapsetheHYBRID crosssectionsofiron

intomultigroupcrosssectionlibraryfortheuseoftwo-dimensionalcalculations.

For theremainingmaterials,VITAMIN-C crosssectionsareusedinthe

two-dimensional calculations. The calculated absolute saturation activities of a2p

are shown in Table 3. The results of using VITAMIN-C cross sections and the

"expected" results of using HYBRID cross sections (obtained by multiplying the

one-dimensional HYBRID results by the 2-D to 1-D ratios from the multigroup

calculations using VITAMIN-C cross sections) is included for comparison. It is

seen that, at large penetrating depths (> 50cm), the results of using the collapsed

cross sections lie half-way between the two, just as was found in the

one-dimensional test problem.

CONCLUSIONS

The developmentofthecollapsingmethodfortheHYBRID crosssections

providesa more directand practicalway ofusingtheHYBRID methodinthe

two-dimensionalcalculations.Halfofthewindoweffectisobservedtobe

smearedinthecollapsingtreatment,butitstillprovidesa bettercrosssectionset

thantheVITAMIN-C crosssectionsforthedeeppenetrationcalculations.
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Table 3. Comparison of Absolute Saturation Activities of the 32S(n,p)32P Reaction

at Different Depths in Iron Block in Two-Dimensional Calculation

of the EURACOS Iron Benchmark Experiment

Iron VITAMIN_C a Corrected c Colla]_s ed a,d
HYBRID C r oss _c t ioni :

Depth Measu r emen t b ...............
(cre) Measurement Measurement

1.5 1.06 1,06 1,06

8.0 1..13 1.12 1.12

16.0 1.02 1.02 1.02

24.0 0.93 0.94 0.94

32.0 0.87 0.90 0.89

38.0 0.88 0.92 0.91

46.0 0.87 0.94 0.91

54.0 0.78 0.89 0.84

62.0 0.74 0.90 0.82

70.0 0.75 0.99 0.87

78.0 0.71 1.05 0.85

86.0 0.65 1.09 0.84

94.0 0.41 0.81 0.58

ausing DOT-3.5, Pa, $8, mesh 173,,15, CPU .u 50min on FACOM machine.|

°Taken from Ref. 6.

c= (HYBRID-lD)x (VI'rAMIN-C 2D) / (VITAMIN-C lD).
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PC 386-BASED Vt_SION OF

Ediz Tanker
Turkish Atomic Energy Authority, Saraykoy Research Center

Ankara, Turkey

_cr

Problems encotalteredduring the adaptation of _ on a
personal computer using a Fortran77 compilet are described,
modifications done to solve these are explained. Three test
cases were run with the modified version and results are
compared with those obtained on an I_ 3090/200. Numerical
differences were observed in the last three decimal digits
of the computations at most. The running times on the PC
were found to be satisfactory for these test cases.

INT_ION

: DORT is a one- and two-dimensional discrete ordinates transport code
written mostly in Fortran. Several versions for mainframe computers have
been in use during the recent years. In this paper an adaptation of IX)RTto
personal computers (PCs) is presented.

lt will be necessary to refer to different standards (dialects) of
Fortran in the following sections. All pre-1976 Fortrans will be referred
to as Fortran66, the Fortran standard dated 1976 will be referred to as
Fortran77 and that of 1990 as Fortran90.

All implementations of the Fortran lax_uage on PCs that are known to
the author comply with the Fortran77 standard (subset or full set).
Therefore, PC implementation of IX)Rf"necessarily involves updating certain
statements written in Fortran66 with equivalent statements in Fortran77.
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the Fortran77 dialect and with

the terminology used in standard books on Fortran and on personal computer
systerns.

.

: In the following sections problems encoua_teredduring the adaptation
of DORT on a PC using a Fortran77 compiler will be described. First,
preliminary information on the state of the code when first received will
be presented. Next, the procedure used for adaptation of the code will be
explained. Finally, performance of the resultant code on a PC will be.
documented with comparative runs of sample problems. The hardware and
software used in this study are listed in the Appendix._
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INITIAL STATUS OF DORT

The code has been received in C1DCUFI)ATE utility format. Routines were
collected together as "decks" which, apparently, facilitates inclusion or
omission of any routine during link-time. C_s were separately collected
and "call"cd when required. Different versions of the machine-dependent
rout ines were collected in separate decks for different computers
cons i dered.

The code is claimed to be written mostly in Fortran complying with
ANS-SqD.3-1971 standard 1 . Machine-dependent routines were in assembler, and
there was an al 1-Fortran version of these routines for Cray computers. Word
length and precision considerations lead to choosing the IBM version over
Cray and CDC versions for adaptation; however, the assembler routines were
necessary for successful operation on IBM mainframes and their al l-Fortran
counterparts from Cray need to be modified for PC application. The IBA4
version had been compiled successfully with a Fortran77 compiler at OF/SD/
r_A IData Bank, there fore, at least the routines performing actual
computations were expected to compile errorfree on the PC.

Machine-dependent rout ines include run-time memory al location,
slow-to-fast memory transfer, block rea_dom access file input/output (I/O),
error handling, and date and time information. These features were found to
be well documented in the code and confined to a few subroutines.
Nevertheless, these consisted one of the major problem areas which had to
be worked on for a satisfactory solution before a version running on PC
could be obtained.

O3DE ADAFTATIONPI_0CIKI2RE

Original form of the source code was preserved as much as possible.
Since the CDC UPDATE utility or an equivalent emulator was not available:
(i) duplicate subroutines had to be separated from the source file, and
(ii) each C_ deck was saved as a separate file to be INCLUDEd in the
source deck (INCLUDE is a Fortrmlg0 statement, but is available with the
compiler used in this study}.

All n_difications in the source code were done according to the
Fortran77 standard where possible. Only exceptions are the date, time and
error routines (machine-dependent) and the solution of a memory-related
problem (see the following section}. Explanatory comments were added to the
original code to faci I i rate portabi I i ty of the PC version.

Program logic was preserved when a modificat, ion was done. For
instance, when variable formatting is used in the original code (using a
REAL array to hold alphanumeric data) the modifications were limited to
assigning the variable F_T to a C_CI]/R variable and using it in the
WRITE statements. No attempt was made to "increase the readability" of the
code by replacing Fortran66 statements (like IF and GOTO) with Fortran77
structures (e.g. block IFs), or changing ali RFAL variables holding
alphanumeric data to CHARACq_ variables throughout the program. Therefore_
the resultant version is not an exclusively-Fortran77 version of Ix)gr.
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P_BLt_4 AREAS

In this section detailed account of the major modifications to the
code is presented. In general, machine-dependent features are the single
most important source of difficulty undermining the portability of
programs. The least troublesome of these is the minimum and maximum single
precision numbers that can be stored in memory. Although the word lengths
are the same in both IBM mainframes and PCs (4 bytes) these values differ.

0-6o 10*6o respectively. For the _P_In original DCX_ they are set to 1 and
which complies with the ll_ standard, they had to be modified as 1.2.I0"°v
and 10*_respectively. This implies that the binary digits used for the
mantissa of a real number are different in two machines and this affects
the least significant decimal digits of the computations.

Another difficulty frequently encountered is the acquisition of the
current date and time to be included in the printed output or to be used
during the execution of the code to terminate the non-convergent problems.
Fortunately, a real-time clock is available on PCs and it is accessible by
a stmldard and well-documented method; therefore, Fortran libraries on PC
systems generally include date and time routines that can be called as
functions or subroutines, lt should be noted that on a PC elapsed time is
equal to CPU time, for all processes go through the CPU, including I/O and
other system services.

Although not a machine-dependent feature, in adapting codes complying
with the Fortran66 standard it is always necessary to treat REAL variables
holding alphanumeric values in a manner consistent with the Fortran77
standard. In DOgr several subroutines use variable formatting (a _T
statement constructed at run-time) with REAL arrays. The contents of these
arrays had to be written to CRAP_CT_ variables in order to be used in the
final WRITE statements. Actually in Fortran77 it is easier to construct the
line-to-be-printed in a CHA_C'T_ variable and then printing the whole line
than to construct a FORMATfor that line, especially if integers and reals
are mixed or tabbing back and forth on the line is necessary to obtain the
desired output. In one of the subroutines of _ (namely w(yrlo) this
method had to be implemented, for the compi let used in this study could not
correctly evaluate integers referenced by real variables under FORMAT
control only (in other words, if the I-format is used but the variable -not
the value it addresses- is of type RFAL the compiler generates an error
message instead of using the integer value).

Memory handling is one of the weaker points of the Fortran language
(Fortran90 dialect contains some improvements on this subject). Influenced
by the static memory concept of the I]_ mainframes, many programmers
utilized in their programs the idea of accessability of a memory location
by any routine even if it is not referenced in a _ statement. There
are examples of calling a subroutine with a list of argument, s, immediately
returning and then calling an entry in the same subroutine with a different
list of arguments, thereby effectively combining the two lists. In
Fortran77 phi losophy, on the other hand, subroutines are independent
entities and neither the addresses of the dummy arguments nor the values
they hold during a particular call can be remembered from one call to the
next. In PC implementations of the Fortran77 dialect, in accord with this
phi losophy, the addresses of the actual arguments are pushed to stack when

: a subroutine is called and then popped back once inside that subroutine.
This way all modifications to the variables are performed using their
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original addresses and on return to the calling routine no address needs to
be (nor gets to be) passed back. A subsequent call will start with an empty
stack; previous addresses are forgotten (tHis is why a variable whose
address is supplied by the calling routine is called a "dummy" variable).
lt is possible to save values of dummy variables by assigning them to local
variables and using these in a SAVE statement, however, remembering the
addresses from a previous call is not intended in Fortran77 (nor possible
in PC implementations). Unfortunately, this very scheme is used in DOlT
which had to be handled in a way which is not standard Fortran.

Fig. I shows the routines called by subroutine VARIO of DORT. Most of
these are service routines in CKY.X_standard3'4. An arrow indicates the
direction of a call. When VARIO calls DOPC for initialization, IX)PCcalls
the entries C'_ and _ and passes arguments in the way described in the
previous paragraph, lt is intended that these memory areas are available at
the time _ (or entry CRIT) is called by VARIO, or _ (or entry DRIT)
is called by BLKIO. As explained above this cannot be achieved by previous
calls. The solution employed in this study is to save the addresses of the

VARIO%

l
CRIb) I_ ( BLKIO

t_IT _

I_IT, ._ I)Ni_

D_¢ DEFI LE C2L)SDA FBSAM

----.FDISP
ALOC.Ab-'t PRED ".

PRIT

I
i t

I_ KBLCK

Cal led by routines not shown in the figurez

Fig. I - Routines called by subroutine VARIO in the original version
of DORT. An arrow indicates the direction of a call. Names not connected by
arrows but printed one above the other are ENIRYs to the same subroutine°

arrays sent to _ (to be.passed to entries _ and _) in VARIO, and
passing those addresses as actual arguments to C_ (and entry CRIT) and to

: DPJ_ (and entry DRIT) -through BLKIO- eac_ time they are called. The
addresses can be obtained via one non-standard function whi le their values

can be passed as addresses by means of another. This method accomplishes
the original intention with as little modification as possible; however, it
is emphasized that the standard way of passing arrays to subroutines
permanently is via _ blocks, and the only kind of address that can be
used in a standard code is the index of an array element. Modifying IX)RTto
this extent conflicts with the goals mentioned above under the Code
Adaptation Procedure heading and, therefore, was not undertaken.
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Subroutine IX)PCegldthe ones called by it (located below it in Fig. I)
are service routines providing an interface between _ and the II_
mainframe operating system for random-access I/O. DI_ILE, C2A)SDAand KBLCK
were originally written in assembler. In Fortran77 it is possible to
replace all these routine8 with simple Fortran statements. Unfortunately,
the comments in subroutine IX)PCwere the only source of information about
their functionality, since refs. 3 and 4 were not available to the author.
To complicate matters further, subroutine IX)[_performs more than one task:
(i) opening and closing files and (ii) allocating memory for user buffer
arrays and assigning values to certain ones for each file, and these two
tasks are intermixed. Therefore, modifications to _ are tulcert_n and
test runs are the only {indirect) proof of their suitability.

In IX)PCa flag called IOP controls the operation to be performed on a
file. For instance, if IOP = -I a sequential file is opened. The original
version does nothing when IOP = -I, for files are opened by the operating
system on II_ mainframes and not by the programs. The modified version
opens an unformatted sequential file when IOP = -I, in accord with
Fortran77 (the filename used still follows the convention of IBM main-
frames: FT##FO01 where ## is the two-digit Fortran unit number). IOP = I
opens a direct ,accessunformatted file. To follow the original as closely
as possible each file is checked first if it is already open_ if so its
record length is compared with the current one. If they differ the old file
is deleted and a new file with the new value of the record length is
opened. This carries the risk of deleting a necessary file unknowingly,
however, it is extremely unlikely. To define the blocksize of the files the
original subroutine FBSAM is not called_ instead a default value is used
(the code determines the blocksize itself, so this default only serves as a
starting value). Finally, IOP = 3 or 4 closes files with default action
taken (which, for the compiler used here, is KELP). No RI_IND is performed
as in the original.

Fig. 2 presents Fig. I after the above simplifications were performed.
Since it is possible to code blocked random-access I/O entirely in
Fortran77 (without resorting to assembler or other lower level languages)
it may be feasible to replace all subroutines in Fig. 2 concerning I/O with
simple Fortran statements. However, this procedure was not implemented in
this study.

VARIOt

('R[_ _ _ BLKIO

C_IT _ _.. _
4,

PRIT _-- I_IT
D_,'t"

q Ca Iled by routines not shown in the figure

Fig. 2 - Simplified version of Fig. I after modifications. _ & PRIT
are separated from FBSAM and included as a stand-alone subroutine (with an
I_'rRY).
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PI_._OI:_HANC_DATA

The modified version of _ was tested by running three sample
problems and comparing their results with those obtained at _/NFA Data
Bank (on an II_ 3090/200), Numerical difference between these were observed
to be in the last two decimal digits generally (at most in the last three
digits). Computations converged after similar number of iterations.

Partial printout of the time information about the three case are
presented in Tables 1-3, Case titles of input decks are included for easy
identification° Running times on the PC are quite acceptable for these
cases. Tables indicate that the code spends a substantial fraction of
running time during I/O, Optimizing the I/O routines of the PC version may
reduce these fractions. This task will be undertaken in the near future.

Table, 1. Time information for Test Case 1

Case Title:
FBR CRITICAL - - 4 _ PO
Printout of time information from III4 3090/200 run:
NO. OF ITERATIONSFOR C_ = 11
PI_3BLF_ _ TIHE : 0.5017
PHDBLI_4 _ TIME = 0.0842
ELAPSI_D REAL TIME : 0.5017

TIHE _Y (_A(3ES) - - -
MSC _ I/O _ _I.UX pJ,_a/_E

TIME= 5.0166 77. 1761 4.0864 13.7209 0. 0000 0. 0000
CPU TIHF-_ 20.2916 11.7397 11.5211 56.4477 0.0000 0.0000
***FINAL US]_ CDNDITION(X)DE : 0, EST. UNUSI_DFAST btl_E_Y WORDS= 1024
*** A_TED _ : 0.0842 HIN. *** _ INC'_ : 0.0002MIN.

Printout of time infom_tion from PC run:
NO. OF II_RATIONS FDR (X_ = 11

CLOCKTIME : 0.8962
CPU TIME : 0.8962

IKAPSI_D REAL TIME = 0.8990
_I_ TIHE Sth4MARY(P_A(I_S) - - -

HSC I/0 S__ FLUX PLANE [K)W
C2X:L_ TIME= 14.6736 57.8761 4.9098 22.5405 0.0000 0.0000
CPU TIME: 14.6736 57,8761 4.90913 22.5405 0. 0000 0. 0000
***FINAL USt_ _ITION CDDE : 0, Esr, UNUSI_I)FAST l¢_[_(_y _ : 23019
*** A_'rBD C'I-IA[KIE= 0.8998 HIN. *** _ INC_ : 0.OI37HIN.
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Table 2. Time information for Test Case 2

Case Title:
THRI_ GROUP ZPPR-7A PFK)BLI_I ORIGINATI_) BY LANL I;DR WILLIAHSBU[_ CDNF.

Printout of time information from II_l 3090/200 run"
NO. OF I_TIONS FOR _ -- 30
_LEH CIX)C_ TIME - 8.5037
PIK)BLI_H CI_ TIME = 2. 4099
ELAPSI_ RF_AL TIME = 8.5037

F_BH TIME _¥ (PI_:_C"Ifl_A(_)- - -

HSC I/O SCXJIK_ FLUX PLANE BOW
CLOCK TIHE= 0.4116 I I .7165 0.2058 0.8369 4.0081 38.6912
C[_ TIHE= 1.0511 0.7606 0.6075 2. 1064 10.6172 45.8624
***FINAL USER CX3_ITION O:)]_ = 0, EST. UNUSI_D FAST _Y _PL)S = 2048
*** A_TBI) _ = 2.4100 HIN. *** CHAR_ I_ = 0.0002HIN.

Printout of time information from PC run:
NO. OF ITBI_TIONS FOR _ = 23
_LBH CIX)CK TIME = 1.9810
_LB]_ CPU TIME = I. 9810
_BI) REAL TIME = I. 9838

PROBLI_ TIME SUHHARY (P_A(_S) - - -
MSC I/O _ FLUX PLANE

CIX)C_ TIHE= 7.8243 31.0954 2.2716 6.8989 8.3291 25.7362
CPU TIHE= 7.8243 31.0954 2.2716 6.8989 8.3291 25.7362

***FINAL USER CONDITION CX)I)E = 0, EST. UNUSI_D FAST _Y kEPJ)S = 23019 _
*** A_TED C}_ = I .9838 MIN. *** C'HAB_ I_ = 0.0092HIN.

Table 3. Time information _or Test Case 3

Case Title:
_ASSIC RAY-_ __ - - DI_ ORDINATES - - SCAT + ABSOR][_

Printout of time information from Il_ 3090/200 run:
NO. OF ITI_RATIONS FOR _ = I
_]_H _ TIME = 0.0165

C2_U TIME = 0.0072
EtAPS'2K) REAL TIME = 0.3158

PIK)BLIhH TIME SUMMARY (P_A(_S) - - -

HSC I/O S(_ FLUX PLANE ROW
CILX_ TIME= 25.2525 53.5354 1.0101 1.0101 8.0808 7.0707
CPU TIHE= 40.8720 14.5928 1.0089 2.9306 II .9505 12.8873

***FINAL USER ODNDITION O3DE : 1, EST. UNUSI_ FAST _Y NCPJ)S = 3072
*** AOZXJMULA_t_I)_ = 0.0462 HIN. *** _ I_ = 0.O002HIN.

Printout of time information from PC run:
NO. OF ITERATIONS FOR _ = I
PBOBLI_4 CLOCK TIME = 0.0540
P_BL_ CPU'rIME= 0.0540
BIguPSI_ REAL TIME = 0.3818

PIK)BLI_ TI HE _Y ( P_A(ES )
= MSC I/O S(X_ FLUX PLANE BOW

CLOCK TIHE= 56. 1728 I0.1852 0.0000 3.0864 7.7160 13.5802
CPU TIHE= 56. 1728 10. 1852 0.0000 3.0864 7.7160 13. 5802
***FINAL USER O3NDITION (X)I)E = I, EST. UNUSED FAST _Y Id:PJ)S = 23019
*** _TI_ _ = 0.3818 MIN. *** CHAtKE I_ = 0.0092HIN.

=
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APP_IX

Hardware and Software used during adaptation of Ix)Igron PC:
Intel 80386 + Weitek 3167 Processors (33 MHz)
17 MB Extended Memory
80 MB (16 ms) hard disk
MS-DOS v4.01

Lahey Computer Systems, Inc., F77L-194/32 compiler with Lahey/Ergo
OS/386 extender

I. W.A. Rhoades and R. L. Chi lds, An Updated Version of the DOT 4 One-
and Two-Dimensional Neutron/Photon Transport Code, ORNL-5851
(April 1982).

2. W.A. Rhoades and M. B. Emmett, DOS: The Discrete Ordinates System,
ORNL/TM-8362 (September 1982).

3. B.M. Carmichael, Standard Interface Files and Procedures for Reactor
Physics Codes, Version III, LA-5486-MS (February 1974)

4. R. Douglas O'Dell, Standard Interface Files and Procedures for Reactor
Physics Codes, Version IV, LA-6941-MS (September 1977)
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PC 386-Based Version of DORT

INSTAL LAT ION

This diskette contains a self-extracting file DORTZIP.EXE. To install DORT
to your hard disk just copy this file to the directory you desire and type

DORTZIP at the DOS prompt. After the files are extracted you can delete
DORTZIP.EXE from the disk (keep the original in a safe place)

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS

Tl_e following is required to run DOR1r on a PC:

- Intel 80386 & 80387 or Intel 80486 or Intel 80386 & Neitek 5167
Processors

- At least I MB Extended Memory (in additio_l to the usual 640 KB)
•- A hard disk (strongly r'ecommended, a RAM disk is even better)
- MS-DOS v3.0 or higher

EXECUTABLE FILES

There are two executaole versions of DORT on this d£skette: DORT67.EXE and
DORT87.EXE. DORT67.EXE runs on a machine with Intel 80386 and Weitek 3167.

On other configurations DORTBT,EXE must be run.

SOURCE FILES

The Fortran source files are the ones with extension .FOR. The file
DORT.FOR contains all statements and also have INCLUDE statements for the

COMMON files. The original statements are in capital letters. Ali changes
are indicated with small letters, exclamation points (_) or comments in

the form of "cedz". lt is very easy to locate them with a text editor.

TEST CASES

There are three test cases on this diskette. The DORT input files are CASE1,
CASE3 AND CASE6. Cross section data are on the files with extension .LIB.

To run. for example, test case 1:

i - At the DOS prompt type:
COPY CASEI.LIB FT08F001

and press RETURN,

- At the DOS prompt type (for a 80486 machine):
DORT87 ,CASEI ,CASEIOUT

and press RETURN.

- After DORT finishes, type at the prompt:
DEL FT*

and press RETURN (this deletes the scratch files created during execution)
- The out:put CASEIOUT can be compared with the reference output CASEI.OUT

: which is included amongst the extrected f i les.

Other cases can be run similarly. These steps can be put J.n a BAT file if
des i red.
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M I':,CELLANEOU _".i

lhere i',_,a version of GIP included on this diskette. Actually it is a

conver'sjon program whJc'h reads cross _,ections from text files .in list-

(:liFected format (skippir_g a line for" a title at the be(_iF1nirlc]of the
fi le and before each material) and wcite.s them unformatted to F'T08F001.

lt cannot handle FIDO forrnat input or "mixture,_". Its input for the
ab_)ve te,-.,t ca,ses are named PROS1, PROS3 and PROB6. It has two executable
version,-_ Like D(]RT. ]o run problem I with the version for 80486 type:

GIP87 <PROBI

and press RETURN. It may help to create test problems other than those
lrl(;Iuded here.

(ONTACT

All ir_quiries ahoLIt the PC Version of DORT ,should be directed to.

Edi z TaF_ker

Turk. ish Atomic EneL"(gy Authority

Saraykoy Research Center
P.O. Box 249
Kava_ l ideFe 06693

Ar, kara - Turkey
Tel: 90.4.298.,1898
Fax: 90.4.298.1896
e-mail : taek@trbilun.bitnet



Z. IlIeva, T. Apomtolov, S. Belousov,
8. Antonov, T. Petrova, G. DasKalov

(Institute for luclear Researches and Nuclear Bnerjy,
8of la, Bulgaria),

V. Valenta, J. llep (SKODA, ZJ8, Plzen, CSFR)

ABSTRACT

Calculations of the fluence from the neutrons with enerly
a_ove O. 5 HeV have been carried out accordlnJ to the Surveillance
Prolram for observation of the critical temperature of
Irradiation embrlttleBent of vessel metal. The neutron flux has
been obtained usln8 the solutions of the transport equations by
the discrete ordinate codes DOTq. 2 and AHISH In the cases of ra-
dial-azimuthal, radlal-azlal and radial geometry. Calculations
with the semi-empirical RHHO code by uslnl the point Kernel
method have been also carried out. T_e tlu_ee dimensional
calculations by R_O ls f. i6 times less then tl_'ee GlmensAonal
DOT results. It appears float the relaxation patlt lengths
estimated In the a_prozlmatIon of Infinite media result In t1_e
IeaKage underestimation.

Calculations of the fluence onto tl_e Inner surface of the
weld He q of _R-440 reactor vessel of ][ozlodu¥ IIPP, unit 2,
have been carried out for t_ee co_e l oadlnll patterns operated on
the Unit 2 durIn8 the i6 cycles, Which were with: i) fresh
assemblies; 2) burn-up fuel cassettes ales8 the perlpl_ery; 3)
dtum_ cassettes alonlf the periphery. The combination of the
standard loadln8 cycles with ones of dtu=mT cassettes leads to
decreased fluence In I. 3 times and to more uniform Irradiation on
the pressure vessel°

•._: ........... __.,...... i i ii .li i. i ._ iii .... 7 ........ _ --

_OH FLUEHC2 F,STIHATIOHS 01[ _-qd0 REACTOR V_SBL

Calculations of the fluence from tl_e neutrons with enerjy
above 0. 8 MeV have been carried out accordln| to the Surveillance
Protram for observation of tl_e critical temperature of
Irradiation enabrlttlement of vessel metal.

TI_o neutron flux has been obtained usln| the solutions of

the transport equations by tl_e discrete ordinate codes DOTd. 2 !
=n__.ANT_J8_ In _e cases of radlal-azlmuthal HD(r, O), radlal-ulal
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HD(r, z) and radlal NA(r) geometry. The three dimensional flux
estimation has been calculated by the following approximation

N(r,e,z) = ND(r,e).ND(r,z)/NA(r) (1)

Such three dimensional flux presentation Is acceptable
because of the smoother flux dependence on z and e then on r.

For description of the neutron scattering energy dependence
the 35 group neutron cross section library FLUNG 3 In F 3
approximation has been applle_.

Calculations with the RFafO5 code by using the point kernel
method have been also camrled out.

The WWER-_qO core consists of 3q9 fuel and control hexagonal
assemblies Immersed Into the water inside the basket. Thereafter
In radial representation are: water with a lower temperature,
metal shleldlnJ sla_, vessel and biological shielding. In
mentioned radial-azimuthal model a 30 ° symmetry sector has been
considered as lt is shown on Flg. I. Tile boundal'y conditions used
In DOT calculations are: at the left boundary reflection: at the
right (about 3 mean free paths In the shield water tanK) -
vacuum; at the top and the bottom boundaries (at e=3o ° and e=o o
resp_ctively) - full reflection.

The radial-axial neutron flux distribution ND(r,z) has been
calculated In the (r,z) geometry. The core with 2q2 cm In height
ls shielded by 50 cm thickness reflector at the bottom edge. The
media disposition In radial direction corresponds to that at 30 °
and _s uniform In axial.

The reactor core Is considered as a fixed neutron source.
_e spatial distribution ls taken from the power release
distribution In the fuel assemblies. These data have been
obtained In accordance with the real operation regime during ali
the proceeded cycles bY using the SPPS-i 6 code. The spatial
neutron source distribution has been determined bY the core
volume coefficient of power lrrelularity Kv(r,z, 9). For the REMO
calculations the relative casette power distribution coefficients
Kq have been also considered.

Tl_e energy source distribution corresponds %o the fission
spectrum _(E) for the energies up then O. 5 MeV. The absolute
number of neutrons emitted per i cm 3 Is obtained by the following
relation

S(r, e, z,E) - Z(E). v--_-(A).p.l_v(r, 0, z) = - C.Kv(r, e, z) (2)
E

w_ere:

p - specific reactor power', W/cre3;
C = 0.69.E+i3;
A - bumn up, MWd/KgU;
v/E - the ratio of the mean neutron number for fission to tl_e
mean fission energy release.
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During four successive cycles of assemblies wlth 3.6Y.
enrichment (burn up between 38 and 40 Hwd/KgU) the ratio vlb has
been Increased by 4Z, from 7.8i5. iOi¢ KjU/Hwd to 8. i96. i0iO
KSU/Nwd due to the fuel burn up.

The radial-azimuthal source distribution for DOT calcu-
lations has been determined by the power release dlstrll_utlon
only In the last 3 assemblies rows because the effect of the
Inner placed assemblies In the core Is neullglble.

For the case of dummy cassettes loading, the assemblies ig,
qi, q7 have been rejected from the source.

In accordance to the solution stability Investigations
concerning the used Sn quadrature 7 the 88 velocity angle
representation has been applied for the DOT calculations.

The radial dlscretIzatIon step £r In the different reactor
zones has been fallen as

t + Zs° /j_g Esrf
£r : .......... ,

4_'tg

where the total cross section _tg, the scattering cross section
Zs and the self scattering cross section zsog_g have _eenI
estimated In the group g corresponding to the mean fission
spectrum energy 2+2. 5 HeV. Calculations with two times decreased
radial steps give value variation of the neutron flux less then
IX at any azimuthal direction 9 on the vessel.

The 9 angular spatial mesh set has l_een taken uniformly with
a step t o. The calculations wltl_ a step O. 5o decrease tl_e neutron
flux values onto the vessel at less then iX. The value 6=0. Oi for
the general convergence criteria has l_een chosen. This value

= ensures a flux difference less then IX compared to the results
calculated wltll 6:0.001.

The number of energy groups and the averallng spectra of tl_e
multigroup constants do not have considerable Influence on the
total neutron flux with energy up then 0, 5 MeV (less then O. 7X).
The following llbr'a.rAes lt,ave been used for these analysis:
- VITAHIM/C: 73 groups above 0. 6 HeY; averaging multigroup
constant spectrum - fie When E<O. 82 MeV, Ei/2e-B/i. 4 when
O. 82 MeV<E<lO MeV, t/E when t0 MeV<E<t2.6 HeV;
- FLUNG: t 7 groups above O. 5 MeV, wl th the same averaO Lng
spe¢trum;
- DLC37PS: 36 Iroups above O.5 EeV, averaging spectrum- I/E;
- L26PJSJ49:t5 groups above 0.6 MeV, averaging spectrum- t/E.

For comparison of the different approximations and metl_ods
used calculations have been carried out In:
f) two dimensional (r, e) geometry by DOT;
2) tl_ee dimensional (r, e, z) _eometry by DOT, using formula (t) ;
3) tlu_ee dl_nsIonal geometry by R_ with volume coefficients
Kv_
q) two dimensional geometry by REHO with relative coefficients

_
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TaJ_le I. _leutron fluence on the Some results of the flux
weld He 4 of Unit 2 of Kozloduy above 0.5 NeV on the inner
NPP £nthe maximum of az!muthal vessel surface are presented
distribution (0=30o), tO lt cm-2. In Table ! for standard

l oadlnJ. Tal_inl Into account
He DOT DOT REHO REHO the axial source distribution

cycle (r, 6) (r, e, z) Kq i_v the three dimensional
estimated flux decreases

i 2.02 i. 6i 2.05 t. 83 O06 times (column 2) comPared
2 2. iE i. 70 2.03 i.92 to the flux in (r, 0) geometry
3 l, 98 i, 58 i. 98 i, 84 (column l),
4 2.02 i. 6t 2.05 t. 97 The DOT (r,e) results
5 i. gi i. 53 2. ii 2. Oi wltl_ln 5Y. coincide to the REHO
6 2. il i. 69 2. 15 2.03 results in two dimensional
7 2.07 i. 66 2.07 i. 93 eeometry with a source
6 2.05 i.64 2.03 1,66 represented by Kq coefficients
9 2. 09 i. 67 i.99 i.6q of the relative power

iO i. 80 i. q_ i. 67 i. 57 distribution.
i i i. 66 i. 50 i0 63 i. 71 The three dimensional
i2 i.4i i. i3 i,_6 t. 36 calculations by point l_ernels

method REHO with volume
coefficient Kv Is i0 i6 times less then three dimensional DOT
results, lt appears that the relaxation path lengths estimated In
the approximation of infinite media result In the leal_age
underestimation.

Some results from the calculations iO tf the fluence onto the
inner surface of the weld He4 of WWER-_40 reactor vessel of
Kozloduy NPP, unit 2, are presented. The weld No4 is placed at
l_eleht 30 cm above the core lower edte. Because of the Cu and P
contaminants it undersoes the most severe changes in the metal
enlbrlttlement due to the irradiation exposure.

The neutron flux spatial-energY distribution for three core
loadine patterns operated on tl_e Unit 2 of Kozloduy NPP during
the i6 cycles have been performed. They were:
- the first 9 cycles using standard 1 oadlngs, e.B. fresh
assemblies along the core edge;
- the next 3 cycles (from iO to 12) usine burn up fuel cassettes
along the periphery;
- tl_e next q cycles (from t3 to i6) usln_ the 36 dummy cassettes.

I

These cassettes are No i9, qi and 47 In the 300 core sector shown
on Flg. i.

In the case of standard loadines the falling onto the vessel
neutron flux maximum value Nina x appears at e=29o-30 ° in (r, e)
aeometry, willie the minimum flux value Hmi n is at e=i2o-t3 °, and
Nmax/Hmin=i. 6 (Fig. 2, cuz, ve i). For loadln_s with 36 dunny
cassettes the neutron flux maximum value shifts from 30 ° to i3 o
and minimum fi_om 13 o to 30 ° (Fie. 2, cu_.ve 2).

For the loading with burn up fuel cassettes at t_e core
periphery the flux attenuation increases i. 25 times comPared to
standard loading° and for the loadln8 with dummy cassettes the
flux decreases iO times.

The combination of the standard loadin_ cycles with ones of
du/r_y cassettes leads to decreased fluence and to more uniform
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Irradiation on the pressure vessel (the ratio of maximal and
minimal fluence values d£mtnIshes to l. qS).

The effect of the neutron fluence gradient decreasing in
dependence of the Implemented cycles up to now ts shown on Fig. S.
The dotte4 curve represents the neutron fluence durIn_ al 1
imPlemented cycles IncludtnM ones with burn up fuel cassettes and
dummy cassettes loadInls. If only the standard loadlngs had been
used the neutron accumulation should have been corresponded to
the crosses curve on FIJ. 3. The comparison between the two
mentioned curves on Fig. 3 shows that the application of different
tyPes of loadIngs results In the value of the absolute neutron
fluence which Is l, 3 times less then the predicted one at the end
of t6-th cycle at the weld No%.
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